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Section One

Project Introduction

PROJECT INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE OF THE CORRIDOR PLAN
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The Margaret Avenue Corridor Plan provides the level of information needed by planners, engineers,
agencies, elected officials, and the public to make informed decisions regarding the best overall
development of the Margaret Avenue corridor from State Road 63 to State Road 46. While this
corridor will ultimately provide critical east-west mobility, a dual function will be the support and
encouragement of positive economic development. This corridor plan defines critical elements
and guidelines necessary to meet transportation infrastructure needs and enhance the potential
for high-end economic development along Margaret Avenue and State Road 46. See Figure 1-1
for the location of the Margaret Avenue corridor and the corridor study limits.

INTERSTATE 70

Figure 1-1: Corridor study limits
* 13th Street has been formally designated Dr. Martin Luther King Junior Memorial Way, but for the purposes of this report, the title 13th Street has
been applied

The planning process for the Margaret Avenue corridor was developed through a collaborative
approach that accomplishes the following critical objectives for the City:












Promote a well designed transportation system that improves the safety and function
of the corridor
Provide strong land-use direction strategically aligned with the economic development
goals of the community
Discourage land development practices that compromise roadway capacity and
destroy the character of the community
Advance economic development goals by promoting more efficient use of land and
transportation systems
Enhance the visual appeal of the corridors to reinforce the positive development
practices desired along the corridors
Preserve the public investment in infrastructure

This report contains four distinct sections which are identified and described below:


Land Use Plan – Established to unify the corridor land uses and stabilize existing
residential and commercial areas with the goal of defining and attracting a desired
level of development
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Transportation Access Management Plan – Developed to establish the implementation and control of roadway
design elements in order to allow safe and efficient access to property while preserving the traffic movement
function of the transportation system
Engineering Assessment Report – Provided to document the engineering assessment phase and guide
ongoing environmental studies and succeeding survey and engineering design
Enhancement Design Guidelines – Established to reinforce access management strategies, integrate the
transportation corridors with adjoining land use and the regional setting, beautify the corridor, and create an
elevated expectation for future development along the corridor.

Although these components are described separately, they were integrated and coordinated throughout the development of
the study to provide a comprehensive corridor plan thereby maximizing the potential of the Margaret Avenue corridor.

CORRIDOR PLAN OVERSIGHT

A steering committee was established to direct and oversee the development of the Plan. The responsibility of this group
was to act as a sounding board for establishing a set of goals and objectives, determining the direction of the land use plan
and guiding the development of various corridor characteristics, including the realignment of Margaret Avenue from Fruitridge
Avenue to State Road 46. Numerous meetings, several on-site investigations, and coordination with other parties having a
vested interest in the project have been performed during the development of the Plan. The project management team has
conferred with the following persons, among many others, concerning various aspects of the project.
Mayor Kevin D. Burke – City of Terre Haute
Mr. Pat Goodwin, City Engineer – City of Terre Haute, Steering Committee Member
Mr. Cliff Lambert, Executive Director, Department of Redevelopment – City of Terre Haute, Steering Committee Member
Mr. Jeremy Weir, Executive Director, Vigo County Area Plan Department, Steering Committee Member
Mr. Pat Martin, Chief Planner, City of Terre Haute, Steering Committee Member
Mr. Todd Nation, Terre Haute City Council, Steering Committee Member
Mr. Larry Robbins, Assistant City Engineer – City of Terre Haute
Mr. Mark Albers, Planning Director, INDOT Crawfordsville District
Mr. Clint Sparks, Project Manager, American Consulting, Inc.
Mr. Chris Schultz, Project Engineer, American Consulting, Inc.
Mr. Paul Johnson, Project Manager, American Consulting, Inc.
Additionally, two public information meetings were held both at the Fuqua Elementary School. The first meeting was held on
July 12, 2006 at 7:00 p.m. The second meeting was held on August 30, 2006 at 7:00 p.m.
See Appendix A for the PowerPoint presentations, surveys, and survey results from the various steering committee and public
meetings.
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PROJECT NEED AND PURPOSE

The principle need for this project is due to the existing lack of traffic-carrying capacity (i.e., low levels of service, LOS) and
related traffic-operational problems. Currently portions of the Margaret Avenue corridor experience congestion and without
the expansion of the Margaret Avenue facility this congestion will increase significantly as the community corridor land use
plan is implemented, redevelopment occurs, and new development continues along State Road 46.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this project is to upgrade Margaret Avenue to provide a modern transportation facility from
State Road 63 to State Road 46. The improvements are intended to reduce congestion between major intersecting streets in
the developed areas along Margaret Avenue and establish high quality access to currently established and new developments
along the existing corridor and realigned portion of the corridor.

PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

As a response to the purpose and need for the project, goals and objectives were established to continually guide the
project development process. The goals and objectives for the Margaret Avenue Corridor Plan were established based on
information gathered from stakeholder interviews, steering committee meetings, public information meetings, and pertinent
evaluation criteria. Each goal is a desired future condition. They are broad statements meant to introduce key concepts and
ideas important to the corridor development. The goals express important values and desired outcomes for the community.
Established for each goal is a list of objectives which are specific, measurable future conditions that indicate success in
measuring the desired goal. The overall project goals and objectives for the corridor improvements are as follows:
Goal 1: To create a safe, functional, efficient, and attractive east-west connection with between State Road 63 and
State Road 46.
Objectives:
 Identify major congestion areas and other areas that affect the function of the roadway
 Regulate the number, location, and type of vehicular access point to the corridor
 Develop strategies that reduce congestion and bottleneck points along the corridor
Goal 2: To create opportunities for new development, redevelopment and revitalization strategically aligned with the
economic development goals of the community.
Objectives:
 Develop and implement a scenario that promotes best land use development practices for new economic
development within the corridor.
 Develop and implement a scenario that promotes land use development that is desired by the community, and is
consistent with surrounding land uses.
 Identify a development scenario that stabilizes the existing residential areas along the corridor
 Identify a development scenario for the realignment of Margaret Avenue
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Goal 3: To provide a distinctive visual quality to the Margaret Avenue Corridor.
Objectives:
 Create landscape treatments that reinforce the street edges and highlight designated access points
 Create landscape treatments that improve visual appeal of the corridor, and elevate the visual perception of
existing businesses to users of the corridor
 Create aesthetic standards that visually reinforce Margaret Avenue as a prime economic development corridor
 Identify key gateway areas and visual focal points throughout the corridor.
 Create aesthetic treatments that highlight the character and qualities of Terre Haute and can be replicated on
other designated corridors.

PRIOR AND ONGOING STUDIES

The City of Terre Haute has undertaken several studies that will further enhance the use of roadways and adjacent land use
throughout the city. Of particular interest to the Margaret Avenue corridor are the following:
State Road 46 Corridor Study – A&F Engineering Co., Inc., completed: August 2004
The purpose of the report is to provide a comprehensive corridor traffic study for State Road 46 from Margaret Avenue to
Poplar Street.
Terre Haute/Vigo County Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) for Year 2030 – Bernardin, Lochmueller and
Associate, Inc. (BLA), completed: March 28, 2005
The purpose of the report is to provide a long-range, multi-modal transportation improvement program for Terre Haute
and Vigo County.
Vigo County Comprehensive Plan – HNTB Corporation (HNTB), DRAFT completed: October 2005
The plan will provide guidance to local elected officials and plan commission members in making decisions regarding
development approval, rezoning, and variances.
Hazardous Waste Screening – American Consulting, Inc. (ACE), completed: April 14, 2006
The purpose of the report is to determine potential sources of hazardous waste that may affect the proposed project within
the construction limits and project right of way for the entire Margaret Avenue corridor from State Road 63 to State Road
46.
Categorical Exclusion Report – American Consulting, Inc. (ACE), estimated completion: October 31, 2007
The purpose of the report is to evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed improvements on environmental resources
as well as socioeconomic impacts, including noise and air quality.
Railroad Relocation Study – American Consulting, Inc. (ACE), DRAFT completed: July 10, 2006
This report will focus on the possibility of re-routing train traffic off of the rail line crossing Margaret Avenue and 7th Street,
to improve safety and relieve traffic congestion created by these two at-grade crossings.
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Railroad Relocation Study – HDR, Inc. (HDR), DRAFT completed: November 2006
The purpose of the report is to evaluate potential strategies to reduce railroad related vehicle delay throughout the city
limits. These strategies include increasing train speeds, providing grade separation, and alternative train routing and
consolidation.
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Section Two
Land Use Plan

LAND USE PLAN
INTRODUCTION

The improvement and partial realignment of Margaret Avenue presents the community with a
unique set of opportunities including new well-planned development, revitalization of blighted
areas, improved compatibility of land uses and the coordination of nodes of commercial activity.
While the road realignment and improvements to the existing right-of-way can occur in a relatively
short period of time, the vision for the future land use within the corridor will likely take many years,
even decades to be fully realized. The successful implementation of this land use vision will require
the support, partnership, commitment, and resources of land owners, developers, government
entities, private investors, and real estate professionals over a long period of time. Changes in the
market, needs of the community and other unforeseeable conditions will likely require updates to
this plan and subsequent implementation tools.
To fully realize the potential of this corridor, it is recommended the City of Terre Haute choose
to initiate a number of policy and regulatory changes, such as the creation or update of zoning
districts to promote specific development types, one or more overlay districts, design guidelines,
home ownership programs, etc.
The five-mile corridor bisects a wide variety of existing land uses including industrial, residential,
commercial, and agricultural. Many have expressed an opinion that the corridor looks tired,
outdated and, in some locations, blighted. Others have expressed concern that the highly visible
corridor does not portray the image Terre Haute would like to project.
The intent of this plan is to bring some sense of order to the entire corridor by designating certain
districts based on the influences of existing land use where appropriate, economic development
and community goals, natural and man-made amenities, market conditions, and opportunities
unique to each of the districts.
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State Road 63 to Harding Street:
State Road 63 Gateway

This segment of the corridor responds to the existing State
Road 63 industrial district by designating the land in the area
between Margaret Avenue and I-70 for industrial/distribution
facilities. While the area is currently largely developed, the
area north of Margaret Avenue is planned for multi-family
residential and light industrial. Buffers between the industrial
uses and the residential developments are essential
elements of an environment that will improve the quality of
life for residents. It is anticipated that retail activity within this
segment will serve the immediate residential area and the
employees of the industrial tenants. The community focal
point of the area is the existing fire station located at the
western end of the corridor. The land use plan for State Road
63 to Harding Street can be found on page 2-3.

Harding Street to 5th Street:

Tourist Service Commercial Gateway
This segment serves as one of the main gateways into the
urbanized area of Terre Haute. Many of the commercial
businesses already located here serve the interstate traveler
with hotels, fuel, food and related services. By focusing future
development on this market segment, Terre Haute has the
opportunity to redefine the first impression travelers will
have of the community. The development of architectural
design guidelines and possibly a new zoning or overlay
district should be considered to assist with the realization
of this vision. Without strict enforcement of such design
requirements, the land use near this exit on I-70 will likely
take on the appearance of “Anywhere, USA.” Improvements
to Margaret Avenue and the urban design elements of the
new corridor design should reflect the community’s character
and recognize the significance of this district as a gateway
into the city. The land use plan for Harding Street to 5th Street
can be found on page 2-4.

5th Street to 13th Street:

Neighborhood Revitalization
With Fuqua Elementary School as a neighborhood anchor,
efforts to stabilize the surrounding residential area should
focus on home ownership and maintenance programs. These
2-2
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DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGE EXAMPLES

PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN: STATE ROAD 63 TO HARDING STREET
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DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGE EXAMPLES

PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN: HARDING STREET TO 5TH STREET
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programs are needed to counter a trend of owner-occupied
single family homes being converted to rental property. Efforts
in both the public and private sectors to reverse this trend
could produce significant improvements to both the economic
and social stability of the neighborhood.
In addition to the school, another asset in the area is a common
greenspace at 6th Street and Margaret Avenue. Similar green
spaces are mimicked in many neo-traditional neighborhood
developments because of the social benefits they provide in
a high density neighborhood. One potential new asset for the
neighborhood could be a multi-use trail created from railroad
right-of-way, should the rail line bisecting the neighborhood
be abandoned in the future.
Both the trail and the greenspace offer the potential to create
a new identity for the neighborhood. The current density
supports a walkable neighborhood and should remain in place.
Other public efforts to support the continued improvement
to the district should include increased enforcement of life
safety and building codes, identification and promotion of infill
development sites. In terms of infrastructure improvements,
this area should support a pedestrian environment and
include traffic calming and pedestrian scale urban design and
streetscape elements. The design of all roadway and sidewalk
improvements in this segment should promote the safety of
children walking to and from school. The existing street grid
pattern also promotes a walkable close-knit community. The
land use plan for 7th Street to 13th Street can be found on
page 2-7.

13th Street to 25th Street - Regional Commercial
Node & Medium Intensity Mixed Use
The realigned 14th Street/Canal Road at the intersection of
Margaret Avenue provides an ideal location for commercial
services and retailers serving the market of commuters who
use the Canal Road route to and from Terre Haute from
the southern part of the county on a regular basis. Uses
appropriate for this include automobile service and fuel,
convenience stores, professional services, and other non-big
box retail operations. The use of appropriate buffers between
this node and the surrounding neighborhoods will be important
regulatory means to support the sustainability of both the
residential and commercial uses. The character of the new
2-5
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commercial developments could be further influenced by the
adoption and enforcement of design guidelines. Increased
residential development in this and other districts along the
corridor is likely to create more demand for recreational
facilities. Terre Haute should consider expanding the existing
recreation facilities between the Canadian Pacific Railway,
the Grandview Cemetery, Margaret Avenue, and the CSX
Rail Yard. The land south of the existing ball fields to Margaret
Avenue would present an ideal location for expansion. These
facilities should be connected to the proposed trail system.
This mixed-use segment along Margaret Avenue, between
19th Street and the eastern edge of the Bible Baptist Church,
offers excellent opportunities for both new development of
low and medium density single family and a limited amount of
clustered or multi-family residential properties. The frontage
along Margaret Avenue could serve a retail/ professional
services function for surrounding neighborhoods with limited
depth commercial development along the roadway and
residential uses behind. Screening and buffers between the
uses will be important to the success of each use. The design
of commercial uses in this area should consider pedestrian
access from nearby neighborhoods. As redevelopment occurs,
there will be opportunities to employ access management
techniques, such as combined access and realigned curb
cuts on Margaret Avenue. Consideration should also be given
to replication of the street grid pattern found from 19th to 22nd
Streets in the new residential development areas. The grid
pattern promotes a sense of community and creates walkable
neighborhoods. New developments in this segment should be
required to provide internal vehicular and pedestrian linkages
between developments and avoid the conventional cul-desac development pattern whenever possible. Pedestrian
and vehicular linkages among developments will promote a
sense of community and reduce the need to use the arterial
(Margaret Avenue) for short neighborhood trips. The land use
plan for 13th Street to 25th Street can be found on page 2-8.

25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue:
Wooded Residential

One of the assets of this segment of the corridor is a large
number of mature trees. Residential development in this
area should include medium and low density development
of single family homes with the preservation of as many
2-6
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DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGE EXAMPLES

PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN: 7TH STREET TO 13TH STREET
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PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN: 13TH STREET TO 25TH STREET
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mature specimen trees as possible. Multi-family housing
developments are viewed as a transitional land use at the
southwestern corner of Margaret Avenue and Fruitridge.
Preservation and enhancement of the tree buffer along I-70
is critical to promoting quality residential development. New
housing developments will create additional demand for
active and passive recreation space. The northwest corner
of Fruitridge and Margaret Avenues provides a large flat
area ideal for active recreational facilities such as ball fields.
The natural features at the parcel’s western end are ideal
for creating passive recreation opportunities. Recreation is
one of only a few compatible transitional land uses that are
appropriate between the residential developments and the
oil field located on the northern half of this parcel. The land
use plan for 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue can be found on
page 2-11.

New Margaret Avenue:
New Mixed Use

The realigned portion of Margaret Avenue between Fruitridge
Avenue and State Road 46 provides the community with
a rare opportunity to create a sense of place, enhance
the community identity, generate economic development
opportunities, and establish a new paradigm for future
development in Terre Haute. This segment of the corridor
includes the largest diversity of natural features, existing land
uses, undeveloped parcels, and development opportunities
of any segment along the corridor.
A mix of various types of residential development in this
segment is recommended for the property north of the
new alignment of Margaret Avenue. Conventional, medium
density, single family residential development along
Margaret Avenue and low to medium density single family
residential development near the natural water features is the
recommended pattern. Natural features in this area should
be viewed as assets as they provide unique amenities to
the surrounding residential communities. Because of the
unique opportunities represented, the use of either a planned
unit development status or special design overlay district is
warranted for the land surrounding the natural assets. The
residential development near the water features should
include custom houses with higher quality architectural
features and could take the form of a golf community.
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Due to the limited demand for new office space in Terre
Haute, office uses are not a major component proposed for
this corridor. However, a small amount of land located near
the natural water features offer a unique office environment
as either a campus environment for a single user or a planned
development for a number of individual users.
Warehouse and distribution facilities have an ideal location
south of the new alignment and north of I-70. The land area in
this segment is large enough to accommodate several major
distribution and warehousing operations of up to one million
square feet each. The proximity to the airport and interstate
make this a premier location for this type of development.
Design guidelines should be employed to assure attractive
frontage along I-70 and Margaret Avenue.
Commercial development along the new alignment should
transition between regional retail near State Road 46,
including big box and other destination retail to more localoriented services such as banks, coffee shops, dry cleaners,
etc. to the western edge of the designated commercial land
use. In the area near State Road 46, pressure to develop
the more conventional style of big box retail, a single large
surface parking lot ,and individual out parcel construction
is anticipated. Terre Haute should consider working with
developers to create standards that would promote a
development style that differs from the conventional form
found in other retail districts in the city, such as that along
U.S. Highway 41. For the western edge of the commercial
use, consideration should be given to a development style
which resembles a traditional village center with parking in
the rear and facades that are more compatible with individual
storefronts and the surrounding residential style rather
than conventional strip centers. This pedestrian-friendly
environment could reduce vehicular trips from parking lot to
parking lot while promoting walking between developments
and residential areas. Example images of the village center
concept can be seen on page 2-13.
Preservation of the area immediately surrounding the flood
control reservoir is a priority. The water and surrounding
natural wooded environment add to the character and identity
of the area while providing critical flood protection. Protection
of viewsheds of the natural area within the commercial and
2-10
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DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGE EXAMPLES

PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN: 25TH STREET TO FRUITRIDGE AVENUE
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DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGE EXAMPLES

PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN: FRUITRIDGE AVENUE TO SR 46
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LAND USE PLAN
VILLAGE CENTER IMAGE EXAMPLES

VILLAGE CENTER CONCEPT IMAGES
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residential areas will also enhance this identity feature and
ties in to the “City Beautiful” theme developed in the corridor
enhancement component of this study. The land use plan for
Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46 can be found on page 2-12.
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ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN
INTRODUCTION

Access management involves the implementation and control of roadway design elements in
order to allow safe and efficient access to property while preserving the traffic movement function
of the transportation system. Specifically, according the Transportation Research Board Access
Management Manual (2003, p. 3):
Access management is the systematic control of the location, spacing, design, and operation of
driveways, median openings, interchanges, and street connections to a roadway. It also involves
roadway design applications, such as median treatments and auxiliary lanes, and the appropriate
spacing of traffic signals.
Proper access management can preserve the throughput of a corridor, reduce congestion,
minimize crashes, provide for more aesthetic pedestrian and landscaped areas, attractive areas
for business and residential development, and increase property values.

ROADWAY FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Arterial Street

Margaret Avenue (Minor Arterial)
INCREASED TRAFFIC MOBILITY

The concept of access management stems
from the fact that all roads are designed to
balance two primary functions: carrying
through traffic and providing access
to adjacent property. The functional
classification of a roadway helps to describe
the intended balance of these two functions.
Roadways that are primarily intended for
traffic service (typically for longer trips) are
referred to as arterials. Those intended
primarily for access to abutting land use are
local streets. Collector roadways link local
streets with arterials and often serve balanced
demands for travel and access to property.
Figure 3-1 graphically shows this relationship
between property access and traffic mobility
for the various roadway classifications.

Collector Street

Local Street

INCREASED PROPERTY ACCESS
Figure 3-1: Roadway functionality diagram.

In many ways, the functional classification system for a network of roadways is analogous to
a tree, with the arterials serving as the trunk, the collectors serving as the branches, and local
streets serving as the twigs that tie directly with the leaves (representing individual land parcels).
Functional classification should be defined in the context of the overall roadway network to provide
a balanced system that meets both travel and access requirements. The functional classification of
a road guides decisions including lane requirements, appropriate design standards, cross section
elements, right of way, and access management components.
3-1
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Margaret Avenue is classified as an urban minor arterial. This means that it is intended to function primarily for through traffic
movement, while providing limited direct access to individual properties. Ideally, minor arterials should define the edges of
neighborhoods rather than dividing them, and access to adjacent land uses should be from cross streets. However, the
existing patterns of development and access along Margaret Avenue do not meet this ideal. This is especially true in the
segment between U.S. Highway 41 and Canal Road, where the street traverses an established residential neighborhood and
is accessed by numerous alleys and private drives.
Access management is most successful when it can be incorporated into the design of a roadway system from the beginning.
Unfortunately, that is not always the case. In fact, access management is often considered only when problems occur on
an existing roadway. By that time, existing conditions typically make it difficult to implement some of the most effective
strategies.

MARGARET AVENUE ACCESS MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The access management plan for Margaret Avenue reinforces the intended function of the street as a minor arterial, but it
also provides some flexibility in recognition of the existing development and access patterns along the corridor. The overall
goal of the plan is to balance the function of Margaret Avenue as an arterial between commercial districts while continuing
to support access and connectivity to the existing uses in the corridor. Specific access management objectives for Margaret
Avenue include:










Provide sufficient lane capacity to support efficient vehicular travel along the corridor
Reduce the number of conflict points where vehicles cross paths
Provide well-defined driveway and public street intersections
Promote appropriate driveway spacing and intersection corner clearance
Provide for safe pedestrian and bicycle use
Separate turning movements from through traffic for safety and traffic efficiency
Discourage speeding, especially in existing residential areas
Encourage proper access and circulation design for new developments
Consolidate driveways and improve existing access with redevelopment

ELEMENTS OF THE ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN

Access management will be accomplished in the Margaret Avenue corridor by controlling key elements in the design of the
street and its access. Specific design elements are discussed in the following sections.

Raised Medians

Raised Medians provide several positive traffic flow, safety and aesthetic benefits. They physically separate opposing traffic
streams, and they limit the locations where conflicting movements can be made across those main traffic streams. Raised
medians provide a location for the deceleration and storage of left turning vehicles that removes them from the through traffic
stream. They provide a refuge for pedestrians crossing the street, and they provide a location for aesthetic enhancements
along the street. Raised medians are proposed along the reconstructed sections of Margaret Avenue between 3rd Street and
Canal Street and between 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue. A raised median is also proposed for the realigned section of
Margaret Avenue between Fruitridge Avenue and State Road 46.
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Continuous Two-Way Left Turn Lanes

Continuous Two-Way Left Turn Lanes (TWLTL) also provide traffic flow and safety benefits compared to roadways with no
median. Like raised medians, these lanes provide a location for left turning vehicles to decelerate and maneuver separate
from the through traffic stream. TWLTL do not provide the same traffic operations benefits that raised medians provide,
and they do not discourage strip development with closely spaced driveways. Nor do they provide areas for pedestrian
refuge or aesthetic treatments. However, a TWLTL is an appropriate method of improving traffic flow and traffic safety in
areas where numerous existing driveways must be maintained. TWLTL are proposed for the segments of Margaret Avenue
between Jackson Street and 7th Street and between Canal Road and 25th Street, where there are many existing driveways.
Despite the recommendation for TWLTL in these segments, opportunities for consolidation of existing driveways should still
be pursued.

Flush Medians

A flush median is recommended for the segment of Margaret Avenue from SR 63 to Jackson Street. A TWLTL is unnecessary
because of the limited development on the south side of Margaret Avenue. However, a raised median could impede the
emergency vehicles that routinely use this short segment in front of the fire station.

Traffic Signal Spacing

Signalized intersections often determine the level of service and quality of overall roadway operations. Signals are usually
the most capacity constrained points on a road, and where intersections are spaced a mile apart or less, roadway capacity is
directly related to how well the traffic signals operate as a system.
The coordination of adjacent traffic signals is straightforward in concept. Timing patterns are developed to provide progression
through successive traffic signals for vehicles traveling at the appropriate travel speed. The coordination of traffic signals
can be fairly easy on a one-way street, but becomes more complex for two-way operations since the optimal pattern in one
direction may not work in the other direction. Two-way progression is much more effective where signalized intersections are
evenly spaced at desirable intervals. In fact, irregular spacing of intersections can make two-way progression mathematically
impossible. For that reason, identifying major intersections or access points to optimize traffic signal operations is one of the
most important access management strategies for arterial roadways.
It is recommended that signalized intersections along Margaret Avenue be spaced no closer than 1/3 mile apart. Spacing
of ½ mile is preferred where it can be achieved. Figure 3-2 shows anticipated future signalized intersection locations along
Margaret Avenue. This includes new signalized intersections to serve anticipated development between Fruitridge Avenue and
State Road 46. Additional or alternate traffic signal locations can be implemented, as long as the spacing recommendations
are not violated.
Within the new commercial area immediately west of State Road 46, it may be necessary to provide two signalized intersections
approximately ¼ mile apart in order to provide adequate access. This exception to the 1/3 mile spacing recommendation is
considered acceptable, as Margaret Avenue in this area will serve equally as an access to the commercial property and as a
through arterial. Alternately, one or more roundabouts could be used for access to commercial or office property in this area.
Roundabouts should be carefully located to avoid potential blockage from queues for nearby signalized intersections. No
signalized or roundabout intersection should be constructed on Margaret Avenue within ¼ mile of State Road 46.
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Unsignalized Access Spacing

In order to maintain the integrity of overall operations on Margaret Avenue, signalized intersections should be permitted only
where they allow for satisfactory two-way traffic progression. If other access points are allowed, they should not be signalized
and should not allow crossing of the median. In most cases, major new developments should only be allowed to access
Margaret Avenue at public roadways that intersect at locations appropriate for traffic signals. Although some access points
will not require signalization when constructed, it would be prudent to assume that any access point with a median cut might
someday be signalized and treat each request for access accordingly. The following guidelines are recommended for the
spacing of unsignalized access along Margaret Avenue:





No closer than 1760 feet (1/3 mile) apart for full median openings
No closer than 660 feet apart for any access in areas without a raised median
No closer than 330 feet apart for right-in, right-out access in areas with a median
No closer than 660 feet for access with a directional median opening that allows left turns from Margaret Avenue,
but no left turns onto Margaret Avenue.

Roundabout intersections in areas with a median should be considered to be full median openings but could be spaced closer
than 1/3 mile if they are shown to have no adverse impact on traffic operation.
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It is recognized that access from the relocated Margaret Avenue to the new Wal-Mart site does not conform to the access
spacing guidelines provided in this section. It is anticipated that the proximity between State Road 46 and the full median
opening access to Wal-Mart and adjacent outlots may cause traffic operation problems in the future. The median opening of
relocated Margaret Avenue at the east Walmart drive may require closure if operational problems develop.

Potential signal
Existing signal

Figure 3-2: Traffic signal locations.
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ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN
Intersection Corner Clearance

To preserve the safety and capacity of intersection operations along Margaret Avenue, all access points must also maintain a
minimum separation from public road intersections. Access points adjacent to public road intersections on Margaret Avenue
should be placed no closer to a public road intersection than the maximum of:





The unsignalized access spacing guidelines above (on Margaret Avenue or major sidestreet approaches)
The average queue length on the intersection approach during the daily peak hour
The length of the longest intersection turn bay plus taper on the approach
120 feet (on minor sidestreet approaches)

Where no access points can be provided that meet the above corner clearance guidelines, access should be as far from
the intersection as possible and should be limited to right-in, right-out operation. In these cases, the City should look for
opportunities to consolidate driveways or provide alternate access as redevelopment occurs.

Auxiliary Lanes

Left and right turn lanes at intersections and driveways provide important safety and capacity benefits. These lanes allow
vehicles to decelerate and queue for turning maneuvers outside of the through travel lanes. The requirements for left and right
turn lanes at major intersections along Margaret Avenue have been established in this study. These lanes and their proposed
lengths are shown in the preliminary drawings. As new development occurs in the Margaret Avenue corridor, the requirements
for auxiliary lanes at driveways and intersections should be evaluated in traffic impact studies.

Driveway Design

Driveway design is important to the safe and efficient movement of vehicles to and from the site. All driveways along Margaret
Avenue should be curbed, and curb radii and driveway widths should conform to City standards. Adequate lighting should
illuminate the entire driveway intersection so that drivers can determine the location and geometrics of the driveway. The
length of a driveway throat on a property specifies the separation distance between the adjacent street and any on-site
circulation roads. It is important that this throat length be sufficient to allow efficient circulation of site traffic and prevent
queues of entering vehicles from spilling back onto the street. Driveway throat length should be at least 50 feet for any
driveway. If a driveway is signalized, or if a development generates sufficient traffic to warrant a traffic impact study, driveway
throat lengths should be sufficient to store any anticipated queues.

Access Management for State Road 46

With the anticipated development of large commercial and industrial areas in the vicinity of the State Road 46/Margaret
Avenue intersection, maintaining good traffic flow on State Road 46 will be important. Control of access to State Road 46 is
the responsibility of the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT), but development approval and local street construction
involve City decisions. INDOT and the City of Terre Haute will need to cooperate to ensure good access management for this
corridor.
In conjunction with a new Wal-Mart store, INDOT has approved the construction of a new traffic signal on State Road 46 at
the location of the proposed intersection with relocated Margaret Avenue. This intersection is approximately ½ mile north
of the existing State Road 46/Margaret Avenue intersection. INDOT has also agreed to construction of a traffic signal at an
access drive south of the Wal-Mart site at some time in the future. This intersection is approximately ¼ mile north of the
existing State Road 46/Margaret Avenue intersection and ¼ mile south of the proposed relocated State Road 46/Margaret
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Avenue intersection. It is assumed that all three of these intersections will be signalized in the future, resulting in a signalized
intersection spacing of ¼ mile along this section of State Road 46. Good access management practice would suggest signal
spacing of ½ mile on an arterial facility like State Road 46, and no additional signalized intersections should be constructed on
State Road 46 between the relocated Margaret Avenue intersection and Hulman Street. All other direct property access from
State Road 46 should be eliminated, if possible, as adjacent properties are developed, and access should be provided from
the cross streets. If existing driveways on SR 46 must remain, they should be right-in, right-out only and should be provided
with auxiliary right turn lanes. It is expected that roadway lighting along State Road 46 will be warranted for safe operation as
development and traffic volumes in the corridor increase.
Service road access from the cross streets (existing Margaret, relocated Margaret, Hulman, and the signalized drive south
of Wal-Mart) will be important in providing access to development along State Road 46. On the west side of State Road 46,
a parallel service road exists behind the gas station and restaurants north of existing Margaret Avenue. This service road
should eventually be the only means of access to these properties, and direct driveway access to State Road 46 should be
eliminated. The intersection of this service road with Margaret Avenue is approximately 300 feet west of State Road 46. This
is the minimum recommended separation between a service road intersection and a signalized intersection, and it could
prove to be too close as future development increases traffic volumes in the area. Southbound left turn lanes on existing
Margaret Avenue may need to be prohibited if operational problems develop. A parallel service road could also be constructed
on the east side of State Road 46 to provide access to anticipated development. It is recommended that at least 400 feet of
separation be provided between this service road and any signalized intersection on State Road 46.

IMPLEMENTING THE ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN

Two primary methods exist for implementing access management in the Margaret Avenue Corridor. The first method is
through the design of Margaret Avenue road improvement projects. The proposed layout provided in this report includes
recommended median treatments, auxiliary lanes and driveway locations along the corridor. The City should work with
property owners during Margaret Avenue construction projects in an attempt to reduce the number of existing driveway access
points in congested areas. Driveway improvements could be coupled with the consolidation of multiple access points to a
property. Easements could also be developed for joint use driveways and cross access for adjacent parcels with separate
ownership.
The second implementation method is through zoning control of development in the Margaret Avenue corridor. In the long
term, an Access Management section could be adopted as an addition to the unified zoning ordinance. This section would
describe access management provisions for all facilities in Vigo County. Alternately, access management provisions for the
Margaret Avenue Corridor could be included in the definition of a zoning overlay district for the corridor. These provisions
would only apply within the defined overlay district. Whichever method is used, specific access management zoning provisions
for access management in the Margaret Avenue Corridor should include:

ACCESS RESTRICTIONS
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Access spacing and intersection corner clearance requirements should be established according to the
recommendations of this document.
Curb cuts should not be established on Margaret Avenue unless physical limitations and/or traffic impact studies
show that there is no feasible alternative.
Minimum lot size and frontage standards along Margaret Avenue should support enforcement of the driveway

ACCESS MANAGEMENT PLAN
spacing and corner clearance requirements. Smaller lot frontages could be allowed where direct access to
Margaret Avenue will not be provided






Common entrances shared by several properties and developments should be encouraged and could be
required at the discretion of the Plan Commission. Access roads to contiguous tracts should be coordinated so
as to form one main access drive serving adjoining developments.
Parking lots should be designed to provide coordinated access to parking areas on adjoining tracts or parcels
without access to Margaret Avenue.
Existing properties that are not in compliance with the requirements of the access management ordinance
should be required to comply with the ordinance upon any of the following events:
 Subdivision of the property
 Change in zoning
 Significant increase in trips generated by the property
 Request for new a driveway permit

TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDIES

Traffic Impact Studies should be required for all new development proposed within the corridor that are expected to generate
100 or more new peak direction trips to or from the site. Impact studies should be required to follow the recommended
practices of Transportation Impact Analyses for Site Development by the Institute of Transportation Engineers.

DESIGN STANDARDS

The design of drives, auxiliary (turn) lanes, tapers and other roadway elements should be in compliance with the City’s
requirements for arterials. Entryways on cross streets should comply with the City’s requirements for the classification of
roadway being accessed.
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Section Four

Engineering Assessment

Section 4

ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT REPORT
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this portion of the scoping study is to document the engineering assessment
phase, defining the scope of work for improvements along Margaret Avenue. This portion provides
the information and coordination associated with the development of the project’s recommended
improvements and will serve as a guide for preparing ongoing environmental studies and succeeding
survey and engineering design.
Since engineering design activities are closely associated to other tasks and project components
that ultimately relate to the acquisition of right of way and construction of the project, it is
critical to emphasize the importance of defining land use, access management and aesthetics/
enhancements as a part of the initial project definition. See Sections 2, 3, and 5 for detailed
corridor recommendations related to these items.

PROJECT LOCATION

25 th STREET

13 th STREET

U.S. HIGHWAY 41
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63

STATE ROAD 46

The 5.3 mile road reconstruction project is located along Margaret Avenue between State Road 63
on the west and State Road 46 on the east in the limits of the City of Terre Haute, Indiana in Vigo
County. The project is within the Indiana Department of Transportation’s (INDOT) Crawfordsville
District. As shown in Figure 4-1, the Margaret Avenue reconstruction project begins at State
Road 63 approximately 350 ft. north of the I-70 Bridge over passing State Road 63. The project
continues east through the intersections of U.S. Highway 41, 7th Street, 13th Street, Canal Road,
19th Street, 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue. At Fruitridge Avenue the existing Margaret Avenue
corridor continues east to State Road 46 while the proposed realignment of Margaret Avenue
diverges northeast and connects to the entrance and service roadway of the newly constructed
Super Wal-Mart. This intersection of “new” Margaret Avenue and State Road 46 is approximately
0.5 miles north of the “existing” Margaret Avenue and State Road 46 intersection and is the ending
point of the project.

NEW ALIGNMENT

MARGARET AVENUE

EXISTING ALIGNMENT

BEGIN PROJECT

END PROJECT

INTERSTATE 70

Figure 4-1: Project Limits
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PROJECT NEED AND PURPOSE

The principle need for this project is due to the existing lack of traffic-carrying capacity (i.e., low levels of service, LOS) and
related traffic-operational problems. Currently portions of the Margaret Avenue corridor experience congestion and without
the expansion of the Margaret Avenue facility this congestion will increase significantly as the community corridor land use
plan is implemented, redevelopment occurs, and new development continues along State Road 46.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this project is to upgrade Margaret Avenue to provide a modern transportation facility from
State Road 63 to State Road 46. The improvements are intended to reduce congestion between major intersecting streets
in the developed areas along Margaret Avenue, and establish high quality access to new developments along the existing
corridor and realigned portion of the corridor. Additionally, free flow of traffic will be enhanced by means of grade-separations
at the railroad crossings, where necessary, and through the realignment of Margaret Avenue from Fruitridge Avenue to State
Road 46.

EXISTING FACILITY

A detail survey was not performed but will be necessary to support the next stages of design. Appendix B summarizes the
project area existing conditions and contains aerial and ground level site photographs.

Funtional Classification and Speed Limits

Margaret Avenue is an east-west road classified
as an Urban Minor Arterial and located in the
city limits of Terre Haute, Indiana. The posted
speed limit along Margaret Avenue varies. The
speed limit along Margaret Avenue is 30 mph
from State Road 63 to 25th Street and 40 mph
from 25th Street to State Road 46. However,
when children are present, advisory signs
indicate the speed limit is 20 mph from 13th
Street to 9th Street.
Per the LRTP, the major crossroads and their
roadway classification are described in Figure
4-2. The remaining cross roads along the
corridor are classified as Urban Local Streets.

Land Use

Margaret Avenue
Major Cross Roads
State Road 63
rd

US 41/3 Street
7th Street
13th Street
14th Street/ Erie Canal Road
19th Street
25th Street
Fruitridge Avenue
State Road 46

Functional Classification

Urban Principal Arterial
Urban Principal Arterial
Urban Minor Arterial
Urban Minor Arterial
Urban Collector
Urban Collector
Urban Minor Arterial
Urban Principal Arterial
Urban Minor Arterial

Figure 4-2: Functional Classifications

The five-mile corridor bisects a wide variety of existing land uses including industrial, residential, commercial, and agricultural.
Margaret Avenue from State Road 63 to 7th Street mainly consists of commercial properties including gas stations, restaurants
and auto-service oriented business with some residential properties. Land use from 7th Street to 25th Street is comprised
of some commercial but mainly residential properties. Fuqua Elementary School resides along the north side of Margaret
Avenue between 10th Street and 12th Street. The Grandview Cemetery is also along the north side of Margaret between
14th Street/Canal Road and 19th Street. Residential and agricultural properties line both sides of Margaret Avenue from 25th
Street to Fruitridge Avenue. From Fruitridge Avenue to the end of the project limits of State Road 46 is agricultural land and
commercial properties. See Section 2 for more information regarding existing land use.
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Typical Section

The existing Margaret Avenue roadway throughout the project limits is a two lane asphalt facility with shoulders. Specifically,
the existing typical roadway section consists of two 11 ft travel lanes with 2 ft paved/useable shoulders. A parking lane is
located along the north side of Margaret Avenue from Jackson Street to Thompson Street. Additionally, a continuous right turn
lane is located along Margaret Avenue in front of the United States Post Office.

Pavement Condition and Miscellaneous Features

On August 7, 2006 the City Engineer’s Office completed a pavement conditions analysis along the corridor. This evaluation
was based on the Pavement Surface Evaluation and Rating (PASER) Manual and engineering judgment. The PASER Manual
was developed in cooperation of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP),
Wisconsin Transportation Information Center (WTIS), and the University of Wisconsin: College of Engineering. Essentially,
the PASER analysis is a visual survey method used to evaluate the condition of roads. PASER uses 10 separate ratings
to evaluate the surface distress of the pavement. Ratings 1 thru 10 are assigned to the roadway based on the pavement
material, asphalt, concrete, gravel, etc., and the types of deterioration that are present. These ratings are typically grouped into
three categories based upon the type of work that is required for each rating. These categories include routine maintenance
(PASER 10-8), capital preventive maintenance (PASER 7-5), and structural improvement (PASER 4-1). The results of the
evaluation of the Margaret Avenue corridor are provided in Figure 4-3.
Existing Margaret Avenue Pavement Condition Evaluation
Segment

PASER

State Road 63 to Thompson Street

4

Thompson Street to 3rd Street

7

7th Street to 13th Street

5.5

13th Street to 19th Street

8

19th Street to 25th Street

6.5

25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue

5/8

Fruitridge Avenue to State Road 46

6.5/8

Category
Comments
Structural
Improvement
Preventive
Maintenance City notes indicated “Recently repaved.”
Signed plans dated 3/12/02 indicate resurface treatment performed at
Preventive
Maintenance the 7th Street intersection.
Preliminary plans dated 7/16/04 (Project No. STP-T200) indicate
Routine
pavement reconstruction proposed in 2007 at the 14th Street/Canal
Maintenance Road intersection.
Preventive
Maintenance
Preventive
Maintenance City notes indicated “Repaved between these streets.”
Preventive
Maintenance City notes indicated “Repaved between these streets.”

Figure 4-3: Existing Pavement Condition Evaluation

Concrete curb is present through various commercialized locations of the project and along portions of the intersections with
U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street, 7th Street, and State Road 46. Existing guardrail is located along Margaret Avenue near the
intersection of State Road 63 and at Thompson Ditch. Retaining walls are located on Margaret Avenue along the Grandview
Cemetery and along a residential property located on the south side of the roadway approximately 0.5 miles west of the
intersection with Fruitridge Avenue.
Miscellaneous small guide, regulatory, warning, and street name signs are present along Margaret Avenue. Street lighting,
though not present through most of the corridor, does exist at the intersections of Margaret Avenue at 19th Street and U.S.
Highway 41/3rd Street.
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Geometrics

Existing Margaret Avenue is on a tangent horizontal alignment throughout most of the project limits, with the exception of
one location. At the west end of the project, near the intersection of Margaret Avenue and State Road 63 there are two
horizontal curves. The curve closest to the intersection has a radius of approximately 277 ft and the subsequent curve has
an approximate radius of 480 ft. The vertical alignment of Margaret Avenue is relatively flat throughout the corridor, with the
exception of an area between 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue. The approximate elevation ranges of Margaret Avenue
between State Road 63 and 1000 ft east of 25th Street are 485 ft to 510 ft above sea level. From east of 25th Street to 1400 ft
west of Fruitridge Avenue the elevation ranges from 490 ft to 570 ft above sea level. From west of Fruitridge Avenue to State
Road 46 the elevation ranges from 550 ft to 560 ft above sea level. See Appendix C for contours of the project area.
Margaret Avenue intersects 40 cross streets, including the intersections with State Road 63, U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street
and State Road 46. These three intersections are signalized along with Margaret Avenue’s intersection with 7th Street, 14th
Street/Canal Road, and 19th Street. Margaret Avenue’s intersection with 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue are 4-way stop
controlled and the remaining intersections are stop controlled along the minor roadways. Eastbound to northbound and
westbound to southbound left turn lanes are present on Margaret Avenue at the U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street intersection. An
eastbound to southbound right turn lane is present on Margaret Avenue at the 7th Street intersection along with eastbound to
northbound and westbound to southbound left turn lanes. All roadways intersect at acceptable angles (minimum 70 degrees).
However, not all intersections appear to meet intersection sight distance standards for this type of facility.

Transit

Public mass transit is provided by the Terre Haute Transit Utility, a city owned bus service. Three of the routes operate within
the limits of the Margaret Avenue corridor, Southeast/Southside, Honey Creek Mall, and South Seventh. Weekday routes
begin at 6:00 a.m. and run until 6:00 p.m. There is no bus service offered on weekends or ten holidays throughout the year.
All routes begin and end at the transfer center located near 4th Street and Wabash Avenue. Per the LRTP, the Cherry Street
Joint Development project proposes to replace the existing transfer center with a new, covered center on the campus of
Indiana State University. See Appendix D for a bus route map.
The Southeast/Southside route leaves the Transfer Center at 15 minutes past the hour. A portion of the route travels south on
25th Street to Margaret Avenue, turns west on Margaret Avenue to 19th Street and then turns north on 19th Street. Regular
stops occur at Margaret Avenue and 25th Street, however, bus stop signs are not posted along Margaret Avenue.
The Honey Creek route leaves the Transfer Center at 45 minutes past the hour. A portion of the route travels south on
Jefferson Avenue and turns east on Margaret Avenue to U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street and then travels south on U.S. Highway
41/3rd Street. The route reverses back to the Transfer Center on the same route. Busses do not make regular stops along
Margaret Avenue.
The South Seventh route leaves the Transfer Center at 15 minutes past the hour. A portion of the route travels south on 7th
Street from Ohio Street to Davis Street. This portion of the route reverses back to the Transfer Center on the same route.
Busses do not make regular stops along Margaret Avenue.
The Terre Haute Transit Utility also offers bus service for ADA passengers through a service called “Wheels to the World”. This
service is available during the same hours as the regularly fixed route buses and must be scheduled 24-hours in advance.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities

Sidewalks are located along Margaret Avenue in two locations, on the north side from Jackson Street to Thompson Street
and on the north and south side from Center Street to 7th Street. Although no sidewalks are provided along Margaret Avenue
near the Fuqua Elementary School, a school cross walk is located at 11 ½ Street. At the cross walk, striping and cross walk
warning signs are present to indicate the potential for crossing pedestrians. Additionally, red flashers are present and, during
designated school hours, operating to stop vehicles at the cross walk. Neither bicycle striping treatment nor signed bicycle
routes were found along Margaret Avenue.
Terre Haute and Vigo County have developed a Greenways Master Plan (Appendix E). As indicated in the Plan, the proposed
Thompson Ditch Nature Trail crosses Margaret Avenue approximately 900 ft. east of the 25th Street intersection. Currently
this proposed trail is unfunded. Per the City Engineering Staff, there is also potential for a future trail along the existing
railroad corridor located at the Margaret Avenue and 7th Street intersection.

Drainage Facilities

Drainage throughout the corridor is primarily open through the use of sheet flow and roadside ditches. The more commercialized
area of Margaret Avenue between U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street and 7th Street utilizes inlets and catch basins for a closed
drainage system. Other notable drainage structures include a 15 in. corrugated metal pipe (CMP) which runs parallel to State
Road 63 just east of the Margaret Avenue and State Road 63 intersection. Additionally, 36 in. and 27 in. CMPs cross Margaret
Avenue 0.2 mi. and 0.9 mi. east of State Road 46, respectively. Margaret Avenue crosses one regulated drain (legal ditch)
within the project limits named Thompson Ditch.
Margaret Avenue crosses Thompson Ditch via a three-span bridge structure approximately 150 ft. long. Thompson Ditch is
located approximately 900 ft. east of the 25th Street intersection and runs parallel to the Indiana Railroad Company track
from Wallace Road south to 14th Street/Canal Road. Thompson Ditch is a man made canal that drains into the Honey Creek
River and then into the Wabash River. Old Thompson’s Ditch is located 150 ft. east of Thompson Ditch. Old Thompson
Ditch services the area utilizing three 78 in. CMPs under Margaret Avenue. Old Thompson Ditch drains into Thompson Ditch
approximately 600 ft. south of Margaret Avenue.

Utilities

Aerial electric, telephone, and fiber optic facilities are located throughout the corridor along both sides of Margaret Avenue.
In several locations the sanitary and storm sewers are a combined system that runs along and crosses Margaret Avenue. Most
notably, is the 33 in. reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) sanitary sewer main from 9th Street to 14th Street/Canal Road and the 24
in. RCP sanitary sewer west of Fruitridge Avenue. East of Fruitridge Avenue is an 18 in. RCP sanitary sewer connected to 15
in. clay pipe located to State Road 46. 10 in. RCP and 12 in. RCP storm sewers are located at the intersections of Margaret
Avenue at U.S. Highway 41 and 7th Street, respectively.
Gas utility markers indicate the presence of gas lines along the south side of Margaret Avenue from State Road 63 to U.S.
Highway 41, the north side from U.S. Highway 41 to 14th Street/Canal Road, and the north side from 14th Street/Canal Road
to State Road 46.
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Right of Way

Existing right-of-way along Margaret Avenue varies in width throughout the project. According to GIS data received by the City
of Terre Haute, general widths of right-of-way (from existing centerline) are shown in Figure 4-4.
Segment
Margaret Avenue from
SR 63 - 1st St.
1st St. - US 41
US 41 - 19th St.
19th St. - 25th St.
25th St. - Avalon Dr.
Avalon Dr. - Fruitridge Ave.
Fruitridge Ave. - SR 46

R/W Half-Width from Existing
Centerline
North Side (ft) South Side (ft)
25
50
15
25
25
25
20
40
20
25
30
25
30
30

Total R/W
Width (ft)
75
40
50
60
45
55
60

Figure 4-4: Existing Margaret Avenue Right-of-Way Widths.

Railroads

There are four grade crossings with railroad lines along the Margaret Avenue corridor and are summarized in Figure 4-5.
Grade
Crossing #
1
2
3
4

Approx. Location Along
Margaret Avenue

Crossing ID

CSX Transportation, Inc. (CSXT)
Indiana Rail Road Company (INRD)*

125 ft east of 7th Street
150 ft east of Canal Road

542317N
373627R

CSX Transportation, Inc. (CSXT)

100 ft west of 19th Street
1000 ft east of 25th Street

342283U

Operating Railroad

Indiana Rail Road Company (INRD)*

372913T

Figure 4-5: Railroad Crossing Information.

Grade Crossing #1 currently has a train frequency of 1 Train per Day (TPD). The maximum train speed is 10 mph and no
accidents have been reported in the past 5 years. Protective devices currently present consist of flashing lights. Signal preemption is included at the signalized intersection of Margaret Avenue and 7th Street.
Grade Crossing #2 currently has a train frequency of 3 TPD. The maximum train speed is 15 mph and no accidents have
been reported in the past 5 years. Protective devices currently consist of flashing lights. Signal pre-emption is included at the
signalized intersection of Margaret Avenue and 14th Street/Canal Road.
Grade Crossing #3 currently has a train frequency of 41 TPD. The maximum train speed is 40 mph and two accidents have
been reported in the past 5 years. Protective devices currently consist of cantilever flashers with gates. Signal pre-emption
is included at the signalized intersection of Margaret Avenue and 19th Street.
Grade Crossing #4 currently has a train frequency of 6 TPD. The maximum train speed is 25 mph and no accidents have been
reported in the past 5 years. Protective devices currently consist of cantilever flashers with gates.
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TRAFFIC DATA, FORECASTS, AND CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Existing Traffic

48-hour traffic volume counts were conducted at seven locations along Margaret Avenue during the weeks of February 13 and
February 20, 2006. These counts were used to measure existing average daily traffic volumes. The results are summarized
below in Figure 4-6:
Road Segment

2006 Average Daily
2-way Volume (vpd)

SR 63 to US 41
US 41 to 7th St.
7th St. to 13th St.
13th St. to Canal Rd,
Canal Rd. to 25th St.
25th St. to Fruitridge Ave.
Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46

4,200
9,000
10,500
8,000
7,300
2,600
5,100

Figure 4-6: Existing Average Daily Traffic

Intersection turning movement volume counts were also conducted for the morning and afternoon peak travel periods at 8 key
intersections during the weeks of February 13 and February 20, 2006. Existing peak hour traffic volumes for the intersections
of Margaret Avenue with State Road 63, U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street, 7th Street, 13th Street, 14th Street/Canal Road, 25th
Street, Fruitridge Avenue, and State Road 46 are summarized in Appendix F.

Traffic Forecasts

Traffic volumes along Margaret Avenue were forecast for the design year of 2030 based on information in the Terre Haute/Vigo
County Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) for Year 2030 and based on additional new development anticipated by the
City of Terre Haute. Overall 2006 to 2030 traffic volume growth rates along Margaret Avenue and the intersecting roads were
determined from the LRTP. However, the LRTP did not anticipate the amount of commercial growth that is now expected
along the corridor between Fruitridge Avenue and State Road 46. The growth rates derived from the LRTP were therefore
adjusted to subtract the traffic growth due to new development that had been projected in this area. Existing morning and
afternoon peak hour traffic volumes were then multiplied by these adjusted growth rates to estimate 2030 background traffic
volumes (volumes that would be expected with no new development in the corridor).
Design year 2030 vehicle trips generated by significant new developments in the Margaret Avenue corridor were forecast
separately using the revised land use forecast developed for this study and the methods of ITE Trip Generation, 7th Edition.
These vehicle trips were added to the anticipated 2030 background traffic volumes to produce final 2030 peak hour traffic
volume forecasts along the Margaret Avenue corridor. Design year (2030) peak hour turning movement volume forecasts are
shown in Appendix F.

Traffic Analysis

Future lane configuration and traffic control requirements at the major intersections along Margaret Avenue were determined
through analysis of the forecast 2030 peak hour volumes using the Synchro traffic analysis software package. This software
enables operational analysis of signalized and unsignalized roadway intersections using the methods of the Transportation
Research Board (TRB) Highway Capacity Manual (HCM). These methods are based on the calculation of a highway capacity
Level of Service (LOS) for the intersection. The highway capacity LOS is a qualitative measure that characterizes the
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operational characteristics of the traffic stream and the perception of motorists. It is used as a means of measuring factors
such as driver discomfort and convenience, safety, maneuverability, fuel consumption, and lost travel time. The LOS is based
on a scale of “A” to “F”, with “A” being the best condition and “F” the worStreet A LOS “A” describes traffic operations with little
congestion and low travel delays. A LOS “F” describes excessively long delays and a failure of the system to provide for a
smooth, orderly flow of traffic. In this case, the volume often exceeds the capacity of facility. Traffic is interrupted and impeded
to the point that it can become “gridlocked” and the capacity of the road system has been greatly diminished.
Intersection lane configurations and traffic control were specified such that no intersection would operate with an overall
LOS below “D” under forecast 2030 peak hour traffic conditions. This is the minimum acceptable standard used by INDOT
for urban arterial roads. It is acceptable for specific low volume intersection movements to operate at a lower LOS than the
overall intersection.
The operational analyses showed that two through lanes in each direction will be required to meet LOS standards on Margaret
Avenue east of U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street, while one through lane in each direction will be sufficient west of U.S. Highway
41/3rd Street. Results of the operational analyses are summarized in Appendix G. Recommended intersection configurations
and resulting LOS are shown on the Corridor Plan and Profile Sheets in Appendix H.

RAIL GRADE CROSSING EVALUATION

The four existing railroad grade crossings along the Margaret Avenue corridor were evaluated to determine whether safety
improvements are needed at these locations. Two separate analyses were performed. The first was a determination of
whether any of the crossings should be considered for grade separation. The second was an estimation of the adequacy of
alternative grade crossing protection treatments.

Rail-Highway Grade Separation Warrant

In order to determine if a grade separation is warranted at each crossing location, a “rule-of-thumb” used by the Indiana
Department of Transportation for rail-highway grade separation was applied. This rule is based on calculating an exposure
index for the crossing. The exposure index is the product of roadway average daily traffic (ADT) multiplied by the frequency
of trains per day (TPD). If this exposure index is greater than 50,000, the crossing should be considered for grade separation,
and a detailed benefit/cost analysis should be conducted to determine if the project is economically feasible. If the exposure
index is less than 50,000, the crossing might be treated with other safety improvements, but no grade separation is warranted.
Table 4-7 provides a summary of the existing and projected future exposure indices for each of the four grade crossings on
Margaret Avenue. Calculation of the future exposure index assumed no change from the current frequency of trains at the
crossings.
Only Grade Crossing #3 has an existing exposure index that exceeds the target value of 50,000. This particular location
presents a large number of train operations per day with a high average speed. Grade Crossings #2 and #4 both have a
future projected exposure index indicating that grade separation could be warranted by 2030. The City of Terre Haute is
currently considering options for railroad relocation, which could affect train volumes and speeds at all of these crossings. The
exposure index for Crossing #3 indicates the CSX mainline should be grade separated wherever it crosses Margaret Avenue.
The other crossings should be monitored, and may warrant more detailed analysis at some time in the future.
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Grade
Crossing #

Approx. Location
Along Margaret Avenue

Trains/ Day

1

125 ft east of 7th Street

2
3
4

Margaret Avenue
ADT

Crossing Exposure
Index

2006
Existing

2030
Projected

2006
Existing

2030
Projected

1

10,500

16,900

10,500

16,900

150 ft east of Canal Road

3

7,300

19,300

21,900

57,900

100 ft west of 19th Street

41

7,300

19,300

299,300

791,300

6

2,600

14,500

15,600

87,000

th

1000 ft east of 25 Street

Figure 4-7: Grade Separation Warrant Summary

Evaluation of Grade Crossing Protection Devices

The appropriateness of existing grade crossing protection was evaluated following Section 2-320 Proposed Warrants for
Protective Devices at Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings INDOT’s Design Manual (1971). This procedure is used to classify
a grade crossing as accident prone or not accident prone and to estimate the probability that a crossing will become accident
prone based on crossing protection, traffic and environmental factors. Accident prone crossings are defined as those where at
least one accident has occurred within a two-year period. If no accidents have occurred at a crossing within a five-year period,
the crossing is classified as not accident prone.
Figure 2-320.04A, “Protection Nomograph-Grade Crossings Located in Urban Areas” of the INDOT Design Manual (1971),
was used to determine what type of protective devices would be needed at each crossing under 2030 traffic conditions to
keep its probability of becoming accident prone approximately the same as it is now. The method depends on a number
of variables such as environment (sum of distractions), geometric characteristics, highway traffic characteristics, railroad
operation characteristics, and types of protective devices. The following assumptions were considered for all locations:








Line of Sight Ratio: This relates to the visibility that an approaching vehicle has of an oncoming train. As a worst
case scenario, it was assumed that vehicles can only be aware of an oncoming train when they are at the
crossing—that visibility is obstructed by buildings and/or foliage near the tracks.
Sum of Distractions: This refers to the number of distractions 500 ft before the crossing and 200 ft after the
crossing on each side of the road. Distractions are defined as businesses and advertising signs that might divert
the attention of the driver from the road and the alerts of the upcoming crossing. The number of distractions was
estimated using an aerial view of the corridor. For future conditions, it was assumed that the sum of distractions
near crossings #3 and #4 would triple due to development along the corridor. It was assumed that the sum of
distraction would remain constant for crossings #1 and #2, as those areas are already built up.
Average Daily Traffic: Existing and projected Average Daily Traffic volumes on Margaret Avenue in thousands of
vehicles per day were used.
Average Trains per Day: The number of trains per day at each crossing was obtained from available Federal
Railroad Administration data. This analysis did not anticipate the possible impacts of railroad closures or
relocations, and future daily train volumes were assumed to be the same as existing.
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Protective Devices: Existing protective devices at each crossing were considered in determining the probability
of the crossing to become accident prone. Current and future conditions were considered.

Figure 4-9 summarizes the probability of the four crossings to become accident prone based on current and future
conditions.
Probability of Becoming Accident Prone
Grade
Crossing #

Nearest
Street

1
2

7th St.
Canal Rd.

3

19th St.

4

25th St.

Existing
Protection

flashing lights
flashing lights
cantilever flashing
lights, gates
cantilever flashing
lights

Protection
Improvement
Analyzed

2006

2030 with
Existing
Protection

2030 with
Improved
Protection

69%
53%

84%
83%

52%
48%

43%

95%

N/A

Add gates
Add gates
Crossing is
currently fully
protected

40%

81%

47%

Add gates

Figure 4-9: Grade Crossing Protection Summary

Crossings #1, #2 and #4 are not currently classified as accident prone based on the definition provided above and their current
traffic and train operations characteristics. According to the grade crossing protection analysis, gates would need to be added
at each of these crossings by 2030 in order to keep its probability of becoming accident prone approximately the same as it is
now. This is due to the projected increase in traffic volumes along Margaret Avenue.
Crossing #3 is currently classified as accident prone. Two crashes have occurred at this crossing during the past 5 years,
including 1 crash last year. This crossing is currently fully protected with overhead flashing lights and gates. In the short
term, a median divider or quad gates could be used to prevent vehicles from crossing the tracks when the warning has been
activated. However, existing and future crossing exposure indices indicate that this crossing should be considered for grade
separation.

ROADWAY CRASH DATA ANALYSIS

Records of all reported vehicle crashes along Margaret Avenue for the years 2003 through 2005 were obtained from the
Indiana Department of Transportation. A total of 162 crashes were reported during that three year period.
Crash reports were evaluated for the Margaret Avenue corridor including the years 2003 through 2005 for selected intersections.
Collision diagrams were used to determine trends for the types of crashes occurring at those intersections. A summary that
includes number of crashes, severity type, and locations, for the most relevant roadway segments and intersections, is
presented in Figure 4-10.
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Intersection or Segment
Along Margaret Avenue

Total Crashes

Injury Crashes

Fatal Crashes

SR 63
SR 63 to US 41
US 41 / 3rd St
US 41 to 7th
7th Street
7th to 13th
13th Street
13th to Canal
Canal / 14th Street

2
27
14
21
12
13
10
0
9

0
6
2
6
5
5
4
0
4

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

14th to 19th

11

3

0

9
9
3
10
12
162

4
2
0
2
2
45

0
0
0
0
0
1

th

19 Street
19th to Fruitridge
Fruitridge Ave
Fruitridge to SR 46
SR 46
TOTAL

Figure 4-10: 2003-2005 Vehicle Crash Summary

General Findings

The crash data indicate that 25% of all crashes involved at least one injured person and less than 1% had a fatality. The only
fatality occurred on the segment between State Road 63 and U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street. The most frequent collision types
along the corridor were “rear-end” (33%), “right-angle” (29%) and “left-turn collisions” (8%). The primary factors for collisions
were “failure to yield right-of-way” (32%) and “following too closely” (9%). Most reported crashes (79%) occurred during
daylight hours.

Findings on Major Intersections






State Road 63: This T-intersection is signalized and no significant number of crashes has taken place at this
location.
Jefferson Street: This is a local street where the only fatal crash along Margaret Avenue occurred during the
time period. This crash can be classified as a random event where on-street parking might have been a factor
contributing to this crash. Few crashes were reported at this location and no trend can be identified among those
events.
Harding Avenue: This intersection has a stop sign for vehicles coming from Harding Avenue into Margaret
Avenue. Most “rear-end” and “right-turn” collisions at this intersection could be related to EB vehicles turning left
onto Harding Avenue from Margaret Avenue where no left-turn storage is provided. Turning maneuvers might be
related to commercial activity on both sides of Margaret Avenue where drivers enter and exit retail stores. The
number of crashes related to driveway maneuvers could be reduced by prohibiting left turns with non-traversable
medians or by adding left turn storage areas.
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U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street: This intersection is signalized. “Rear-end” and “right-angle,” while “failure to yield
right-of-way” and “following too closely” was reported as the main reasons for the crashes. Vehicle movements
at the multiple driveways near this intersection are possible contributing factors. Rear end crashes could be
reduced by consolidating driveways and by providing sufficient capacity to reduce queuing. The number of
crashes related to driveway maneuvers could also be reduced by prohibiting left turns with non-traversable
medians or by adding left turn storage areas.
7th Street: The primary collision types at this signalized intersection are “right-angle” and “rear-end.” The single
westbound though-right shared lane, insufficient westbound left turn storage length, and proximity of the atgrade crossing are likely factors contributing to the rear-end collisions. Provision of sufficient capacity and
left turn storage and the removal of the railroad tracks could reduce the number of “rear-end” crashes at this
location.
13th Street: This is a two-way stop controlled intersection where ten (10) crashes occurred over the three (3)
year period. The most frequent type of crashes was “rear-end” and “right-angle”. While most crashes were due
primarily to “failure to yield right-of-way”, no clear trend was found to explain the events. Traffic on 13th Street at
this intersection will decrease significantly when 13th Street is connected to Canal Road/14th Street.
14th Street/Canal Road: The north and south legs at this two-way stopped controlled intersection meet at an
angle. This might be considered a contributing factor to the crashes at this location. The most common types
of crashes at this intersection are “rear-end”, “head-on”, and “left-turn”. A new traffic signal is scheduled to be
installed at this intersection.
Fruitridge Avenue: This intersection is two-way stopped controlled and no significant number of crashes has
taken place at this location.
State Road 46: The most common type of crashes at this signalized intersection includes “rear-end”, “right
angle” and “backing” crashes. The cause for the crashes at this intersection does not show a trend or a strong
factor contributing to the events.

IDENTIFICATION OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

For the geometric design of the project, the designer should use the design criteria as outlined in the Indiana Design Manual
(IDM), Chapter 53, Table 53-6, “Geometric Design Criteria for Multi-Lane Urban Arterials” as a guide. The design speed for
the Margaret Avenue corridor is 40 mph. A summary of basic design controls are included in Appendix I.

Typical Cross Section Alternatives

In general, all typical section alternatives consist of a new pavement section with concrete curb and gutters. Based on the
proposed land use plan and subsequent traffic forecast analysis, the proposed typical cross section along Margaret Avenue
from State Road 63 to U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street consists of one basic travel lane in each direction. Margaret Avenue from
U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street to Fruitridge Avenue and the new alignment of Margaret Avenue from Fruitridge Avenue to State
Road 46 consists of two basic travel lanes in each direction. Additionally, it is necessary to separate turning movements from
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the thru traffic to maintain acceptable LOS values throughout the corridor. Therefore, alternative typical sections include a
continuous Two-Way-Left-Turn-Lane (TWLTL) and/or additions of right and left turn lanes where they are warranted.
Furthermore, access management principles recommend utilizing a raised median to separate opposing traffic streams and
limit the locations of conflicting turning movements. Raised medians also provide a refuge for pedestrians crossing the street,
offer a location for urban design enhancements, and are appropriate in areas where traffic calming is necessary. However, in
locations where unlimited access to numerous driveways must be maintained, a TWLTL is an appropriate method of improving
traffic flow and traffic safety.
Due to the desire of the community to accommodate pedestrian movement throughout the corridor, sidewalks are included
along both sides of Margaret Avenue. Additionally, urban design enhancements to the typical cross section include a planted
buffer strip between the curb and sidewalk. If desired, bicycle lanes could be accommodated by including a minimum five foot
shoulder. However, due to right-of-way constraints and minimal anticipated bicycle activity, bicycle lanes are not included in
the proposed typical sections.
As a result of these considerations (land use, traffic analysis, access management, and urban design principles), the proposed
typical sections for the Margaret Avenue corridor are described below. Additionally, Appendix J contains the proposed
engineering typical sections.






State Road 63 to Jackson Street: As previously described, future traffic volumes require one lane in each
direction. Also, due to the close proximity of I-70 along the south side of Margaret Avenue, future development
is limited and a continuous TWLTL is unnecessary. Additionally, due to the presence of the fire station along the
north side of Margaret Avenue, a raised median could impede the emergency vehicles that routinely use this
short segment. Therefore, the proposed typical section includes one 12 ft. travel lane in each direction and a 16
ft. flush median. The flush median will provide additional width for emergency vehicles to pass stopped traffic,
accommodate the addition of left turn lanes, and still offer an opportunity for urban design enhancement such as
special pavement treatments. Additionally, 5 ft. sidewalks with 7 ft. planted buffers are included along both sides
of Margaret Avenue.
Jackson Street to U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street: As previously described, future traffic volumes require one
lane in each direction. Also, it is necessary to maintain unlimited access to the numerous driveways and streets
along this portion of Margaret Avenue. Therefore, the proposed typical section includes one 12 ft. travel lane
in each direction and a 16 ft. continuous TWLTL. The existing parking lane along the north side of Margaret
Avenue from Jackson Street to Thompson Street does not appear to be utilized often and could be removed.
However, the Honey Creek bus route travels along this segment of Margaret Avenue and the parking lane may
be utilized for drop-off and pick-up of transit users. Additionally, this area provides an opportunity for a future
bus stop and shelter if ever the community’s needs for these types of facilities exist in the future. Therefore,
the proposed design includes a 10 ft. parking lane from Jackson Street to Thompson Street. Additionally, the
proposed design incorporates an 11 ft. continuous right turn lane in front of the United States Post Office to
maintain the existing traffic patterns. Additionally, 5 ft. sidewalks with 7 ft. planted buffers are included along
both sides of Margaret Avenue.
U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street to 7th Street: As previously described, future traffic volumes require two lanes in
each direction along this portion of Margaret Avenue. Also, it is necessary to maintain unlimited access to the
numerous driveways and streets along this commercialized segment. In addition, it is desirable to minimize
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right-of-way impacts on the existing commercial developments as damages to these establishments may result
in extreme costs outside of the City’s financial capabilities. Therefore, the proposed typical section includes two
11 ft. travel lanes in each direction and a 14 ft. continuous TWLTL. Additionally, a 6 ft. sidewalk is included along
the north side of Margaret Avenue and an 8 ft. sidewalk with an 8 ft. planted buffer is included along the south
side of Margaret Avenue.








7th Street to 19th Street: As previously described, future traffic volumes require two lanes in each direction
along this portion of Margaret Avenue. Additionally, as this segment is primarily residential and includes Fuqua
Elementary School, it is necessary to provide traffic calming strategies, reduce the potential for vehicle to
vehicle and vehicle to pedestrian conflicts, and offer a refuge for pedestrians crossing the roadway. Therefore,
the proposed typical section includes two 12 ft. travel lanes in each direction and a 16 ft. raised median.
Additionally, 8 ft. sidewalks with 7 ft. planted buffers are included along both sides of Margaret Avenue. The
designer will need to work closely with the City and the school corporation to assure that the Margaret Avenue
design accommodates safe and appropriate access to Fuqua Elementary for both vehicles and pedestrians.
Student drop-off and pick-up operations may need to be revised.
19th Street to 25th Street: As previously described, future traffic volumes require two lanes in each direction
along this portion of Margaret Avenue. Also, it is necessary to maintain unlimited access to the numerous
driveways and streets along this commercialized segment. Therefore, the proposed typical section includes two
12 ft. travel lanes in each direction and a 16 ft. continuous TWLTL. Additionally, 8 ft. sidewalks with 10 ft. planted
buffers are included along both sides of Margaret Avenue.
25th Street to State Road 46: As previously described, future traffic volumes require two lanes in each direction
along Margaret Avenue from 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue and along the realigned portion of Margaret
Avenue from Fruitridge Avenue to State Road 46. Additionally, as this segment is less developed, it is necessary
to apply access management principles early to guide future development and maintain the integrity of the
roadway capacity. Therefore, the proposed typical section includes two 12 ft. travel lanes in each direction and
a 16 ft. raised median. Additionally, 8 ft. sidewalks with 10 ft. planted buffers are included along both sides of
Margaret Avenue.
Fruitridge Avenue to State Road 46: Future traffic volumes require one lane in each direction along this portion
of the existing Margaret Avenue corridor. Additionally, the roadway is terminated east of Fruitridge Avenue using
a cul-de-sac that accommodates a standard WB-67 vehicle. Therefore, the proposed typical section includes
one 16 ft. travel lane in each direction. Additionally, 6 ft. sidewalks are included along both sides of Margaret
Avenue.

Pavement Recommendations

The PASER evaluation performed by the City indicates structural improvements may be necessary only for the segment of
Margaret Avenue from State Road 63 to Thompson Street. As this segment may not be constructed any earlier than 2012, the
City may want to consider a separate mill and overlay project to minimize the rapid deterioration of the pavement. Although the
remaining sections of Margaret Avenue do not appear to need any structural improvements at this time, these sections may
be constructed sometime after 2012. An assessment of the pavement conditions and a subsurface geotechnical investigation
should be performed at the time of final design to identify sub-surface drainage requirements, establish proper sub-grade
treatment recommendations, and determine the most cost effective pavement section, which may include milling/widening or
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complete reconstruction. The designer shall consult with the City for the final pavement design.

Horizontal Alignment

In general, the horizontal alignment along Margaret Avenue from State Road 63 to Fruitridge Avenue is proposed to remain
similar to the existing horizontal geometry. The proposed horizontal alignment of the new corridor from Fruitridge Avenue
to State Road 46 is directed north east to connect to the recently constructed Super Wal-Mart service road that intersects
State Road 46. The horizontal alignment of the existing corridor from Fruitridge Avenue to State Road 46 will remain on the
same alignment as it currently exists. Several alternative horizontal alignments were explored each taking into consideration
environmental consequences, right of way impacts, and maintenance of traffic considerations. See Appendix H Corridor Plan
and Profile Sheets for the proposed horizontal alignment.


State Road 63 to Fruitridge Avenue: In regards to Margaret Avenue from State Road 63 to Fruitridge Avenue,
the first alternative considered maintaining the existing centerline of the roadway. This alternative requires
widening of pavement on both sides of the roadway and subsequent right of way impacts. This alternative
requires significant quantities of temporary pavement during construction if two lanes of traffic are to be
maintained on Margaret Avenue. Additionally, the right of way impacts of this alternative are very undesirable,
particularly impacts to businesses near 7th Street, Fuqua Elementary School, and Grandview Cemetery.
Given the close proximity of the elementary school to the cemetery and the fact both locations are north of
Margaret Avenue, a second alternative emerged which shifts the proposed alignment 35 ft. south of existing
centerline from 7th Street to 19th Street. This alternative requires widening the corridor to the south and limits
right of way impacts to only the south side of Margaret Avenue. Making this adjustment reduces the number
of property owners impacted from 40 to 29 and the number of relocations from 21 to 17. This results in an
estimated acquisition cost savings of approximately $700,000. This second alternative (35 ft. southern shift) is
the preferred alternative for the segment of Margaret Avenue from 7th Street to 19th Street.
Subsequently, the southern alignment shift alternative was evaluated for the segment of Margaret Avenue from
19th Street to 25th Street. For this segment, a 20 ft. southern alignment shift reduces the number of property
owners impacted from 54 to 31. Although four additional residential properties may require relocation, the
number of commercial relocations is reduced from 6 to 4. This results in an estimated acquisition cost savings
of approximately $400,000. This third alternative (20 ft. southern shift) is the preferred alternative for the
segment of Margaret Avenue from 19th Street to 25th Street.
For the segment of Margaret Avenue from 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue, the existing alignment alternative
and southern shift alignment alternatives result in at least one residential relocation. Through further
investigation, a fourth alternative was developed which shifts the proposed alignment 6 ft. north of the existing
centerline near Winthrop Road and shifts the alignment 6 ft. south of the existing centerline at Fruitridge
Avenue. This results in zero residential relocations. This fourth alternative (north and south shift) is the
preferred alternative for the segment of Margaret Avenue from 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue.



Fruitridge Avenue to State Road 46: The land use alternative evaluation, as described in Section 2, was the
key factor in establishing the alignment alternatives for this segment of Margaret Avenue. Three alternatives
were generated and evaluated. See Appendix K for graphics of these three alternatives. The first alternative
maintains the existing centerline from Fruitridge Avenue to approximately 0.75 mi. west of State Road 46. At
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this location the new alignment then diverges northeast and ties into the newly constructed Super Wal-Mart
service drive. The second alternative is similar to the first but diverges just east of Fruitridge Avenue. The third
and final alternative maintains the existing centerline from Fruitridge to approximately 0.75 mi. west of State
Road 46. At this location the new alignment then is directed due north and connects into Hulman Street. Based
on land use and economic development goals, the second alternative is the recommended alternative.

Vertical Alignment

The proposed vertical alignment generally follows the existing and a minimum grade of 0.3% is maintained throughout
the corridor. However, west of Fruitridge Avenue, the controlling criteria is right-of-way. Therefore, lowering the profile
approximately 1 ft., where feasible, is recommended to minimize grading required behind sidewalks and subsequently reduce
right of way impacts. East of Fruitridge Avenue, the controlling criteria is drainage. Detailed survey information is critical to
identify the elevations of the existing ground and design the profile appropriately to accommodate a drainage pattern that fits
within the goals of the area storm water management plan. Therefore, it is recommended the profile vary from the existing
ground to create the desired low points and high points that accommodate drainage requirements. This may result in fill
locations with open ditches behind the sidewalks and detention facility requirements.
The Corridor Plan and Profile Sheets, included in Appendix H, depict a conceptual profile and the final designer should
account for the unrefined nature of the profile elevations presented in this report. During the final design stages when survey
is obtained the vertical alignment must be modified to accommodate roadway drainage, the proposed pavement section, and
utility crossings.

Special Design Elements

Railroad grade crossings along the Margaret Avenue corridor have been a major public concern, most notably the crossing
located at Margaret Avenue and 19th Street. Aside from the large number of trains per day, this particular crossing is located
near the rail yard where conductors frequently stop trains across Margaret Avenue and block vehicular traffic from moving
through the corridor, leading to significant traffic delays and public nuisance. The City of Terre Haute recognizes these
concerns as similar issues not only occur along Margaret Avenue but throughout many streets within the city limits. For this
reason, the City of Terre Haute is conducting a Railroad Relocation Study which identifies the feasibility of relocating all of the
railroad lines outside of the city and consolidates the rail traffic into one corridor. The findings of the Railroad Relocation Study
will have a tremendous affect on the final recommendations at the four grade crossings along the Margaret Avenue corridor.
Therefore, once the Railroad Relocation Study is complete an amendment to this report should be incorporated to finalize the
recommendations for the Margaret Avenue corridor.
However, evaluating the current need for improvement based on the existing conditions and omitting the possibility of railroad
relocation, conceptual alternatives for grade separation were explored at the Margaret Avenue and 19th Street railroad
crossing. Additionally, the anticipated right-of-way impacts and construction costs for one alternative is incorporated into the
total project cost. These alternatives are described below:
Roadway Under Railroad Bridge
This alternative proposes to lower the Margaret Avenue profile under the existing railroad tracks. Retaining
walls are recommended along Margaret Avenue to mitigate the amount of earthwork and subsequent right-ofway impacts. Significant right-of-way impacts are inevitable including residential and commercial relocations. A
minimum vertical clearance of 16.5 ft is required. The profile low point elevation becomes approximately 475
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ft above sea level which creates significant drainage challenges as the low point of the surrounding ditches are
much higher. A storm water lift station is recommended to transfer the water from this location to the surrounding
drainage system. Additionally, the close proximity of the bridge to 19th Street poses a challenge in the geometrics
of the new intersection of Margaret Avenue and 19th Street. Alternatives for 19th Street include terminating 19th
Street or realigning 19th Street to join Margaret Avenue east of the existing intersection.
Roadway Bridge Over Railroad
This alternative proposes to raise the Margaret Avenue profile over the existing railroad tracks. Retaining walls are
recommended along Margaret Avenue to mitigate the amount of earthwork and subsequent right-of-way impacts.
Significant right-of-way impacts are inevitable including residential and commercial relocations. A minimum
vertical clearance of 23.0 ft is required to cross over the railroad. Additionally, the close proximity of the bridge
to 19th Street poses a challenge in the geometrics of the new intersection of Margaret Avenue and 19th Street.
Alternatives for 19th Street include modifying the profile of 19th Street to meet the new profile of Margaret Avenue,
terminate 19th Street, or realign 19th Street to join Margaret Avenue east of the existing intersection.

Signing, Lighting and Signals

This project includes replacing existing regulatory and warning signage along the corridor and incorporates wayfinding and
corridor identiy signing as described in the Corridor Enhancement Section.
Both street lighting and pedestrian scaled lighting is included throughout the corridor. Additionally, lighting is included in the
gateway and district markers as described in the Corridor Enhancement Section.
This project includes replacing and/or upgrading the existing signal equipment at the State Road 63, U.S. Highway 41/3rd
Street, 7th Street, 14th Street/Canal Road, 19th Street, and State Road 46 intersections. See the Corridor Enhancement
Section for signal pole treatment applications.

Drainage Considerations

In general it is recommended the proposed roadway drainage be served by a closed drainage system. However, further
development of an area stormwater management plan is recommended to identify regional opportunities and constraints
related to drainage design. An overall drainage analysis should be performed to:





Identify appropriate connections to existing storm sewer systems, detention, and retention facilities
Determine outfall locations and the storm water quantity and quality requirements at these locations
Identify storm water storage needs and additional right of way associated with these needs
Analyze and size the storm sewer trunkline to accommodate future development east of Fruitridge Avenue

Coordination with applicable agencies will be necessary to share data within the project area to assist in the completion of
accurate hydrologic analyses and procedures. These sources of information include, but are not limited to:





Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR)
United States Geological Survey (USGS)
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE)
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Environmental Impacts

It is anticipated that this project may generate significant social, economical and environmental impacts. Several of the
notable locations along Margaret Avenue within the proposed project limits include several gas stations, auto repair shops, the
the Fuqua Elementary School along the north side between 10th and 13th Street and the Grandview Cemetery along the north
side between 14th and 19th Street. American Consulting, Inc. has been contracted by the City to prepare the environmental
documents, including a Hazadarous Waste Screening, for the 5-mile Margaret Avenue Corridor.
Proposed right-of-way dimensions, areas, and number of parcels presented in this Scope of Work document are estimates
at this stage in development of the project. Assessment of social, economic, and environmental impacts should account for
the unrefined nature of these right-of-way limits by assessing potential impacts a reasonable extent beyond the proposed
preliminary limits.

Survey Requirements

Survey for the recommended alternative shall be at a width of 350 ft. along Margaret Avenue for the entire length of proposed
project limits. Survey shall also be recommended at a width of 350’ at each of the major intersections with Margaret Avenue,
from the centerline to 500’ beyond. The follow intersections include: State Road 63, U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street, 7th Street,
14th Street/Erie Canal Road, 19th Street, 25th Street, Fruitridge Avenue, the existing intersection of Margaret Avenue and
State Road 46, and the new intersection of Margaret Avenue and State Road 46.

Traffic Maintenance During Construction

Development of the project’s traffic maintenance plan is an ongoing process that must continue through the final design phase
and even construction. With such a complex project and many variables impacting the maintenance of traffic, including railroad
relocation, the construction staging of segments along Margaret Avenue, and the vitality of businesses and residences, it is
important to realize this plan is provisional, and must be amended as the project advances through the design phase. For all
alternatives and along all segments, local access to drives should be maintained throughout the construction.
State Road 63 to U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street
This portion of Margaret Avenue can be constructed while the roadway is closed to thru traffic (open to local traffic
only) as State Road 63, Hulman Street, and U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street could be an adequate detour route. However,
if it is necessary to maintain thru traffic during construction, maintaining two lanes of traffic (one lane in each direction)
can be accomplished in three phases:






Construct temporary pavement widening (approximately 18 ft wide) along portions of the south side of
Margaret Avenue.
Shift traffic onto temporary pavement and portion of existing eastbound lanes and construct the new flushed
median/TWLTL and westbound travel lane.
Shift traffic onto newly constructed westbound travel lane and flushed median/TWLTL and construct the new
eastbound travel lane.

U.S. Highway 41/3rd Street to 7th Street
For this portion of Margaret Avenue it is necessary to maintain thru traffic during construction by maintaining two lanes
of traffic (one lane in each direction). This can be accomplished in three phases:
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Shift traffic onto temporary pavement and portion of existing eastbound lanes and construct the new TWLTL
and westbound travel lanes.
Shift traffic onto newly constructed westbound travel lanes and construct the new eastbound travel lanes.

7th Street to ½ mile west of Fruitridge Avenue
For this portion of Margaret Avenue two lanes of traffic (one lane in each direction) can be maintained during
construction. This can be accomplished in two phases:




Maintain traffic in existing location and construct all that can be constructed along the south side of Margaret
Avenue.
Shift traffic onto newly constructed pavement and construct remaining portions of Margaret Avenue.

½ mile west of Fruitridge Avenue to Fruitridge Avenue
For this portion of Margaret Avenue two lanes of traffic (one lane in each direction) can be maintained during
construction. This can be accomplished in two phases:




Maintain traffic in existing location and construct all that can be constructed along the north side of Margaret
Avenue.
Shift traffic onto newly constructed pavement and construct remaining portions of Margaret Avenue.

Fruitridge Avenue to State Road 46
For this portion of Margaret Avenue two lanes of traffic (one lane in each direction) can be maintained during
construction. This can be accomplished in two phases:




Maintain traffic in existing location and construct the realigned portion of Margaret Avenue to the new
intersection of Margaret Avenue and State Road 46.
Close the existing Margaret Avenue corridor, open the newly constructed Margaret Avenue corridor to traffic,
and construct the existing Margaret Avenue corridor.

RIGHT OF WAY IMPACTS

Additional permanent right of way will be needed to construct the Margaret Avenue corridor from State Road 63 to State Road
46. As previously mentioned, the existing right-of-way along Margaret Avenue varies from 40 to 70 ft in total width throughout
the project limits. The proposed permanent right of way width varies from 80 to 116 ft in total width. The permanent right
of way acquisition will affect approximately 146 parcels along the corridor. It is anticipated that approximately 39 acres of
permanent right of way will be needed which consists of, 7 acres of commercial, 7 acres of residential, and 25 acres of
agricultural. Additionally, 18 commercial buildings and 22 residential buildings will need to be removed or relocated outside
of the proposed right-of-way. Throughout the corridor, temporary right-of-way will be needed to reconstruct private drives and
curbs and complete lawn grading.
The proposed right-of-way dimensions and areas presented in this Scope of Work document are approximate, developed
using limited information available at this stage. The final design must refine and establish precise right-of-way requirements,
which are likely to differ from the provisional information presented in this document. Assessment of social, economic, and
environmental impacts should consider potential impacts a reasonable extent beyond conceptual right-of-way established for
the project. See Appendix H Corridor Plan and Profile Sheets for additional detail on the location of the proposed right-ofway.
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SECTION FOUR

COST ESTIMATES

The probable costs for the proposed improvements are outlined below in Figure 4-11. See Appendix L for more details.
These costs are in 2010 dollars and include cost for construction, right-of-way acquisition and one railroad/roadway grade
separation in the segment between 14th Street/Canal Road and 25th Street. The costs do not include utility relocations or
engineering design fees.

Road Segment
SR 63 to US 41
US 41 to 7th St.
7th St. to Canal Rd.

$9.0

Canal Rd. to 25th St.

$16.9

25th St. to Fruitridge Ave.
Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46 – New Alignment
Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46 – Existing Alignment

$11.7
$14.6
$5.1

Corridor Total

$67.9

Figure 4-11: Estimate of probable construction costs.
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Cost
(Millions)
$6.1
$4.5
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INTRODUCTION

In addition to the land use, access management, and roadway engineering components, the Margaret
Avenue Corridor Study also examined the physical design of enhancement opportunities along the
corridor that will serve to reinforce the land use and access management strategies, create an elevated
expectation for future development along the corridor and enhance the aesthetic qualities of the corridor.
This portion of the project also examined pedestrian movement and facilities along the roadway.
The purpose of this plan was to:
Identify how enhancements can be used to reinforce the street edges and highlight areas of
interest
 Establish a unified identity for the corridor
 Identify how a unified design theme can improve the visual quality of the corridor while
upholding the traffic and access management of the corridor
 Establish pedestrian facilities along the corridor
 Develop conceptual design drawings for enhancement treatments that will be used as the basis
for future design development


ENHANCEMENT DESIGN PROCESS

The design process used for this study was completed in five parts:






Existing conditions analysis
Understanding client needs
Developing goals and objectives
Program development
Conceptual enhancement design
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Existing condition analysis

An overall site analysis was conducted for the six mile section
of Margaret Avenue in order to identify the exiting physical
conditions along the corridor. The analysis helped identify
environmental concerns that could effect future development,
conditions that could impede the flow of traffic, and areas suited
for development/redevelopment along the corridor. In addition,
the existing conditions analysis helped identify opportunities and
constraints for the application of design treatments along the
corridor, and at prominent intersections.
The existing conditions analysis focused on several major
concerns:
 Railroad Crossings: There are currently 4 active
railroads that cross Margaret Avenue. In the future, two
of these railroads have the potential to be relocated and/
or abandoned. By eliminating train traffic on one or all of
the rail lines, there is an opportunity for the City of Terre
Haute to use the abandoned line for expansion of their
greenway system. On the other hand, by eliminating
train traffic on specific lines, traffic on adjacent lines may
increase. This could require a grade separation between
Margaret Avenue and the rail line.






Entrances to Terre Haute: There are currently two exits
along I-70 that provide access to Terre Haute, I-70 and SR
46 and I-70 and US 41. Currently, the US 41 exit is used
by motorists to travel North into downtown Terre Haute or
traveling South to existing commercial developments or
further on to Evansville. With the expansion of Margaret
Avenue, the SR 46 exit will provide an access point to
Terre Haute and a major West-East corridor.
Major North/South Intersections: Margaret Avenue
is intersected by a number of North/South streets; six
proved to be major intersections and access points into
the corridor. These intersections are near commercial
developments, gas stations and local businesses and are
used by local and visiting traffic.
Residential Districts: There are two residential
neighborhoods that should be preserved and enhanced
along the corridor. Each neighborhood exhibits a distinct
character along the mixed use corridor. There are few,
if any pedestrian crossings in these areas. Pedestrian
connections to adjacent commercial uses are also
lacking.
Figure 5-1: Existing conditions analysis & constraints images
for the Margaret Avenue Corridor.
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Undeveloped Parcels: There is currently an undeveloped
section along Margaret Avenue that extends from Fruitridge
Avenue to SR 46. This section of land includes a small
development of custom homes as well as a large water
feature and mature trees. In addition to the mature vegetation,
there are two wetlands located in this general area. These
wetlands, if not protected by future development, would
need to be mitigated elsewhere on the site.
Vehicular and Pedestrian Connectivity: There are a
variety of Terre Haute destinations that can be accessed via
the Margaret Avenue Corridor. Several parks, Indiana State
University, Rose Hulman University, and city offices north
of the corridor, while existing commercial developments
and schools are located south of the corridor. There are
currently no wayfinding tools to direct visitors to these
destinations. There are currently sidewalks on the west end
of the corridor and in the neighborhood adjacent to Fuqua
Elementary School. The corridor currently does not provide
safe pedestrian or bicycle accommodations.

Other key items were presented to the Steering committee and
the project team and can be found on Figure 5-1 and 5-2.
Figure 5-2: Existing Conditions Analysis & Constraints along the
Margaret Avenue Corridor.
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Understanding Client Needs

Once the existing conditions analysis was completed, it was
important to gauge the community’s desire for the character of
the corridor as well as the anticipated level of investment for
specific corridor enhancements. The project team conducted
a level of treatment survey with the Steering Committee. A
preliminary list of corridor enhancements was presented for the
corridor along with a series of images depicting varying degrees
of treatment. The Steering Committee used the images and
descriptions provided by the project team to select a desired
level of treatment for the corridor.
To determine the desired character of the corridor, three to four
enhancement images were presented for various elements.
A range from minimal to aggressive treatments was included
to assist the steering committee in selecting the tone for the
corridor. Once the overall character of the corridor was chosen,
the Steering Committee was asked to evaluate specific corridor
enhancements. Again, three to four images were presented
ranging from minimal to aggressive. Since the corridor has
differing characteristics (industrial, commercial and residential)
the level of treatment differed depending on the location in
the corridor. This information further enabled the design team
to determine the level of investment desired for each type
of enhancement. Examples of the programming session are
illustrated in Figure 5-3.
The results of the programming session identified the following
level of treatments that served to direct the development of
design concepts for the corridor:
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General Roadway Character Theme- The majority of
Margaret Avenue should remain at a minimal treatment.
However, two key areas were noted as needing a moderate
treatment- 7th to 13th Street and the new alignment of
Margaret Avenue extending from Fruitridge Avenue to SR
46. The different treatment in these areas would allow these
specific land uses and neighborhoods to stand out along the
corridor.
Median Treatments- Medians should be utilized in the new
alignment of Margaret Avenue as well as the 7th Street to
13th Street section. A mixture of hardscape and softscape
elements should be examined to provide an aesthetic appeal
as well as a pedestrian refuge for these areas.
Landscape Treatments- Landscape elements should not
exceed a moderate level of treatment in order to achieve
a desired aesthetic and minimize maintenance within the
right-of-way.

Figure 5-3: The visual preference survey indicated the level of
treatment for each section of the corridor.
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Pedestrian Crossings- Because of the desire to increase
pedestrian activity along the corridor a moderate level of
treatment was selected for the majority of the corridor. It
was determined that pedestrian crossings should be highly
visible, but a level of hierarchy should be utilized to show
the significance of selected pedestrian crossings. The area
in front of Fuqua Elementary School should receive an
aggressive level of treatment to emphasize the crossing for
pedestrians and vehicular traffic.
Sidewalk Character- Overall sidewalk treatment should be
kept at a minimal treatment in order to fit within the long
term maintenance goals of the city. The steering committee
expressed a desire to accommodate parallel sidewalks on
both sides of the corridor.

used to provide a level of aesthetics to the area.


Special Enhancements- Several other enhancements
were presented to the steering committee and they were
asked to select which, if any were applicable to the corridor.
The steering committee selected the following: pedestrian
amenities; landscape lighting at SR 46, and possibilities
for public art and community involvement throughout the
corridor.

The programming session provided a list of program elements
that were used to develop the conceptual enhancement designs
for the corridor. Descriptions and illustrations of the conceptual
enhancement treatments that resulted from this programming
session are included on the pages to follow.

Pedestrian

Treatments- The use of pedestrian walks was
selected for the corridor. Pedestrian access should be
accommodated on all sections of Margaret Avenue. Bicycle
access should be accommodated and can be accomplished
by utilizing a wider shoulder.

Landscape

Elements- Landscape treatments were
encouraged throughout the neighborhood district of 7th
Street to 13th Street and the realigned Margaret Avenue. All
other landscape treatments should be minimal.

Lighting

Applications- The steering committee noted
that an aggressive treatment should be used at strategic
locations. The one that was identified was at SR 46 and I70. For the remainder of the corridor a moderate treatment
was requested. It was identified that a continuous style
of lighting application should be used to create an overall
theme for the corridor.



Wayfinding and Graphic Communication- The treatment
selected for wayfinding devices was a series of vehicular
signage for the corridor. Signage systems should be minimal
in treatment. Several key destinations, accessible from the
corridor, demonstrated the need for wayfinding signage to
the steering committee.





Gateway Treatment- A moderate level of treatment should
be used at key points along the corridor. This treatment
should provide a striking and elegant gateway to the
community/neighborhoods with signage and plantings. An
aggressive treatment was selected for the I-70 interchange
at SR 46. This placement would serve as a city gateway
rather than a Margaret Avenue gateway.
Structural Enhancements- In areas where walls or bridge
treatments are necessary a moderate treatment can be
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Developing Goals and Objectives

In addition to the overall project goals, the enhancement team developed a goal and set of objectives directly related to the corridor
enhancements.
Goal: Enhance Corridor Design
Design roadway enhancements that reflect the character of Terre Haute, reinforce the roadway principles and land use
guidelines established, and elevate the aesthetic appeal in order to create a unique corridor for economic development and
neighborhood revitalization
Objectives
 Create landscape treatments that reinforce the street edges and highlight designated access points
 Create landscape treatments that improve visual appeal of the corridor, and elevate the visual perception of existing
businesses to users of the corridor.
 Create aesthetic standards that visually reinforce Margaret Avenue as a prime economic development corridor.
 Identify key gateway areas and visual focal points throughout the corridor.
 Create aesthetic treatments that highlight the unique character of Terre Haute.
This set of goals and objectives helped drive the program development and became the basis for conceptual design inspiration and
design development. The project team used the level of treatment survey information to develop a set of program elements that could
be used to achieve the desired project objectives.

CONCEPTUAL CORRIDOR DESIGN
THE DISTRICT BREAKDOWN

The Margaret Avenue Corridor currently consists of three distinct uses: industrial, commercial and residential. Today, along the
corridor these uses are intermixed and there are no clear, distinct separations between land uses. Through the process of developing
proposed land use scenarios and preliminary roadway alignments, the project team identified that distinct corridor districts were
being created. These districts were determined by the proposed land uses and supported by the proposed roadway alignment and
configuration (traffic lanes, right-of-way width). Establishing these districts should produce the following positive results:






Distinct Edges- Each proposed district consists of distinct edges. These edges can assist in future development and
rezoning efforts. In addition, these edges are helpful in determining the level of treatment for sections of the corridor.
Hierarchy of Treatments- By creating districts, enhancements can be introduced at varying levels throughout the corridor,
while keeping a consistent theme and aesthetic.
Community/ Neighborhood Spirit- By creating defined districts, communities can identify themselves with a specific piece
of the city. This will enable residents to take ownership in their specific district and will add to the enhancement and
aesthetic of the community.

Based on the proposed land uses, and roadway alignment, the districts were broken down as follows and a prototypical enhancement
treatment was designed for each section. The district boundaries can be seen on page 5-9.
Industrial District (State Road 63 to US 41) – The industrial district is composed of two travel lanes and a center left turn lane
for the majority of the district. A two foot carriage strip lines either side of the roadway. A ten foot planted buffer strip separates the
pedestrian sidewalk from the roadway. All sidewalks in this district are eight feet wide.
Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and 14th Street to 25th Street) - There are two commercial districts along the corridor.
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The proposed treatment is the same in both districts. The commercial district is composed of four travel lanes and a two way left
turn lane through the duration of the district. A two foot carriage strip lines either side of the roadway. A ten foot planted buffer strip
separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road way. All sidewalks in this district are eight feet wide.
Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street and 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue) - There are two residential districts along the
corridor. The proposed treatment is the same in both districts. The residential district is composed of four travel lanes and a raised
median that transitions into a left turn lane where necessary. A two foot carriage strip lines both sides of the roadway as well as the
raised median. A seven foot planted buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road. All pedestrian sidewalks in this
district are six feet wide.
New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46) – The new alignment of Margaret Avenue consists of four travel lanes and
a raised median that transitions into a left turn lane where necessary. A two foot carriage strip lines both sides of the roadway as well
as the raised median. A ten foot planted buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road. All pedestrian sidewalks in this
district are eight feet wide.
Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46: Old Margaret Avenue alignment) – The existing Margaret Avenue
alignment consists of two travel lanes. A six foot sidewalk adjoins the roadway.
State Road 46- With the realignment of Margaret Avenue, SR 46 will become a major North/South route to Margaret Avenue. The
SR 46 treatment consists of a six foot sidewalk extending from the Warehouse Distribution District (Old Margaret) to the realigned
Margaret Avenue corridor. Sidewalks are proposed for both sides of SR 46. Street tree plantings are accommodated as well. Since
the right-of-way of SR 46 is managed by the State of Indiana, these enhancements are proposed as part of a development ordinance
for as SR 46.
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NEW COMMERCIAL DISTRICT

Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46- New Margaret Avenue Alignment

COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
US 41 to 7th Street

INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
SR 63 to US 41

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
US 41 to 14th Street

COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
14th Street to 25th Street

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT

Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46- Existing Margaret Avenue Alignment

SR 46 DISTRICT

SR 46 from Margaret Avenue to Hulman Street

CORRIDOR BREAKDOWN MAP

NORTH
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DESIGN INSPIRATION

The City of Terre Haute has a rich history that spans hundreds of
years. The project team reviewed several time periods within the
history of Terre Haute and chose to utilize the impact of the City
Beautiful movement, which has been used throughout the city, to
inspire the choice and placement of several key enhancement
items. The City Beautiful movement emerged in the 1890’s and
was considered to be a progressive movement in North American
architecture and urban planning. The main intent of the City
Beautiful movement was to use beautification and monumental
grandeur in cities to counteract the perceived moral decay of
poverty-stricken urban environments. The movement did not
seek beauty for its own sake, but rather as a social control device
for creating moral and civic virtue among urban populations. The
City Beautiful movement emphasized the necessity of order,
and harmony and used landscape architecture and planning to
create a series of elements that brought order, harmony and a
high level of aesthetics to the community. Gateways, boulevards,
parkways, pedestrian connections and planned green spaces
were all elements of the City Beautiful movement. Terre Haute
has several examples of City Beautiful movement works, some
of which were designed by George Kessler, a noted landscape
architect during the height of the movement. Fairbanks Park,
the Oak Street Extension, the Terre Haute Fairgrounds and
Spencer Ball Park, were all works for George Kessler and bear
the inspiration of the City Beautiful movement. Existing designs
are shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5.

Figure 5-4: City Beautiful movement inspired pieces currently exist in
Terre Haute.

Although the type of forms and organizational systems are
inspired by the City Beautiful movement, the design materials
and shapes are taken from the Art Deco movement. Art Deco
originated around the 1960’s and encompassed art, architecture
and interior design. The movement can be defined by the
simple, clean forms and construction which was influenced by
the streamlined designs of ocean liners and industrial machinery.
Although the forms were simple and geometric, the pieces
were emphasized by unique materials such as metal, patterns
and color. The materials and forms seen along the Margaret
Avenue corridor easily lend itself to be adapted to the Art Deco
movement. The corridor provides several visual queues that
can be incorporated into the design of the enhancement items.
Rough cut stone, industrial metal and geometric figures are
seen throughout the corridor as well as historic Art Deco design.
These shapes and materials were combined with the Art Deco
color palette to carry the enhancement design process forward.
Figure 5 depicts examples of Art Deco designs and colors.
Figure 5-5: Art Deco inspired materials, color palettes and design
forms
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CONCEPTUAL CORRIDOR ENHANCEMENTS

When designing the corridor enhancements the project team developed an Enhancement Toolkit that consisted of the
following items:
Margaret Avenue Corridor Medallion
 Median Treatments
 Landscape Treatments
 Pedestrian Paving Treatments
 Pedestrian Lighting
 District Markers
 Gateways
 Vehicular Wayfinding System


The toolkit items for the corridor are broken down into two broad categories. 1. Roadway Enhancements and 2. Special
Enhancements.
Roadway enhancements deal with specific enhancements applied consistently to the roadway and rights-of-way
throughout the entire corridor. These enhancements affect the look and character of the entire roadway. For this study,
these include roadway and median treatments, landscape treatments, corridor lighting, and pedestrian enhancements
such as sidewalks and special crosswalk treatments.
Special enhancements are those that go beyond the typical roadway applications and provide unique treatments at very
specific spaces along the corridor. These enhancements reinforce character, create added interest, and typically provide
very specific functions for portions of the roadway. Special enhancements recommended for Margaret Avenue includes
gateways, district markers, district node markers, wayfinding signage, and pedestrian furniture.
Once the toolkit items were designed, prototypical cross sections and intersection treatments were developed for each
of the corridor districts. Within each district, toolkit elements are applied at appropriate places and in specific ways. In
addition to the corridor districts, toolkit items are recommended for specific locations where treatments differ from the
prototypical section. These sites include:
Greenway connection and crossing at 7th Street
 Pedestrian crossing at Fuqua Elementary School
 Margaret Avenue grade separation at 19th Street
 I-70 gateway treatment at SR 46
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ROADWAY ENHANCEMENTS

Margaret Avenue Corridor Medallion

The corridor medallion serves as a way to establish corridor identity and will separate the Margaret Avenue corridor from
other existing thoroughfares and future ones to come. The medallion will incorporate a custom designed logo specifically
for the Margaret Avenue corridor and provides a unifying element for the entire six miles of roadway.
By giving the corridor a name and an identity, the Margaret Avenue corridor will be known as a preferred address for future
economic development. In addition to providing an identity to the neighborhoods and developments, the logo will provide
a positive identity for the City of Terre Haute. Since Margaret Avenue is one of the first corridors visitors and residents see
after existing I-70, the first impression of the city could become the visually appealing logo for Margaret Avenue.
This logo will reinforce the overall design theme with geometric shapes and colors from the Art Deco palette. The logo
medallion will be added to light poles at regular intervals and will be placed on the district markers and Margaret Avenue
gateway treatments. The logo design and typical placement can be seen in Figure 5-6.

Light pole

AV

ENUE

Attachment bracket

MARGAR

ET

Margaret Avenue graphic
based on Art Deco color
schemes and existing Terre
Haute city logo

Typical placement
on light pole

Street name

Figure 5-6: Margaret Avenue corridor medallion is placed along light poles, traffic signal poles and district marker to further emphasize the
unified design elements.
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Median Treatments

2’

Shade trees in sodded buffer
strip separate the sidewalk
from roadway

24’

7’ 8’

Within two districts, residential and new commercial, raised medians are used to improve safety by limiting turning
movements, managing access and distinguishing the districts from the remainder of the six mile corridor. The overall width
of the median is 16’, and includes a 2’ carriage strip. The carriage strip is constructed of colored brick pavers and provides
unity with the carriage strip used along the roadway. Where the median begins to taper to accommodate the left turn lane,
the resulting 4’ raised median becomes all brick. The remaining 12’ of median is reserved for landscape treatments. A
consistent pattern for landscape design of the medians will help to further unify the corridor districts. The typical roadway
median treatments are illustrated in Figures 5-7 and 5-8.

8’ 7’

2’

24’

2’

12’

2’

16’ raised median allows for 2’
paved carriage strip and 12’ of
landscape treatment
Colored pavers are extended
through the end of the
median to further enhance the
corridor.
2’ Colored paver carriage
strip unifies the multi use
development of the corridor

Figure 5-7: Raised medians consist of a 2’ carriage strip and a 12’ planting area with ornamental trees and ground cover underplantings. Accent
perennial plantings are located at several locations.

Ornamental trees
planted 20’ on center
and underplanted with
groundcover

Shade tree in sodded
buffer strip

District node marker

Pedestrian sidewalk
separated from
roadway

8’

7’

12’

24’
2’

2’

24’
2’

7’

8’

2’

Figure 5-8: Raised medians will further enhance the residential and new commercial districts, and set them apart from other districts in the
corridor.
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Landscape Treatments

A minimal to moderate level of treatment was chosen for landscape areas within the right-of-way in order to provide a
richness, while maintaining a minimal level of maintenance for the City. Landscape treatments are proposed for right-ofway areas on the outside of the roadway as well as in the medians. Employing the City Beautiful theme, trees will line the
corridor on both sides of the street. Street trees are placed at 40’ centers, in all corridor districts and are planted within
a buffer strip between the roadway and the pedestrian sidewalk. The buffer strip is underplanted with grass for minimal
maintenance. Typical buffer strip treatments can be seen in Figures 5-9 and 5-10.
Trees are also included in the raised medians located in the residential and new commercial districts. Ornamental trees
are placed on 20’ centers and are underplanted with evergreen ground cover for minimal maintenance. These ornamental
tree plantings will add a color and texture difference in specific locations, which will set the residential and new commercial
districts apart from the rest of the corridor. Typical raised median landscape treatments can be seen in Figures 5-11 and
5-12.
Sodded buffer strip creates the
desired aesthetic while maintaining
minimal maintenance

8’

64’

10’
2’

Shade trees line both
sides of Margaret
Avenue and inspired
by the City Beautiful
Movement principles

10’

8’

2’

Figure 5-9: Landscape treatments in the Industrial and Commercial districts consist of a 10’ buffer strip with shade trees and under planted with
sod.

Shade trees line both sides of
Margaret Avenue and promote City
Beautiful Movement principles

Pedestrian sidewalk is separated from
roadway with a sodded buffer strip
Figure 5-10: Landscape treatments in the Industrial and Commercial districts consist of a 10’ buffer strip with shade trees and under planted
with sod.
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Median planted with
smaller ornamental trees,
low growing shrubs and
perennials

8’

7’

24’
2’

Shade trees line both
sides of Margaret
Avenue and promote
City Beautiful Movement
principles

12’
2’

24’
2’

7’

8’

2’

Figure 5-11: Landscape treatments in the Residential and New Commercial Districts consist of a 7’ buffer strip planted with shade trees and
under planted with sod and a 12’ raised median planted with ornamental trees, accent perennials and evergreen groundcover.

Shade trees line both sides of
Margaret Avenue and promote City
Beautiful Movement principles

Raised median planted with
smaller ornamental trees and
underplanted with evergreen
groundcover
Buffer strip is planted with sod to
reduce maintenance

Figure 5-12: Landscape treatments in the Residential and New Commercial Districts.
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Pedestrian Paving Treatments

Pedestrian amenities are integral to the success of an overall transportation network. Not only do these connections play
an important role in establishing a pedestrian-friendly environment, but they are also crucial in establishing connectivity
within the regional transportation network.
The construction of sidewalks is included throughout all districts. The width and location vary depending on the adjacent
land uses and roadway character.
Industrial District (State Road 63 to US 41)- Pedestrian sidewalks within the industrial district are 6’ wide and separated
from the roadway by a 10’ sodded buffer strip.
Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and 14th Street to 25th Street)- Pedestrian sidewalks within the commercial
district are 8’ wide to accommodate an anticipated increase in pedestrian activity. These sidewalks are separated from the
roadway by a 10’ sodded buffer strip.
Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street and 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue)- Pedestrian sidewalks within
the residential district are 8’ wide to accommodate an anticipated increase in pedestrian activity. These sidewalks are
separated from the roadway by a 7’ sodded buffer strip.
New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46)- Pedestrian sidewalks within the new commercial district are 8’
wide and are separated from the roadway by an 8’ sodded buffer strip.
Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46, Old Margaret Avenue alignment)- Pedestrian sidewalks
are 6’ within the warehouse distribution district. Sidewalks are constructed at the back of curb in this area.
State Road 46- Pedestrian sidewalks are 6’ wide along SR 46. These sidewalks are located outside of the right-of-way
and could be incorporated into development ordinances which would require future developments to provide sidewalk
connections.
Although designated bike lanes have not been delineated, bicycle traffic can be accommodated on the pedestrian
sidewalks. Typical pedestrian sidewalk treatments can be seen in Figures 5-13 and 5-14.

8’ pedestrian sidewalk
7’-10’ grass buffer strip
6’ pedestrian sidewalk

2’ carriage strip
2’ carriage strip

Figure 5-13: Typical sidewalk configuration with planted buffer strip.

Figure 5-14: Typical sidewalk configuration adjacent to roadway.
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Pedestrian treatments also must be carried through the intersections to maintain the safe atmosphere along the corridor.
Pedestrian paving treatments are handled in two ways depending on the hierarchy of the intersection. There are seven
intersections marked for special paving treatments that consist of colored brick pavers.
State Road 63 and Margaret Avenue
 US 41 and Margaret Avenue
 7th Street and Margaret Avenue
 14th Street and Margaret Avenue
 25th Street and Margaret Avenue
 Fruitridge Avenue and Margaret Avenue
 State Road 46 and Margaret Avenue


These intersection treatments span the width of the roadway and compliment the 2’ carriage strip running the length of
the corridor. Typical intersection paving treatments can be seen in Figure 5-15.
District marker
Accent plantings consist of
ornamental trees and shrubs
Colored pavers enhance
intersection while creating a safe
crossing for pedestrians

Accessible ramps, meeting all
correct ADA standards, are
located throughout the corridor at
designated pedestrian crossings

Figure 5-15: Typical pedestrian treatment at major intersections. Preferred color paver choices can be seen to the right
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In addition to the special paving treatment, pedestrian crosswalks are being shown at several locations throughout the
corridor. There are several points along Margaret Avenue where pedestrians will be crossing a multiple lane cross section.
At these areas, a typical striped pedestrian crosswalk will be used. These crossings will not be utilized by the majority of
pedestrians, but are needed to ensure safety along the corridor. Typical pedestrian crosswalk treatments can be seen in
Figure 5-16.

Figure 5-16: Typical pedestrian treatment at minor intersections along the Margaret Avenue corridor.
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Lighting and Signal Pole Treatments

Lighting features are a necessary component of any major roadway and provide an opportunity to create a unified
character for the corridor. Ornamental features can easily be applied to the corridor in a very simplistic manner, yet make
a large statement when seen as a whole.
For the majority of the corridor, a moderate treatment was requested as well as a unified look to all lighting fixtures.
Because the city of Terre Haute currently leases the lighting fixtures from Cinergy two options were looked at for this
study.
Utilizing existing poles- In order to reduce costs, the design team looked at how the existing poles could be modified
to accommodate the design treatment. Custom powder coat colors can be applied to metal bases which will immediately
make a statement along the corridor. In addition, pedestrian signals can be added by utilizing an attachment bracket.
These pedestrian signals will help ensure the safety of the increased pedestrian traffic along Margaret Avenue. Margaret
Avenue medallions can also be added to specific poles to enhance the aesthetic, and unify the design elements along
the corridor. Decorative panels for street names can also be accommodated. The customized existing light pole can be
seen in Figure 5-17.
Installing decorative poles- Using new decorative poles will increase the cost of enhancements, but also the aesthetic
value of a functional pole as an effective means of establishing a unique visual image. The decorative pole can accommodate
the same elements; pedestrian signals, corridor medallions, decorative panels, as well as an additional design statement
in the look of the light itself. When choosing a decorative pole and light, Art Deco shapes and design inspirations should be
considered, to support the unified design of corridor elements. The custom pole and light fixture can be seen in Figure 5-18.
Vehicular scaled
decorative light fixture
Existing light fixture and pole

Custom powder coat existing
pole

Custom decorative pole

Margaret Avenue Logo panel

Pedestrian scaled light
fixture
Pedestrian signal

Pedestrian signal

Decorative base

Figure 5-17: Existing light pole with attachment brackets.
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Figure 5-18: Decorative light pole reinforces design theme.
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In addition to light poles, similar treatments can be added to traffic signals. Whether utilizing existing traffic signal arms
or installing new decorative traffic signal poles, the same effect can be achieved. Corridor medallions, pedestrian signals,
and decorative street name panels can all be added to traffic signal poles. A typical signal pole treatment can be seen in
Figure 5-19.

3’-0”

Mast arm length varies per intersection requirements

Corridor medallion

22’-0”

Panel for street name with colors and fonts to
match wayfinding signage
Pedestrian signal

Decorative base to match light pole base

Figure 5-19: Typical traffic signal pole can incorporate corridor medallions, decorative street panels and custom bases to reinforce the design
elements along the corridor.
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SECTION FIVE
SPECIAL ENHANCEMENTS

The conceptual design also includes special enhancements for specific locations along the corridor. As noted previously,
special enhancements go beyond the typical roadway applications. These enhancements reinforce the design theme and
provide interest and specific functions for portions of Margaret Avenue, these special enhancements including:
Margaret Avenue gateway treatments
Margaret Avenue district treatments
 Node markers
 Wayfinding signage



Margaret Avenue Gateway

STATE ROAD 46
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While completing the inventory and analysis of the corridor, two locations were identified as gateways to Margaret Avenue.
The intersections of State Road 63 and State Road 46 with Margaret Avenue shown in Figure 5-20, require special
attention to set the corridor apart from the other roadways in Terre Haute. The design of these gateway elements serve
as the first visual feature used in establishing an identity for Margaret Avenue.

INTERSTATE 70

Figure 5-20: The locations for gateway treatments are at the intersections of SR 63 and Margaret Avenue and SR 46 and Margaret Avenue.

The gateway structure in Figure 5-21 depicts Art Deco elements as well as materials found along the corridor. The
gateway structure consists of two joined pieces; a 12’ high limestone tower with a rough cut façade, and a 3’ tall
planter. The tower features a precast custom designed colored concrete insert that depicts a visual image of the
corridor. Atop of the tower, two metal plates are embedded into the limestone and extend beyond the face of the stone
to provide a three dimensional, horizontal element to the tower. Margaret Avenue medallions are also embedded into
the limestone tower. To accent the vertical limestone element, an illuminated glass block tower is embedded behind
the limestone. The glass block extends 9’ above the limestone and serves as a light element at the intersections.
Within the planter, ornamental trees, low growing shrubs and perennials will serve to accent the intersection.
The gateway structures will be placed on either side of the roadway so that vehicles entering the corridor are flanked by
the limestone towers. This placement seen in Figures 5-22 and 5-23 creates a grand entrance feel while establishing safe
sight distances at the intersection.
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Vertical glass block pier, illuminated from within
Limestone marker with custom neighborhood
precast panel
Limestone planter with low growing
shrubs and ornamental trees

Metal panel inserts

Figure 5-21: The Margaret Avenue Gateway treatment will serve as a entry point to the corridor, setting the corridor apart from others in the city.
Marker materials, glass block, precast panels and limestone, are shown on the right.

Margaret Avenue
gateway structure
Pedestrian plaza area
Ornamental tree plantings

Pedestrian plaza area
Ornamental tree
plantings
Street tree
plantings

Street tree plantings

Margaret Avenue
gateway structure
Flush median with
colored pavers
Figure 5-22: The intersection of SR 63 and Margaret Avenue will
serve as a grand entrance to the corridor for East bound traffic.

Figure 5-23: The intersection of SR 46 and Margaret Avenue will
provide a bookend to the corridor.
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Margaret Avenue District Marker
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While the intersections at State Road 63 and State Road 46 serve as gateways to Margaret Avenue, there are five
intersections that serve as transition areas between corridor districts. These intersections serve as virtual bookends to
land uses, roadway alignments and enhancement applications and therefore they should be treated with a specific set of
design elements. The intersections at US 41, 7th Street, 14th Street, 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue shown in Figure
5-24, incorporate a district marker to signal the entrance to a new corridor district.

INTERSTATE 70

Figure 5-24: District markers are located at the intersections of US 41, 7th Street, 14th Street, 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue.

The district markers shown in Figure 5-25, consist of two joined pieces and utilize the same materials, form and color
palette as the Margaret Avenue gateway. The first piece consists of a 4’ limestone tower with a rough cut façade. This
tower also has a precast concrete colored concrete panel that will compliment the natural color of the limestone. The
panel design will change based on the district. At the top of the tower are two metal plates that are embedded into the
limestone. These plates extend beyond the face of the limestone to add a three dimensional element to the piece. To
accent the vertical limestone element, an illuminated glass block tower is embedded behind the limestone. The glass
block extends 30” above the limestone and runs the entire height of the limestone tower. The second piece of the gateway
structure consists of an 18” limestone seat wall that flanks the pedestrian area at the intersection. Ornamental trees and
evergreen shrubs are placed behind the seatwall to accent the district element.
District markers will be placed on opposite corners and will not affect site distances at the intersection. On the remaining
corners, ornamental plantings will further enhance the site. The typical placement at the intersections is shown in Figure
5-26.
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Vertical glass block pier,
illuminated from within
Limestone marker

Metal panel inserts
Custom neighborhood district
precast panel
Limestone seatwall

Figure 5-25: Markers will signify the distinct neighborhoods and districts and will help residents and visitors identify with pieces of the city.
Marker materials, glass block, precast panels and limestone, are shown on the right.

Ornamental tree plantings
Pedestrian plaza area
Street tree plantings
Pedestrian cross walk treatment

Margaret Avenue district marker
with seatwall
Ornamental plantings

Figure 5-26: District markers are placed on opposite corners in the intersections. Seatwalls are included to encourage pedestrian interaction.
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SECTION FIVE
Node Markers
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In addition to the gateway and district marker treatments there are several areas along the corridor that would benefit
from an additional focal element. These areas are located within the residential and new commercial districts. Fuqua
Elementary School as well as future development areas are those that should be considered as places for this special
enhancement. In addition to drawing focus to key places on the corridor, these node markers serve as a visual “reminder”
for the corridor. By utilizing these node markers, materials, forms and colors can easily be repeated throughout the corridor
rather than limiting them to specific intersections. Potential locations for node markers are shown in Figure 5-27.

INTERSTATE 70

Figure 5-27: Node markers are placed in areas of high activity or requiring an additional focal point.

The district node marker shown in Figure 5-28, utilizes the same material, form and color palette as the gateway and
district marker structures, but is much smaller in scale. The node marker is constructed of a 3’-6” piece of rough cut
limestone. The limestone structure continues the metal panel inserts and the glass block tower. The glass block extends
2’ above the limestone. The glass block is not illuminated in this treatment, but serves as a visual tie to the district marker
and gateway structures.
The node markers are placed within the raised median and are accented by low growing shrubs and perennial plantings.
Ornamental trees will be eliminated around node markers to reinforce the marker. Typical placement of node markers is
shown in Figure 5-29.
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Ornamental tree plantings within
raised median
Vertical glass block light pier
Metal panel inserts
Limestone marker
Accent plantings

Figure 5-28: District node markers are placed in areas where focus is needed. These pieces carry the material and color palette through the
corridor.

Street tree plantings at 40’ on
center
Street light
District node marker placed within raised
median. Accented by ornamental shrubs
and perennial plantings.

Pedestrian sidewalk

Figure 5-29: Typical placement of district node marker within raised median. Accent plantings of low growing shrubs and perennials are used to
further accent the area.
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SECTION FIVE
Wayfinding Signage

Currently there is no vehicular wayfinding system in place along Margaret Avenue. Signage is needed due to the fact that
Margaret Avenue will become a major West-East route through town. Visitors and residents need to be directed to the
many destinations both North and South of the corridor.
Wayfinding signage at major intersections and can be attached to existing or decorative light poles via attachment
brackets. The design of the signage panel includes the shapes and color used throughout the corridor and is inspired by
the Art Deco movement. The concept for the wayfinding sign is shown in Figure 5-30.

Pole to match light pole color
and style
Attachment brackets
Margaret Avenue corridor logo
Desired destinations and arrows in
the Art Deco color palette to further
emphasize the design elements along
the corridor.
Wayfinding panel mimics the form of district
markers along the corridor

Figure 5-30: Typical wayfinding signage incorporates the design color palette and similar forms and shapes as the district markers.
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GENERAL ROADWAY CHARACTER CROSS SECTIONS

Once the tool kit items were designed, a typical treatment and application of enhancements were developed for each
district. Typical cross sections and plans serve as a guideline for future design. Scenarios were developed utilizing the
proposed land use plan, preliminary roadway alignment and access management principles.
Industrial District (State Road 63 to US 41) – The industrial district is composed of two travel lanes and a center left
turn lane for the majority of the district. A two foot carriage strip lines either side of the roadway. A 10’ planted buffer strip
separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road way. All sidewalks in this district are 5’ wide. The prototypical Industrial
District plan and cross section is shown in Figure 5-31.

Street tree plantings at 40’ on center

2’ Colored paver carriage strip

Decorative light pole

10’ wide grass buffer strip

5’ wide pedestrian sidewalk
Colored paver pedestrian cross walk

Decorative light pole
Street tree plantings at 40’ on center
10’ wide grass buffer strip
2’ Colored paver carriage strip

5’

10’

2’

36’

2’

10’

5’

Figure 5-31: Typical roadway cross section view throughout Industrial District (SR 63 to US 41).
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Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and 14th Street to 25th Street) - There are two commercial districts along
the corridor. The treatment will be the same in both districts. The commercial district is composed of four travel lanes
and a two way left turn lane throughout the district. A two foot carriage strip lines either side of the roadway. A 10’ planted
buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road way. All sidewalks in this district are 8’ wide. The prototypical
Commercial District plan and cross section is shown in Figure 5-32.

Street tree plantings at 40’ on center

2’ Colored paver carriage strip

Decorative light pole

5’ wide pedestrian sidewalk

10’ wide grass buffer strip

Decorative light pole
Street tree plantings at 40’ on center
10’ Grass buffer strip
2’ Colored paver carriage strip

8’

10’

2’

58’-64’

2’

10’

8’

Figure 5-32: Typical roadway cross section view throughout the Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and 14th Street to 25th Street).
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Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street and 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue) - There are two residential
districts along the corridor. The treatment will be the same in both districts. The residential district is composed of four
travel lanes and a raised median that transitions into a left turn lane where necessary. A 2’ carriage strip lines both sides
of the roadway as well as the raised median. A 7’ planted buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road. All
pedestrian sidewalks in this district are 8’ wide. The prototypical Residential District plan and cross section can be seen
in Figure 5-33.

Street tree plantings at 40’ on center.
Colored paver pedestrian
crosswalk

Ornamental tree plantings at 20’ on center
within raised median with 2’ carriage strip
around base of median

8’ Pedestrian sidewalk
2’ Colored paver carriage strip

Decorative light pole
7’ Grass buffer strip

Raised median with ornamental
trees and district node markers
Decorative light pole
8’ Pedestrian sidewalk
Street tree plantings
7’ Grass buffer strip
2’ Colored paver
carriage strip

8’

7’

2’

24’

2’ Colored paver
carriage strip

2’

12’

2’

24’

2’

7’

8’

Figure 5-33: Typical roadway cross section view throughout the Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street and 25th Street to Fruitridge
Avenue).
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New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46) – The new alignment of Margaret Avenue consists of four travel
lanes and a raised median that transitions into a left turn lane where necessary. A 2’ carriage strip lines both sides of
the roadway as well as the raised median. A 10’ planted buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road. All
pedestrian sidewalks in this district are 8’ wide. The prototypical New Commercial District plan and cross section is shown
in Figure 5-34.
Potential sidewalk extension
through development
Decorative light pole

Proposed curb cuts can be
accented with ornamental
plantings

Raised median with ornamental
tree plantings
2’ Colored paver carriage strip
10’ Grass buffer strip
Street tree plantings at 40’ on center
Evergreen plantings used for screening

Colored paver pedestrian
crossing

Raised median with ornamental
trees and district node markers
Decorative light pole
8’ Pedestrian sidewalk
Street tree plantings
7’ Grass buffer strip
2’ Colored paver
carriage strip

8’

10’

2’

24’

2’

2’ Colored paver
carriage strip

12’

2’

24’

2’

10’

8’

Figure 5-34: Typical roadway cross section view throughout the New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46- New Margaret Avenue
alignment).
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Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46: Old Margaret Avenue alignment) – The existing
Margaret Avenue alignment consists of two travel lanes. A 6’ sidewalk adjoins the roadway. The prototypical Warehouse
Distribution District plan and cross section is shown in Figure 5-35.

6’ Pedestrian sidewalk

2’ Colored paver carriage strip

Decorative light pole

Decorative light pole

2’ Colored paver carriage strip
6’ Pedestrian sidewalk

6’

2’

32’

2’

6’

Figure 5-35: Typical roadway cross section view throughout the Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46- Existing Margaret
Avenue alignment).
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State Road 46- With the realignment of Margaret Avenue, SR 46 will become a major North/South route to Margaret
Avenue. The SR 46 treatment consists of a six foot sidewalk extending from the Warehouse Distribution District (Old
Margaret) to the realigned Margaret Avenue corridor. Sidewalks are located on either side of SR 46. Street tree plantings
will be accommodated as well. Since the right-of-way of SR 46 is managed by the State of Indiana, these enhancements
could become part of a development ordinance to be implemented as SR 46 is developed. The prototypical SR 46 District
plan and cross section is shown in Figure 5-36.
6’ pedestrian sidewalk
Street tree plantings at 40’ on center
Decorative light pole

Monument style signage planted
with low growing shrubs as accent
plantings. Signage should be
consolidated as much as possible.

Decorative light pole
Street tree plantings
6’ Pedestrian sidewalk
Drainage swale

Varies

6’

6’

84’

6’

6’

Varies

Figure 5-36: Typical roadway cross section view along SR 46. Enhancements occur outside of the right-of-way and can be incorporated into
development ordinances.
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SPECIFIC ROADWAY TREATMENTS

Along the corridor, there are four sites requiring special attention. While the typical application is appropriate to the sites,
specific enhancement guidelines were developed.

Proposed Greenway Trail Head

The existing rail line at 7th Street may be relocated or abandoned in the future. With the removal of train activity, the
rail corridor may be added to the Terre Haute greenway system. The existing rail line intersects 7th Street and Margaret
Avenue, the proposed greenway will likely do the same.
The typical intersection treatment will still be applied utilizing the 2’ carriage strip, sodded buffer strips and pedestrian
sidewalks. In order to accommodate the trail crossing, some of the railroad right-of-way may be used to add trail specific
amenities to the area. A building to house restrooms, trail and city information and vending machines will fit within the
expanded right-of-way. Bicycle racks and pedestrian furniture are an added amenities. A small planting area separates
the Margaret Avenue pedestrian traffic from the trail head. This planting area also provides opportunity for placement of
public art, a pedestrian kiosk, or other community inspired element. To further ensure the safety of trail users, the buffer
strip is planted with evergreen shrubs to prohibit mid-block crossing. Removable bollards placed at the intersection of
the multi-use trail and pedestrian sidewalk will slow trail traffic. The proposed greenway intersection enhancements are
shown in Figure 5-37.
There are several railroad crossings along the Margaret Avenue corridor, and the same conceptual elements may be
applied as future greenways are acquired.
Bollards reinforce sidewalk as pathway
and prohibit trail users from crossing
mid block.
Evergreen plantings in buffer strip
further reinforce the path.
Acquired right-of-way allows for
facilities for restrooms, shelter and
information kiosks.
Planting area provides space for public
art

Large pedestrian plaza will
accommodate pedestrians and
bicycles
Figure 5-37: Additional enhancements at greenway crossings fit within the design theme for the rest of the corridor.
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Fuqua Elementary School Crossing

The residential district from 7th Street to 14th Street is home to Fuqua Elementary School. Currently, students cross
mid-block and utilize a flashing yellow light and crossing guard during peak times to signal traffic to slow and stop. This
situation is unsafe for students and parents coming from adjacent neighborhoods. By incorporating a wider pedestrian
crossing, the pedestrian crossing will become more apparent to drivers. Colored brick pavers will extend the width of
the road and will be carried across the raised median. The median will be flush at points to allow for accessibility. The
planted area around the cross walk will be maintained with low growing shrubs and perennials to increase the visibility of
pedestrians. A similar crosswalk treatment will be used at the two adjacent median breaks to allow multiple safe places
for pedestrians to cross. The buffer strips in this area will be underplanted with evergreen shrubs to discourage crossing
at locations other then those specified. Additional crossing lights may be added to further announce the presence of
pedestrians. Proposed cross walk treatments and locations can be seen in Figures 5-38 and 5-39.
In addition to crosswalk treatments, sidewalk connections will be added from Margaret Avenue to the area around the
school. Currently, there is no hard surface for visitors and students to utilize once they have reached the property. This
pedestrian connection will further link the surrounding neighborhoods to the school. Bicycle racks and pedestrian furniture
could will be added for students.
FUQUA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Sidewalk connection is needed from
Margaret Avenue to entrance of school
Paver crosswalks at intersections alert
drivers to pedestrian presence

Mid block crossing is needed and
requires a large paver band to alert
drivers.

Figure 5-38: Typical pedestrian treatment along Fuqua Elementary School property. Crossings will also include flashing yellow lights during
peak pedestrian times.

Pedestrian sidewalk
Shade tree and evergreen shrub
plantings deter students from crossing
mid block
Accessible crossing is provide across
median where signal is located. Wide
paver bands reinforce the crossing

Figure 5-39: Mid block treatment at current pedestrian crossing at Fuqua Elementary School. Pavers and pedestrian signals enhance safety in
the area.
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Margaret Avenue Grade Separation

Traffic problems created by two rail crossings necessitates the need for separation of Margaret Avenue from the rail lines
to ensure safety for both vehicular and train traffic. For the purpose of this study, 19th Street was examined in detail, but
the proposed enhancements can be applied to either site.
The separation of Margaret Avenue from the existing rail corridor will mean the construction of retaining walls and a bridge
at either location. These elements can add visual enhancement to the corridor. By treating retaining walls and bridges with
a similar material as the other corridor structures a unified design theme is reinforced. Figure 5-40 shows two different
options for the bridge and wall treatments. Retaining walls and bridges can be constructed from pre-cast concrete with a
rough cut finish applied to mimic the natural limestone used in the gateway and district marker elements. A color can be
applied to pre-cast concrete to further enforce the material similarities. Glass block and colored brick can also be added
to reinforce the corridor identity.
Terraced walls planted with shade and ornamental trees, shrubs and perennials will add color and texture to the surrounding
landscape.
Planted terraces and
plaza space enhance
area
Decorative retaining
walls and or bridge
treatments

Roadway
enhancements are
carried across
Figure 5-40: Typical treatment for grade separation. Planted terraces, decorative retaining walls and bridge treatments enhance the road and
reinforce design elements.
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I-70 Gateway

Increasing traffic development along Margaret Avenue and State Road 46, the I-70 interchange at State Road 46 would
become a new major entrance to Terre Haute for many visitors. This area is currently undeveloped and has no gateway
element to pull people into the city and create a memorable experience. While a structure was not designed for this area,
the project team established guidelines for the development of a gateway. Figure 40 shows that to make the SR 46 and
I-70 interchange a successful gateway to Terre Haute several design elements should be considered:
Wayfinding signage
 Decorative lighting
 Landscape treatments
 Bridge treatments
 Structures or Monuments


By applying several of these elements, the interchange will be enhanced and visitors and residents to Terre Haute will know
that they have arrived. Figure 5-41 also depicts several different options of gateway treatments. The design inspiration of
bridge treatments, structures, signage and lighting does not need to follow the design theme of Margaret Avenue, and in
fact, should be different. This area serves a regional purpose, rather than a city or neighborhood purpose.

Typical Margaret Avenue
enhancements

Potential location for monument
Decorative bridge treatments

Ornamental accent
plantings provide interest at
intersection

Figure 5-41: Typical gateway treatment at Interstate 70 and SR 46. Plantings, signage, lighting and decorative monuments will draw traffic in
from I-70 and provide a new front door to Terre Haute. Possible treatments can be seen on the right.
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PUBLIC MEETING PRESENTATION SURVEY

Margaret Avenue Corridor Study
Public Meeting #1
Worksheet
1. Please indicate your interest in the study and or corridor (mark all that apply):
A total of 48 surveys were returned.
Question
I live in the study area.
I own property in the study area.
I own a business in the study area.
I am a developer.
I am an interested citizen.
I use Margaret Ave.
I use roads that intersect with Margaret Ave.

Number
25
26
7
0
32
40
33

% of People
Surveyed
52.1%
54.1%
14.6%
0%
66.6%
83.3%
68.8%

2. Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
• The Margaret Avenue Corridor should have a distinctive visual quality.
(number of responses= 47)

Agree
35 (74.5%)

No Opinion
8 (17%)

Disagree
4 (8.5%)

• Changes to Margaret Avenue should be used to create opportunities for new
development, redevelopment and revitalization strategically aligned with community
economic development. (number of responses= 44)
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
3 (6.8%)
4 (9.1%)
37 (84.1%)
• Margaret Avenue should be a safe, functional, efficient, and attractive east-west
connection with increased capacity between S.R. 63 and S.R. 46.
(number of responses= 45)

Agree
44 (97.8%)

No Opinion
0 (0%)

Disagree
1 (2.2%)

• The redesigned and redeveloped Margaret Avenue will enhance the identity of
Terre Haute. (number of responses= 45)
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
31 (68.9%)
3 (6.7%)
11 (24.4%)
• Margaret Avenue should serve as a prototype by promoting new ways to think
about infrastructure, urban design and commercial development practices in Terre
Haute. (number of responses= 42)
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
31 (73.8%)
7 (16.7%)
4 (9.5%)
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3. After seeing the four displays, what are your thoughts about the Margaret
Avenue Corridor overall?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

It is too early to tell. It does need attention!!
Start Building!!
Margaret Ave. needs to aesthetically be THE standard in Terre Haute. Better than Ohio
Blvd.
Do not destroy existing neighborhoods!
Concepts are on the right track.
Good.
It is going to need a lot more thought.
Stop all the studying and start the project.
Pleased to see the enhancements in the residential areas.
This will improve access to Wal-Mart so Mr. Gibson can make more money.
Positive. Glad there is some thought put into a plan.
5 lanes all the way from 3rd St. to SR46.
Wide enough to handle future growth.
Stop light at Fuqua School to allow school children access across the road to get to the
school and playground in the summer time.
Railroad underpass at 19th St. and Margaret Ave.
A needed development!
I hope it works well and doesn’t take too long.
I agree on the need for a corridor capable of handling the capacity that further
development will put upon it. I do not agree with the aggressive beautification tactics
suggested.
Until the railroad issue has been resolved, the project is bottlenecked.
Not enough on roads.
I couldn’t absorb the display format.
We are a homeowner in Stratford Hills, on the corner of Avalon and Margaret. My
Concern is the four lanes, a median, and two sidewalks. What can be done to preserve
and protect our so beautiful neighborhood? Sidewalks? To go where?
Good!!
Excellent—Good to see a comprehensive plan to take advantage of current SR46 work.
Great except for changing the direction of Margaret for Gibson gain.
The displays show the engineering necessary to gain expansion of Terre Haute. Without
the project, there cannot be a change made.
Hopefully, it won’t be so commercialized and the businesses should be held accountable
for the look of their business. Now they are not. Code enforcement needs to be
enforced.
Four lanes are necessary, but an overpass over CSX R.R. is necessary at $22,000,000.
This cost could be paid for by elimination of excessive fire stations and firemen that are
currently needed on both sides of the R.R. tracks.
Discussion did not address residential development.
Total waste of millions just to get traffic to Gibson’s Wal-Mart! Plus his other
developments.
A very expensive pipe dream that will benefit a select few.

4. Are there specific concerns you have about any of the ideas you saw
presented at this meeting?
x
x
x
x
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It was too general to tell.
R.R. at 19th and Margaret.
Need public art spaces as part of design.
Historic lighting like ISU.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Lots of trees!!!
Railroad bottleneck at 19th Street.
Increased speed of traffic. This will be a new Indy 500. Traffic flies by now!!
Train switching stations. This is a daily problem. Traffic backs up several times a day.
Emergency vehicles use Margaret Ave. all the time to go to regional hospital and other
emergencies. Not too speedy to get through now—can only imagine the
confusion/problems in the future.
What impact will the S.R. 641/S.R. 46 project have on the amount of traffic using
Fruitridge?
Where is the traffic off of Margaret and SR46 going to be able to go to the south? The
three roads won’t support any additional traffic. I need to know what you keep saying you
are connecting to other than Wal-Mart.
Would like a boulevard appearance such as we have on Ohio east of 19th and Fruitridge.
Time frame for completion.
Along Margaret Ave. it is all business, but they do no want businesses coming up into the
neighborhoods that are not directly on Margaret. Keep the zoning correct.
We don’t use sidewalks except in close proximity to commercial areas or to the school.
Don’t upgrade things in areas where they are not used. Also, additional traffic signals
could be more cumbersome than beneficial. Work to develop smooth traffic in and
outflow instead.
The final location of the new Margaret Ave.
Railroad crossing.
Neighborhood participation in the planning process.
Traffic flow until this is built.
Safety for residents and farm animals who currently live there.
I see no need for four lane traffic from 25th St. to Fruitridge Ave.
My concern is that there will be too many “I” problems.
Only that the R.R. delays can be addressed.
When it benefits few—NO. When it benefits the many—YES.
Do you ever consider taking fence lines in when selecting the placement of roads?
The presentation was good. I look forward to further meetings with more specific details
(timing, phases, start/finish dates).
Four lane traffic on Margaret Ave. would be great, but until the 19th St. R.R. crossing has
been resolved, traffic flow will be at a stop.
I have concerns about current residential development being affected. I am concerned
about R.R. issues.
You don’t plan to force people to sell their property—BULL
This appears to be another political solution to benefit the select few as always.

5. What aspects of the plan will have the most impact (good, bad or both) on
you and why?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The R.R. by 19th Street—the traffic light there has created big traffic problems. Going
back to sign would be an improvement.
Very general stuff.
R.R. has to go!!!
Neighborhood quality—BAD
Loss of frontage and privacy caused by widening Margaret and increased traffic flow.
This will help improve Terre Haute’s image? Have you been around our city much?
There are much worse areas.
Bad—loss of frontage, privacy caused by widening of Margaret
Positive—economic development
Positive—improvements of transportation routes.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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On the first phase, where is the traffic going to go? You must still have a way to get out
in the side streets safely. The kids going to school need an overhead walkway to keep
them safe crossing Margaret to school.
The development of a boulevard between 25th and 7th will be a positive impact. I
commend you for stepping up to the plate to improve the appearance of our community
so we can stimulate economic development. Keep Terre Haute beautiful!!
Improving surface and widening access for commuting along Margaret Ave.
Attention to calming traffic through residential areas.
Improve the function.
I’m so sorry that you only found a few examples of aesthetically pleasing areas in town.
Thank heavens for ISU—hopefully this will add another.
Access to Kensington subdivision.
Okay… people can get from 3rd to 7th easier… Then what?
Family owned farm is currently in the New Margaret Ave. Corridor.
Don’t know yet.
Access from the east side will do a great deal for downtown. Business missing for more
than 50 years.
The proof is in the pudding.
I have lived in this area for all my life and would rather be left alone, but realize it cannot
be that way. If it were left to me, everyone would be driving horse and buggies and all
your problems would be solved.
Traffic—concerns not only for my property, but for safety of school children crossing
street or for mail delivery to residents.
Taxes—if homeowners make a choice to stay in the development district, what will be the
change in taxes?
19th St. R.R. crossing is a major problem.
Rich will get richer and the poor get poorer.

PUBLIC MEETING ATTENDANCE SIGN IN SHEET: JULY 12, 2006
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PUBLIC MEETING PRESENTATION #2: AUGUST 30, 2006
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PUBLIC MEETING PRESENTATION BOARDS: AUGUST 30, 2006
LAND USE PLAN PROCESS

1

2
PLANNING PRINCIPLES

LAND USE ALTERNATIVES

Based on the data collected and the input
from interviews in Step 1, principles to guide
future land use were developed for six distinctive segments of the corridor. These principles represent future land uses that are
guided by market conditions, the proposed
transportation framework, other man-made
amenities, natural features, and the goals of
the community.

A series of alternative land use concepts were
developed for the eastern end of the corridor
(I-70 to Hulman Street and Fruitridge Avenue
to S.R. 46). Each alternative was discussed
and preferred alternative, combining some of
the elements from two of the alternatives was
developed based on input from the project’s
steering committee.
The future land use for the remainder of the
corridor was discussed segment by segment
and altered according to input from the
steering committee.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Margaret Avenue Corridor was inventoried for existing land uses using both aerial
photographs and a windshield survey for
confirmation.
Plans for the new development along
were collected and incorporated.

46

City Engineering and County Planning staff
was interviewed, as well as the developer of
the new commercial space along S.R. 46.

3

4
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Based on the preferred alternative,
projections for new development and new
jobs were developed.
A conceptual layout for retail, office,
and warehouse/distribution facilities
in the eastern segment was developed
to demonstrate a new paradigm for
development. This responded to one of the
steering committee’s goals of not repeating
the mistakes made as development occurred
along other corridors in the city.

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR FUTURE LAND USE
The improvement and partial realignment of Margaret Avenue presents the
community with a unique set of opportunities including new well-planned
development, revitalization of blighted areas, improved compatibility of land uses
and the coordination of nodes of commercial activity. While the road realignment
and improvements to the existing right-of-way can occur in a relatively short
period of time, the vision for the future land use within the corridor will likely
take many years, even decades to be fully realized.
To fully realize the potential of this corridor, the City of Terre Haute may choose to
initiate a number of policy and regulatory changes, such as the creation or update
of zoning districts to promote specific development types, one or more overlay
districts, design guidelines, home ownership programs, etc.

LAND
USE
MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

The five-mile corridor bisects a wide variety of existing land uses including
industrial, residential, commercial, and agricultural. Many have expressed an
opinion that the corridor looks tired, outdated and, in some locations, blighted.
Others have expressed concern that the highly visible corridor does not portray
the image Terre Haute would like to project.
The intent of this plan is to bring some sense of order to the entire corridor by
designating certain districts based on the influences of existing land use where
appropriate, economic development and community goals, natural and man-made
amenities, market conditions, and opportunities unique to each of the districts.

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT PLAN: SR 63 TO HARDING ST.
SR 63 GATEWAY
This segment of the corridor responds to the existing S.R. 63
industrial district by designating the land in the area between
Margaret Avenue and I-70 for industrial/distribution facilities.
While the area is currently largely developed, the area north of
Margaret Avenue is planned for multi-family residential and
light industrial. Buffers between the industrial uses and the
residential developments are key to providing an environment
that maintains a higher quality of life for residents. It is
anticipated that retail activity within this segment will be that
which serves the immediate residential area and the employees
of the industrial tenants. The community focal point of the
area is the existing fire station located at the western end of
the corridor.

DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGES

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT PLAN: HARDING ST. TO 5th ST.
US 41 TOURIST SERVICE COMMERCIAL
(TSC) GATEWAY
This segment serves as one of the main gateways into the
urbanized area of Terre Haute. Many of the commercial
businesses already located here serve the interstate traveler
with hotels, fuel, food and related services. By focusing future
development on this market segment, Terre Haute has the
opportunity to redefine the first impression travelers will have
of the community. The development of design guidelines and
possibly a new zoning or overlay district should be considered
to assist with the realization of this vision. Without strict
enforcement of such design requirements, the land use near this
exit on I-70 will likely take on the appearance of “Anywhere,
USA.” Improvements to Margaret Avenue and the urban
design elements of the new corridor design should reflect the
community’s character and recognize the significance of this
district as a gateway into the city.

LAND USE LEGEND
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DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGES

5
CONCEPTUAL LAND USE PLAN
Public Open House Display Includes:
Conceptual future land use for each of six
corridor segments
Description of the planning principles for each
segment
Character photos to demonstrate desired
development and redevelopment results
Rough estimate of potential jobs created
within the eastern most segment
Conceptual layout of remaining undeveloped
land in eastern most segment

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT PLAN: 5th ST. TO 13th ST.
5TH STREET TO 13TH STREET
NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION
With Fuqua Elementary School as a neighborhood anchor,
efforts to stabilize the surrounding residential area should
focus on home ownership and maintenance programs. Other
assets that should be included in the area are a common
greenspace at 6th Street and a planned multi-use trail.
Both have the potential to create a new identity for the
neighborhood. The current density supports the walkability of
this neighborhood and should remain in place. Other public
efforts to support the continued improvement to the district
should include increased enforcement of life safety codes,
identification and promotion of infill development sites.
In terms of infrastructure improvements, this area should
support a pedestrian environment and include traffic calming
and pedestrian scale urban design and streetscape elements.
The design of all roadway and sidewalk improvements in this
segment should promote the safety of children walking to and
from school. The existing street grid pattern also promotes a
walkable close-knit community.

DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGES

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT PLAN: 13th ST. TO 25th ST.

LAND
USE
MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

CANAL ROAD MIXED USE NODE
The realigned 14th Street/Canal Road at the intersection of
Margaret Avenue provides an ideal location for commercial
services and retailers serving the market of commuters who
use Canal Road. Uses appropriate for this include: automobile
service and fuel, convenience stores, professional services, and
other non-big box retail operations. The use of appropriate
buffers between this node and the surrounding neighborhoods
will be important regulatory means to support the sustainability
of both the residential and commercial uses. The character of
the new commercial developments could be further influenced
by the adoption and enforcement of design guidelines.
Increased residential development along the corridor is likely
to create more demand for recreational facilities. The land
south of the existing ball fields to Margaret Avenue would
present an ideal location for expanded recreation facilities.

DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGES

Opportunities for both new development of low and medium
density single family and a limited amount of clustered or
multi-family residential properties are ample in this district.
Replication of the street grid pattern, found from 19th to 22nd
Streets, will promote a sense of community and create walkable
neighborhoods.

LAND USE DEVELOPMENT PLAN: 25th ST. TO FRUITRIDGE AVE.
WOODED RESIDENTIAL
One of the assets of this segment of the corridor is a large
number of stands of mature trees. Residential development in
this area should include medium and low density development
of single family homes with the preservation of as many mature
specimen trees as possible. Multi-family housing developments
can be used as a transitional land use at the southwestern
corner of Margaret Avenue and Fruitridge. Preservation
and enhancement of the tree buffer along I-70 is critical to
promoting quality residential development. New housing
developments will create additional demand for active and
passive recreation space. The northwest corner of Fruitridge
and Margaret Avenues provides a large flat area ideal for
active recreational facilities such as ball fields. The natural
features at the parcel’s western end are ideal for creating
passive recreation opportunities. Recreation is one of several
compatible transitional land uses that could be appropriate
between the residential developments and the oil field located
on the northern half of this parcel.

DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGES

LAND USE LEGEND
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LAND USE DEVELOPMENT PLAN: FRUITRIDGE AVE. TO SR 46
NEW MARGARET AVENUE
The realigned portion of Margaret Avenue provides the
community with a rare opportunity to create a sense of place,
enhance the community identity, create economic development
opportunities, and establish a new paradigm for future
development in Terre Haute. This segment of the corridor
includes the largest diversity of natural features, undeveloped
parcels, and development opportunities in the corridor.
A mix of various types of residential development in this
segment is planned for the property north of the new alignment
of Margaret Avenue. Conventional medium density single
family residential development along Margaret Avenue
and low to medium density single family custom designed
residential development near the natural water features is
recommended.
A small amount of land located near the natural water features
could offer a unique office environment as either a campus
environment for a single user or a planned development for a
number of individual users.

LAND
USE
MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

Warehouse and distribution facilities have an ideal location
south of the new alignment and north of I-70. The land area in
this segment is large enough to accommodate several major
distribution and warehousing operations of up to one million
square feet each. The proximity to the airport and interstate
make this a premier location for this type of development.
Design guidelines could be employed to assure attractive
frontage along I-70 and Margaret Avenue.

DISTRICT CHARACTER IMAGES

Commercial development along the new alignment should
transition between regional retail near S.R. 46, including
big box and other destination retail to more local-oriented
services such as banks, coffee shops, dry cleaners, etc. to
the western edge of the designated commercial land use.
Standards that would promote a development style that differs
from the conventional form found in other retail districts in
the city, such as US 41 should be considered. For the western
edge of the commercial use, consideration should be given
to a development style which resembles a traditional village
center with parking in the rear and facades that are more
compatible with individual storefronts and the surrounding
residential style. This pedestrian-friendly environment could
reduce vehicular trips from parking lot to parking lot while
promoting walking between developments and residential
areas.
Preservation of the area immediately surrounding the flood
control pond should be a priority. The water and surrounding
natural wooded environment add to the character and identity
of the area while providing critical flood protection. Protection
of viewsheds of the natural area within the commercial and
residential areas will enhance this identity feature.

LAND USE LEGEND

CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT

ROUGH ESTIMATE OF POTENTIAL JOBS CREATED
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DESIGN PROCESS

1

2

3

4

UNDERSTAND CLIENT NEEDS FOR
CORRIDOR

DEVELOP GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES FOR THE CORRIDOR
ENHANCEMENTS

GENERAL SITE ANALYSIS
AND OPPORTUNITIES AND
CONSTRAINTS

ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENT
EVALUATIONS

Identify existing area features including
utility locations, drainage limitations,
railroad crossings, right-of-way limits and
environmental constraints.
Generate and analyze existing and forecasted
traffic and crash data.

Establish design criteria based upon roadway
functional classification, existing and
forecasted land use, access management
plans, and aesthetic/enhancement guidelines
Analyze railroad operating data to determine
validity of maintaining/removing grade
crossings
Identify right-of-way impacts associated with
alternatives
Identify probably construction costs associated
with alternatives

Identify location/alignment of roadway
Develop proposed roadway cross sections to
accommodate future traffic generated from
land use plan and incorporate enhancement
concepts
Provide facilities to promote non-vehicular
movement
Establish probable construction costs
Identify preliminary right-of-way impacts

Goal: Improve Roadway Function
Create a safe, functional, efficient, and
attractive east-west connection between S.R.
63 and S.R. 46
Promote pedestrian and bicycle movement
throughout corridor

5
CORRIDOR RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations Include:
Use land use as a means to identify
districts and develop policies and programs
to enhance the success of each district.
Create a new paradigm development and
redevelopment to include higher architectural
design standards, home ownership programs,
and focus on walkable communities.

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT

PROJECT PURPOSE
The purpose of the project is to provide scoping and preliminary design for
the partial relocation and upgrade of Margaret Avenue creating a modern
transportation facility from State Road 63 to State Road 46. The project intent
is to eliminate existing congestion between intersecting major corridors in the
developed areas along the 5 miles of Margaret Avenue, establish high quality
access to new developments along the corridor, and provide for the free flow of
traffic by means of grade-separations at the railroad crossings where necessary.
In addition to these transportation related purposes, another purpose of the
project is to establish certain portions of the eastern end of the corridor as a
premier business address.

CORRIDOR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
While this corridor will ultimately provide critical east west mobility, a
dual function will be the support and encouragement of positive economic
development. This scoping study will identify the location of the newly aligned
Margaret Avenue corridor, provide critical elements and guidelines to meet
transportation infrastructure needs, and enhance the potential for up scale
economic development along Margaret Avenue and State Road 46 through a
collaborative plan that accomplishes the following critical objectives for the City:







Promote a well designed transportation system that improves the safety
and function of the corridor;
Provide strong land-use direction strategically aligned with the economic
development goals of the community;
Discourage land development practices that compromise roadway capacity
and destroy the character of the community;
Advance economic development goals by promoting more efficient use of
land and transportation systems;
Enhance the visual appeal of the corridors to reinforce the positive development practices desired along the corridors; and
Preserve the public investment in infrastructure.

CORRIDOR DISTRICT BREAKDOWN
The Margaret Avenue Corridor currently consists
of three distinct uses: industrial, commercial and
residential. Today along the corridor you see these
uses intermixed and there are no clear, distinct
separations between land uses. Through the
process of developing proposed land use scenarios
and preliminary roadway alignments, the project
team identified that distinct corridor districts were
being created. The alignment responds to the
districts which were determined by the surrounding
land use.
Recognizing these distinct districts has several
benefits:






Distinct edges- Each proposed district consists of
distinct edges. These edges can assist in future
development and rezoning efforts. In addition,
these edges are helpful in determining the level
of treatment for sections of the corridor.
Hierarchy of Treatments- By creating districts,
corridor enhancements can be introduced at
varying levels throughout the corridor, while
keeping a consistent theme and aesthetic.
Community/ Neighborhood Spirit- By creating
defined districts, communities can identify
themselves with a specific piece of the city. This
will enable residents to take ownership in their
specific district and will add to the enhancement
and aesthetic of the community.
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INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
Industrial District (State Road 63 to US 41) –
The industrial district is composed of two travel
lanes and a center left turn lane for the majority
of the district. A two foot carriage strip lines either
side of the roadway. A ten foot planted buffer strip
separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road
way. All sidewalks in this district are eight feet
wide.

Pedestrian scaled lighting
Shade tree plantings at 40’ O.C.
2’ Colored paver
maintenance strip unifies
the corridor

10’ Grass buffer strip

5’ Sidewalk

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION

COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS
Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and
14th Street to 25th Street) There are two commercial districts along the corridor.
The treatment will be the same in both districts. The
commercial district is composed of four travel lanes
and a two way left turn lane through the duration
of the district. A two foot carriage strip lines either
side of the roadway. A ten foot planted buffer strip
separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the road
way. All sidewalks in this district are eight feet
wide.

Pedestrian scaled lighting
Shade tree plantings at 40’ O.C.
10’ Buffer strip with low growing
shrubs and perennials
8’ Sidewalk
2’ Colored paver maintenance
strip unifies the corridor

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS
Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street
and 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue) There are two residential districts along the corridor.
The treatment will be the same in both districts. The
residential district is composed of 4 travel lanes and
a raised median that transitions into a left turn lane
where necessary. A two foot carriage strip lines both
sides of the roadway as well as the raised median.
A seven foot planted buffer strip separates the
pedestrian sidewalk from the road. All pedestrian
sidewalks in this district are six feet wide.

Shade tree plantings at 40’ O.C.
2’ Colored paver maintenance
strip unifies the corridor

8’ Grass buffer strip

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION
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Ornamental tree plantings at
20’ O.C.
Raised median with
low growing shrubs and
perennial underplantings

8’ Sidewalk

NEW COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to
SR 46) –
The new alignment of Margaret Avenue consists of
four travel lanes and a raised median that transitions
into a left turn lane where necessary. A two foot
carriage strip lines both sides of the roadway as
well as the raised median. A ten foot planted buffer
strip separated the pedestrian sidewalk from the
road. All pedestrian sidewalks in this district are
eight foot wide.
Pedestrian scaled lighting
Ornamental tree plantings at 20’ O.C.
Shade tree plantings at 40’ O.C.
2’ Colored paver maintenance
strip unifies corridor
8’ Sidewalk

Raised median with low
growing shrubs and
perennial underplantings
8’ Buffer strip with low growing
shrubs and perennial plantings

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

ROADWAY ALIGNMENT

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT
Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge
Avenue to SR 46: Old Margaret Avenue
alignment) –
The existing Margaret Avenue alignment consists
of 2 travel lanes. A six foot sidewalk adjoins the
roadway.

Vehicular scaled lighting

5’ sidewalk

2’ Colored paver maintenance
strip unifies corridor

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION

STATE ROAD 46 DISTRICT
State Road 46With the realignment of Margaret Avenue, SR 46
will become a major North/South route to Margaret
Avenue. The SR 46 treatment consists of a six foot
sidewalk extending from the Warehouse Distribution
District (Old Margaret) to the realigned Margaret
Avenue corridor. This sidewalk would run on either
side of SR 46. Street tree plantings should be
accommodated as well. Since the right-of-way of
SR 46 is managed by the State of Indiana, these
enhancements could become part of a development
ordinance which would be installed as SR 46 is
developed.

Vehicular scaled lighting
Street tree plantings outside
ROW at 40’ O.C.
6’ Sidewalk outside of ROW
Drainage swale

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION
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CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

DESIGN PROCESS

1

2

3

4

5

UNDERSTAND CLIENT NEEDS FOR
CORRIDOR

DEVELOP GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES FOR THE CORRIDOR
ENHANCEMENTS

GENERAL SITE ANALYSIS
AND OPPORTUNITIES AND
CONSTRAINTS

CORRIDOR PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPTUAL ENHANCEMENT
DESIGN

Level Of Treatment Survey Taught Us:

Goal: Enhance Corridor Design

Preferred simple forms
Minimal maintenance is key
Desire to inspire communities/ neighborhoods
Desire to connect the West and East side of
city
Need to create a community identity
Desire to increase pedestrian activity

Design roadway enhancements that reflect
the character of Terre Haute, reinforce the
roadway principles and land use guidelines
established, and elevate the aesthetic appeal
in order to create a unique corridor for
economic development and neighborhood
revitalization.

The Margaret Avenue corridor was inventoried
and analyzed in regards to the existing
conditions present. The team looked at
existing environmental concerns, land uses,
road condition, intersection composition,
and over all character. This information was
documented in the form of several maps and
was used to develop a design theme for the
corridor enhancements.

Corridor Program Elements:

Design Recommendations include:

Corridor logo/ Branding
Landscape treatments
Neighborhood markers
Pedestrian lighting
Neighborhood themed banners
Vehicular wayfinidng systems
Pedestrian furniture

Greenway Enhancements
Designs for neighborhood focal points
Lighting design
Banner design and placement
Vehicular wayfiniding system design
Proposed greenway crossings
Pedestrian enhancements

UNDERSTANDING CLIENT NEEDS
Once the existing conditions analysis was completed, it was important to gauge the
community’s desire for the character of the corridor as well as the level of investment
on specific corridor enhancements. The project team conducted a level of treatment
survey with the Steering Committee. A preliminary list of corridor enhancements was
presented for the corridor along with a series of images depicting varying degrees of
treatment. The Steering Committee used the images and descriptions provided by the
project team to vote on a desired level of treatment for the corridor.
The survey began with a discussion about the desired character of the corridor. Three
to four enhancement images were presented that ranged from minimal to aggressive
treatment. This treatment was to set the tone for the corridor. Once the overall character
of the corridor was chosen, the steering committee was asked to evaluate specific
corridor enhancements. Again, three to four images were presented ranging from
minimal to aggressive. Since the corridor has differing characteristics (industrial,
commercial and residential) the level of treatment differed depending on the location
in the corridor. This information further enabled the design team to determine the level
of investment desired for each type of enhancement. Examples of the programming
session are shown on the right.

CORRIDOR ENHANCEMENTS













General Roadway Character Theme
Median Treatments
Landscape Treatments
Pedestrian Crossings
Sidewalk Character
Pedestrian Treatments
Landscape Elements
Lighting Applications
Wayfinding and Graphic Communication
Gateway Treatment
Structural Enhancements
Special Enhancements

DEVELOPING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Goal: Enhance Corridor Design
Design roadway enhancements that reflect the character of Terre Haute, reinforce the roadway principles and land use guidelines established,
and elevate the aesthetic appeal in order to create a unique corridor for economic development and neighborhood revitalization.

Objectives






Create landscape treatments that reinforce the street edges and highlight designated access points
Create landscape treatments that improve visual appeal of the corridor, and elevate the visual perception of existing businesses and
residential areas to users of the corridor.
Create aesthetic standards that visually reinforce Margaret Avenue as a prime economic development corridor.
Identify key gateway areas and visual focal points throughout the corridor.
Create aesthetic treatments that highlight the unique character of Terre Haute.

PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTORY
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CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

SITE OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

DESIGN INSPIRATION
CITY BEAUTIFUL MOVEMENT
The City of Terre Haute has a rich history that spans hundreds of
years. The project team reviewed several time periods within the
history of Terre Haute and chose to utilize the impact of the City
Beautiful movement to inspire the choice and placement of several
key enhancement items. The City Beautiful movement emerged
in the 1890’s and was considered to be a progressive movement
in North American architecture and urban planning. The main
intent of the City Beautiful movement was to use beautification
and monumental grandeur in cities to counteract the perceived
moral decay of poverty-stricken urban environments. The
movement did not seek beauty for its own sake, but rather as a
social control device for creating moral and civic virtue among
urban populations. The City Beautiful movement emphasized
the necessity of order and harmony and used landscape
architecture and planning to create a series of elements that
helped create a high level of aesthetics. Gateways, boulevards,
parkways, pedestrian connections, and planned green spaces
are all elements used throughout the City Beautiful movement.
Terre Haute has several examples of City Beautiful movement
work, some of which were designed by George Kessler, a noted
landscape architect during the height of the movement. Fairbanks
Park, the Oak Street Extension, the Terre Haute Fairgrounds, and
Spencer Ball Park were all works of George Kessler and in turn
bear the inspiration of the City Beautiful movement.

ART DECO MOVEMENT
Although the type of forms and organizational systems are
inspired by the City Beautiful movement, the design, materials
and shapes are taken from the Art Deco movement. The Art Deco
period spans the late 1920’s- 1930’s and encompassed art,
architecture and interior design. The movement can be defined by
the simple, clean forms and construction which was influenced by
the streamlined designs of ocean liners and industrial machinery.
Although the forms were simple and geometric, the pieces were
emphasized by unique materials such as metal, patterns and color.
The materials and forms seen along the Margaret Avenue corridor
easily lend itself to be adapted to the Art Deco movement. The
corridor provides several visual queues that can be incorporated
into the design of the enhancement items. Rough cut stone,
industrial metal and geometric figures are seen throughout the
corridor as well as historic Art Deco design. These shapes and
materials were combined with the Art Deco color palette to carry
the enhancement design process forward.

CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENT TOOL KIT
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CONCEPTUAL CORRIDOR ENHANCEMENTS
When designing the corridor enhancements the project team developed an
Enhancement Toolkit that consisted of the following items:
 Margaret Avenue Corridor Medallion
 Median Treatments
 Landscape Treatments
 Pedestrian Paving Treatments
 Pedestrian Lighting
 District Markers
 Gateways
 Vehicular Wayfinding System
The toolkit items for the corridor are broken down into two broad categories.
1. Roadway Enhancements
2. Special Enhancements.
Roadway enhancements deal with specific enhancements applied consistently to the
roadway and rights-of-way throughout the entire corridor. These enhancements
affect the look and character of the entire roadway. For this study, these include
roadway and median treatments, landscape treatments, corridor lighting, and
pedestrian enhancements such as sidewalks and special crosswalk treatments.
Special enhancements are those that go beyond the typical roadway applications
and provide unique treatments at very specific spaces along the corridor. These
enhancements reinforce character, create added interest, and typically provide very
specific functions for portions of the roadway. Special enhancements recommended
for Margaret Avenue include gateways, district markers, district node markers,
wayfinding signage, and pedestrian furniture.

ROADWAY ENHANCEMENTS
MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR MEDALLION
The corridor medallion serves as a way to establish corridor
identity and will separate the Margaret Avenue corridor
from other existing thoroughfares and future ones to come.
The medallion will incorporate a custom designed logo
specifically for the Margaret Avenue corridor and provides a
unifying element for the entire six miles of roadway.

Attachment bracket

ENUE

By giving the corridor a name and an identity, the Margaret
Avenue corridor will be known as a preferred address for
future economic development. In addition to providing an
identity to the neighborhoods and developments, the logo
will provide a positive identity for the City of Terre Haute.
Since Margaret Avenue is one of the first corridors visitors and
residents see after exiting I-70, the first impression of the
city could become the visually appealing logo for Margaret
Avenue.

Light pole

Margaret Avenue graphic based
on Art Deco color schemes and
existing Terre Haute city logo
Medallion
placement

AV
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CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

ENHANCEMENT TOOLKIT

E
MARGAR

T

Street name incorporated
into medallion

CORRIDOR MEDALLION CONCEPT

MEDIAN TREATMENTS
Within two districts, residential and new commercial, raised
medians are used to improve safety by limiting turning
movements, managing access and distinguishing the districts
from the remainder of the six mile corridor. The overall
width of the median is 16’, and includes a 2’ carriage strip.
The carriage strip is constructed of colored brick pavers and
provides unity along the entire roadway. Where the median
begins to taper to accommodate the left turn lane, the
resulting 4’ raised median becomes all brick. The remaining
12’ of median is reserved for landscape treatments. A
consistent pattern for landscape design of the medians will
help to further unify the corridor districts.

2’ colored paver carriage strip
unifies the multi use development of
the corridor

16’ raised median allows for 2’
paved carriage strip and 12’ of
landscape treatment.
Colored pavers are extended through
the end of the median to further
enhance the corridor.
Shade trees in sodded buffer
strip separate the sidewalk from
roadway

RAISED MEDIAN

LANDSCAPE TREATMENTS
A minimal to moderate level of treatment was chosen for
landscape areas within the right-of-way in order to provide a
richness, while maintaining a minimal level of maintenance
for the City. Landscape treatments are proposed for rightof-way areas on the outside of the roadway as well as in
the medians. Employing the City Beautiful theme, trees will
line the corridor on both sides of the street. Street trees are
placed at 40’ centers in all corridor districts and are planted
within a buffer strip between the roadway and the pedestrian
sidewalk. The buffer strip is underplanted with grass for
minimal maintenance.
Trees are also included in the raised medians located in
the residential and new commercial districts. Ornamental
trees are placed on 20’ centers and are underplanted with
evergreen ground cover for minimal maintenance. These
ornamental tree plantings will add a color and texture
difference in specific locations, which will set the residential
and new commercial districts apart from the rest of the
corridor. Planted medians will also slow traffic within these
areas.
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Shade trees line both sides of
Margaret Avenue and promote City
Beautiful Movement principles

Pedestrian sidewalk is separated from
roadway with a sodded buffer strip

PLANTED BUFFER STRIPS
Shade trees line both sides of
Margaret Avenue and promote City
Beautiful Movement principles
Raised median planted with smaller
ornamental trees and underplanted
with evergreen groundcover

Buffer strip is planted with sod to
reduce maintenance

PLANTED MEDIAN AND BUFFER STRIPS

PEDESTRIAN PAVING TREATMENTS

Industrial District (State Road 63 to US 41)- Pedestrian
sidewalks are 6’ wide and separated from the roadway by a
10’ sodded buffer strip.
Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and 14th Street
to 25th Street)- Pedestrian sidewalks are 8’ wide to
accommodate an anticipated increase in pedestrian activity.
These sidewalks are separated from the roadway by a 10’
sodded buffer strip.
Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street and 25th Street
to Fruitridge Avenue)- Pedestrian sidewalks are 8’ wide to
accommodate an anticipated increase in pedestrian activity.
These sidewalks are separated from the roadway by a 7’
sodded buffer strip.
New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46)Pedestrian sidewalks are 8’ wide and are separated from the
roadway by an 8’ sodded buffer strip.
Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge Avenue to SR 46,
Old Margaret Avenue alignment)- Pedestrian sidewalks are 6’
and are constructed at the back of curb in this area.
State Road 46- Pedestrian sidewalks are 6’ wide along SR
46. These sidewalks are located outside of the right-of-way
and could be incorporated into development ordinances
which would require future developments to provide sidewalk
connections.
Pedestrian treatments also must be carried through the
intersections to maintain the safe atmosphere along the
corridor. There are seven intersections marked for special
paving treatments that consist of colored brick pavers.

8’ pedestrian
sidewalk
7’-10’ grass buffer
strip

6’ pedestrian sidewalk

2’ carriage strip

2’ carriage strip

SIDEWALK AT BACK OF CURB-

SEPARATED SIDEWALK-

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT

ALL OTHER DISTRICT

District marker
Accent plantings consist of ornamental
trees and shrubs
Colored pavers enhance intersection
while creating a safe crossing for
pedestrians

Accessible ramps, meeting all correct
ADA standards, are located throughout
the corridor at designated pedestrian
crossings

TYPICAL INTERSECTION TREATMENT ALONG MARGARET AVENUE

LIGHTING AND SIGNAL POLE TREATMENTS
Utilizing existing poles- In order to reduce costs, the design
team looked at how the existing poles could be modified to
accommodate the design treatment. Custom powder coat
colors can be applied to metal bases which will immediately
make a statement along the corridor. In addition, pedestrian
signals can be added by utilizing an attachment bracket.
Margaret Avenue medallions can also be added to specific
poles to enhance the aesthetic, and unify the design elements
along the corridor. Decorative panels for street names can
also be accommodated.

Decorative light fixture

Custom decorative pole
Custom powder coat existing pole
Corridor medallion

Pedestrian scaled light fixture
or corridor medallion

Pedestrian signal

Pedestrian signal

Decorative base

EXISTING LIGHT POLE CONFIGURATION

DECORATIVE LIGHT POLE CONFIGURATION

Mast arm length varies per intersection requirements

3’-0”

Installing decorative poles- Using new decorative poles
will increase the cost of enhancements, but also the
aesthetic value of a functional pole as an effective means
of establishing a unique visual character. The decorative
pole can accommodate the same elements: pedestrian
signals, corridor medallions, decorative panels, as well as
an additional design statement in the look of the light itself.
When choosing a decorative pole and light, Art Deco shapes
and design inspirations should be considered, to support the
unified design of corridor elements.

Existing light fixture and pole

Corridor medallion

In addition to light poles, similar treatments can be added to
traffic signals. Whether utilizing existing traffic signal arms or
installing new decorative traffic signal poles, the same effect
can be achieved. Corridor medallions, pedestrian signals,
and decorative street name panels can all be added to traffic
signal poles.

Panel for street name with colors and fonts
to match wayfinding signage
Pedestrian signal
22’-0”

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

The construction of sidewalks is included throughout all
districts. The width and location vary depending on the
adjacent land uses and roadway character.

Decorative base to match light pole
base

DECORATIVE TRAFFIC SIGNAL POLE

SPECIAL ENHANCEMENTS
MARGARET AVENUE GATEWAY
While completing the inventory and analysis of the corridor,
two locations were identified as gateways to Margaret
Avenue. The intersections of State Road 63 and State Road
46 with Margaret Avenue are designated entry points and
require special attention to set the corridor apart from the
other roadways in Terre Haute. The design of these gateway
elements serve as the first visual feature used in establishing
an identity for Margaret Avenue.
The gateway structure depicts Art Deco elements as well as
materials found along the corridor. The gateway structure
consists of two joined pieces: a 12’ high limestone tower with
a rough cut façade, and a 3’ tall planter. The tower features
a pre-cast custom designed colored concrete insert that
depicts a visual image of the corridor. Atop of the tower, two
metal plates are embedded into the limestone and extend
beyond the face of the stone to provide a three dimensional,
horizontal element to the tower. Margaret Avenue medallions
are also embedded into the limestone tower. To accent the
vertical limestone element, an illuminated glass block tower
is embedded behind the limestone. The glass block extends
9’ above the limestone and serves as a light element at the
intersections. Within the planter, ornamental trees, low
growing shrubs will serve to accent the intersection.

CORRIDOR GATEWAY LOCATIONS
Vertical glass block tower,
illuminated from within

Metal panel inserts
Limestone marker with
custom neighborhood
pre-cast panel

Limestone planter with
low growing shrubs and
ornamental trees

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR GATEWAY
Margaret Avenue gateway
structure
Pedestrian plaza area

Street tree plantings
Margaret Avenue
gateway structure

Street tree plantings
Flush median with
colored pavers

The gateway structures will be placed on either side of the
roadway so that vehicles entering the corridor are flanked by
the limestone towers.

Pedestrian plaza
area
Ornamental tree
plantings

SR 63 AND MARGARET AVENUE

SR 46 AND MARGARET AVENUE
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MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

MARGARET AVENUE DISTRICT MARKER
While the intersections at State Road 63 and State Road
46 serve as gateways to Margaret Avenue, there are five
intersections that serve as transition areas between corridor
districts. These intersections serve as virtual bookends to land
uses, roadway alignments and enhancement applications
and therefore they should be treated with a specific set of
design elements. The intersections at US 41, 7th Street, 14th
Street, 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue incorporate a district
marker to signal the entrance to a new corridor district.
The district markers consist of two joined pieces and utilize
the same materials, form and color palette as the Margaret
Avenue gateway structures. The first piece consists of a 4’
limestone tower with a rough cut façade. This tower also
has a pre-cast colored concrete panel that will compliment
the natural color of the limestone. The panel design will
change based on the district. At the top of the tower are
two metal plates that are embedded into the limestone.
These plates extend beyond the face of the limestone to
add a three dimensional element to the piece. To accent
the vertical limestone element, an illuminated glass block
tower is embedded behind the limestone. The glass block
extends 30” above the limestone and runs the entire height
of the limestone tower. The second piece of the district
structure consists of an 18” limestone seat wall that flanks
the pedestrian area at the intersection. Ornamental trees and
evergreen shrubs are placed behind the seatwall to accent the
district element.
District markers will be placed on opposite corners and
will not affect sight distances at the intersection. On the
remaining corners, ornamental plantings will further enhance
the site.

DISTRICT MARKER LOCATIONS

Vertical glass block tower,
illuminated from within
Limestone marker with
metal panel inserts
Custom neighborhood district
pre-cast panel
Limestone seatwall

MARGARET AVENUE DISTRICT MARKER

Ornamental tree plantings
Pedestrian plaza area
Street tree plantings
Pedestrian paving treatment

Margaret Avenue district
marker with seatwall
Ornamental plantings

TYPICAL DISTRICT MARKER PLACEMENT

MARGARET AVENUE NODE MARKERS
In addition to the gateway and district marker treatments
there are several areas along the corridor that would benefit
from an additional focal element. These areas are located
within the residential and new commercial districts. Fuqua
Elementary School, as well as future development areas, are
areas that should be considered as places for this special
enhancement. In addition to drawing focus to key places on
the corridor, these node markers serve as a visual “reminder”
for the corridor. By utilizing these node markers, materials,
forms and colors can easily be repeated throughout the
corridor rather than limiting them to specific intersections.
The district node marker utilizes the same material, form and
color palette as the gateway and district marker structures,
but is much smaller in scale. The node marker is constructed
of a 3’-6” piece of rough cut limestone. The limestone
structure continues the metal panel inserts and the glass
block tower. The glass block extends 2’ above the limestone.
The glass block is not illuminated in this treatment, but serves
as a visual tie to the district marker and gateway structures.

DISTRICT NODE MARKER LOCATIONS
Ornamental tree plantings
within raised median
Vertical glass block light
tower
Limestone marker with metal
panel inserts
Accent plantings

DISTRICT NODE MARKERS
tree plantings at 40’ on center
Street light

District node marker placed within raised median.
Accented by ornamental shrubs and perennial
plantings.

The node markers are placed within the raised median and
are accented by low growing shrubs and perennial plantings.
Ornamental trees will be eliminated around node markers to
reinforce the marker.

Pedestrian sidewalk

TYPICAL NODE MARKER TREATMENT

WAYFINDING SIGNAGE

Pole to match light pole color and style

Currently there is no vehicular wayfinding system in place
along Margaret Avenue. Signage is needed because Margaret
Avenue will become a major West-East route through town.
Visitors and residents need to be directed to the many
destinations both north and south of the corridor.

Attachment brackets
Margaret Avenue corridor logo
Desired destinations and arrows in the Art
Deco color palette to further emphasize
the design elements along the corridor.

Wayfinding signage at major intersections can be attached to
existing or decorative light poles via attachment brackets. The
design of the signage panel includes the shapes and color
used throughout the corridor and is inspired by the Art Deco
movement.

Wayfinding panel mimics the form of
district markers along the corridor

TYPICAL WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
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TYPICAL ROADWAY CROSS SECTIONS

5’ wide pedestrian sidewalk

Industrial District (State Road 63 to US 41)

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

Decorative light pole

10’ wide grass buffer strip

Street tree plantings at 40’ on center

2’ Colored paver carriage strip

The industrial district is composed of two travel lanes and a
center left turn lane for the majority of the district. A two foot
carriage strip lines both sides of the roadway. A 10’ planted
buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the
roadway. All sidewalks in this district are 5’ wide.

Colored paver pedestrian cross
walk

TYPICAL CORRIDOR PLAN: INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
Decorative light pole
Street tree plantings at 40’
on center
10’ wide grass buffer strip
5’ wide pedestrian sidewalk

5’

2’

10’

36’

2’

5’

10’

TYPICAL CORRIDOR CROSS SECTION: INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT

Commercial District (US 41 to 7th Street and
14th Street to 25th Street)
There are two commercial districts along the corridor. The
treatment will be the same in both districts. The commercial
district is composed of four travel lanes and a two-way left
turn lane throughout the district. A two foot carriage strip
lines both sides of the roadway. A 10’ planted buffer strip
separates the pedestrian sidewalk from the roadway. All
sidewalks in this district are 8’ wide.

8’ wide pedestrian sidewalk

Decorative light pole

10’ wide grass buffer strip

Street tree plantings at 40’ on center

2’ Colored paver carriage strip

TYPICAL CORRIDOR PLAN: COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
Decorative light pole
Street tree plantings at 40’
on center
8’ wide pedestrian sidewalk
10’ wide grass buffer strip

8’

2’

10’

2’

58’-64’

10’

8’

TYPICAL CORRIDOR CROSS SECTION: COMMERCIAL DISTRICT

Residential District (7th Street to 14th Street
and 25th Street to Fruitridge Avenue)

Ornamental tree plantings at 20’ on
center within raised median
Street tree planting at 40’ on center
Decorative light pole

8’ wide pedestrian sidewalk
7’ wide grass buffer strip
2’ Colored paver carriage strip

There are two residential districts along the corridor. The
treatment will be the same in both districts. The residential
district is composed of four travel lanes and a raised median
that transitions into a left turn lane where necessary. A two
foot carriage strip lines both sides of the roadway as well
as the raised median. A 7’planted buffer strip separates the
pedestrian sidewalk from the road. All pedestrian sidewalks
in this district are 8’ wide.

Colored paver pedestrian
cross walk

TYPICAL CORRIDOR PLAN: RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
Decorative light pole
Ornamental tree
plantings at 20’ on
center within raised
median

Street tree plantings at 40’
on center
8’ wide pedestrian
sidewalk
10’ wide grass
buffer strip

8’

2’

7’

24’

12’

2’

2’

2’

24’

8’

7’

TYPICAL CORRIDOR CROSS SECTION: RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

New Commercial District (Fruitridge Avenue to
SR 46)

Street tree planting at 40’ on center

8’ wide pedestrian sidewalk

Ornamental tree plantings at 20’
on center within raised median

10’ wide grass buffer strip

The new alignment of Margaret Avenue consists of four travel
lanes and a raised median that transitions into a left turn
lane where necessary. A two foot carriage strip lines both
sides of the roadway as well as the raised median. A 10’
planted buffer strip separates the pedestrian sidewalk from
the road. All pedestrian sidewalks in this district are 8’ wide.

Decorative light pole
2’ Colored paver carriage strip
Colored paver pedestrian
cross walk

TYPICAL CORRIDOR PLAN: NEW COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
Decorative light pole
Street tree plantings at 40’
on center
8’ wide pedestrian sidewalk

Ornamental tree
plantings at 20’ on
center within raised
median

10’ wide grass buffer strip

8’

10’

2’

24’

2’

12’

2’

24’

2’

10’

8’

TYPICAL CORRIDOR CROSS SECTION: NEW COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
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Warehouse Distribution District (Fruitridge
Avenue to SR 46: Old Margaret Avenue
alignment)

6’ wide grass buffer strip
2’ Colored paver carriage strip

Standard light pole

The existing Margaret Avenue alignment consists of two travel
lanes. A 6’ sidewalk adjoins the roadway along with a two
foot carriage strip.

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

TYPICAL CORRIDOR PLAN: WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT
Standard light pole

2’ Colored paver carriage strip
6’ wide grass buffer strip

6’

2’

32’

2’

6’

TYPICAL CORRIDOR CROSS SECTION: WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION DISTRICT

State Road 46

Steet tree planting at 40’ on center outside of ROW
6’ pedestrian sidewalk outside of ROW

With the realignment of Margaret Avenue, SR 46 will
become a major North/South route to Margaret Avenue. The
SR 46 treatment consists of a six foot sidewalk extending
from the Warehouse Distribution District (Old Margaret)
to the realigned Margaret Avenue corridor. Sidewalks are
located on either side of SR 46. Street tree plantings will be
accommodated as well. Since the right-of-way of SR 46 is
managed by the State of Indiana, these enhancements could
become part of a development ordinance to be implemented
as SR 46 is developed.

Standard light pole
Monument style signage planted
with low growing shrubs as accent
plantings. Signage should be
consolidated as much as possible.

TYPICAL CORRIDOR PLAN: SR 46
Standard light pole
Street tree planting at 40’ on center
6’ pedestrian sidewalk
6’ drainage swale

Varies

6’

6’

84’

6’

6’

Varies

TYPICAL CORRIDOR CROSS SECTION: SR 46

OPPORTUNITIES FOR DESIGN
PROPOSED TRAILHEAD

Bollards reinforce sidewalk as pathway and
prohibit trail users from crossing mid block.

The existing rail line at 7th Street may be relocated or
abandoned in the future. With the removal of train activity,
the rail corridor may be added to the Terre Haute greenway
system. The existing rail line intersects 7th Street and
Margaret Avenue, the proposed greenway will likely do the
same.
The typical intersection treatment will still be applied utilizing
the 2’ carriage strip, sodded buffer strips and pedestrian
sidewalks. In order to accommodate the trail crossing, some
of the railroad right-of-way may be used to add trail specific
amenities to the area. A building to house restrooms, trail
and city information and vending machines will fit within the
expanded right-of-way. Bicycle racks and pedestrian furniture
will be added amenities. A small planting area separates the
Margaret Avenue pedestrian traffic from the trailhead. This
planting area also provides an opportunity for placement of
public art, a pedestrian kiosk, or other community inspired
elements. To further ensure the safety of trail users, the buffer
strip is planted with evergreen shrubs to prohibit mid-block
crossings. Removable bollards placed at the intersection of
the multi-use trail and pedestrian sidewalk will slow trail
traffic.

Evergreen plantings in buffer strip further
reinforce the path.

Acquired right-of-way allows for facilities
for restrooms, shelter and information
kiosks.
Planting area provides space for
public art

Large pedestrian plaza will accommodate
pedestrians and bicycles

PROPOSED TRAILHEAD AT 7TH STREET

There are several railroad crossings along the Margaret
Avenue corridor, and the same conceptual elements may be
applied as future greenways are acquired.

FUQUA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The residential district from 7th Street to 14th Street is home
to Fuqua Elementary School. Currently, students cross midblock and utilize a flashing yellow light and crossing guard
during peak times to signal traffic to slow and stop. By
incorporating a wider pedestrian crossing, the pedestrian
crossing will become more apparent to drivers. Colored brick
pavers will extend the width of the road and will be carried
across the raised median. The median will be flush at points
to allow for accessibility. A similar crosswalk treatment
will be used at the two adjacent median breaks to allow
multiple safe places for pedestrians to cross. The buffer strips
in this area will be underplanted with evergreen shrubs to
discourage crossing at locations other then those specified.
Additional crossing lights may be added to further announce
the presence of pedestrians.
In addition to crosswalk treatments, sidewalk connections
will be added from Margaret Avenue to the area around
the school. Currently, there is no hard surface for visitors
and students to utilize once they have reached the property.
This pedestrian connection will further link the surrounding
neighborhoods to the school. Bicycle racks and pedestrian
furniture could will be added for students.
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Mid block crossing provides
extra wide pedestrian path

Low growing evergreen
shrubs deter pedestrian
crossing

Colored paver crosswalks at existing
intersections provide pedestrians with the
opportunity to cross at the intersection

PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS AT FUQUA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Pedestrian crosswalk is extra wide and is
constructed of colored pavers in order to amplify
the visual characteristics of the crossing
Pedestrian crosswalk is angled in median so
pedestrians are able to view oncoming traffic as
they are approaching the crossing

ENLARGEMENT OF MID BLOCK CROSSING TREATMENT

CORRIDOR GRADE SEPARATION

MARGARET AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY

CORRIDOR DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

Traffic problems created by two rail crossings necessitates the
need for separation of Margaret Avenue from the rail lines
to ensure safety for both vehicular and train traffic. For the
purpose of this study, 19th Street was examined in detail, but
the proposed enhancements can be applied to either site.
The separation of Margaret Avenue from the existing rail
corridor will mean the construction of retaining walls and
a bridge at either location. These elements can add visual
enhancement to the corridor. By treating retaining walls and
bridges with a similar material as the other corridor structures
a unified design theme is reinforced. Retaining walls and
bridges can be constructed from pre-cast concrete with a
rough cut finish applied to mimic the natural limestone used
in the gateway and district marker elements. A color can be
applied to pre-cast concrete to further enforce the material
similarities. Glass block and colored brick can also be added
to reinforce the corridor identity.

Existing neighborhoods remain
intact
Decorative retaining walls and or
bridge treatments
Roadway enhancements are
carried across
Planted terraces and plaza space
enhance area

GRADE SEPARATION AT MARGARET AVENUE AND 19TH STREET

Terraced walls planted with shade and ornamental trees,
shrubs and perennials will add color and texture to the
surrounding landscape.
BRIDGE TREATMENTS AND PLANTING WALLS

INTERSTATE 70 GATEWAY TREATMENT
Increasing traffic development along Margaret Avenue
and State Road 46, the I-70 interchange at State Road 46
would become a new major entrance to Terre Haute for
many visitors. This area is currently undeveloped and has
no gateway element to pull people into the city and create a
memorable experience. While a structure was not designed
for this area, the project team established guidelines for the
development of a gateway. In order to make the SR 46 and
I-70 interchange a successful gateway to Terre Haute several
design elements should be considered:
 Wayfinding signage
 Decorative lighting
 Landscape treatments
 Bridge treatments
 Structures or Monuments
By applying several of these elements, the interchange will
be enhanced and visitors and residents to Terre Haute will
know that they have arrived. The design inspiration of bridge
treatments, structures, signage and lighting does not need
to follow the design theme of Margaret Avenue, and in fact,
should be different. This area serves a regional purpose,
rather than a city or neighborhood purpose.

Proposed Margaret Avenue
enhancements
Potential location for
monument
Ornamental accent
plantings provide interest at
intersection

Bridge treatments help accent
the intersection

INTERSTATE 70 GATEWAY TREATMENT

GATEWAY TREATMENT EXAMPLES
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PUBLIC MEETING PRESENTATION SURVEY

Margaret Avenue Corridor Study
Public Meeting #2
Worksheet
Question 1 (highlighted shows largest group numbers – over 50% of attendees)

Live in Study Area
Own property in study area
Own business in study area
Developer
Interested Citizen
Use Margaret Ave
Use intersecting roads
Other

Raw Number
23
32
7
1
29
41
34
7

Percent
43%
59%
13%
2%
54%
76%
63%
13%

Opinion Statements
The exhibits and displays effectively demonstrate a design theme that creates a distinctive
visual quality for Margaret Avenue.
Agree – 29 (54%)
No Opinion – 13 (24%)
Disagree – 12 (22%)
The proposed changes to Margaret Avenue shown in the exhibits will promote new
development, redevelopment, and revitalization along the corridor.
Agree – 25 (46%)
No Opinion – 15 (28%)
Disagree – 14 (26%)
The proposed traffic patters, traffic signals, medians, and reorganized driveway
cuts/access points for Margaret Avenue will make the road a safer, more efficient, and
attractive east-west connection between SR 63 and SR 46.
Agree – 26 (48%)
No Opinion – 10 (19%)
Disagree – 15 (33%)
The redesigned and redeveloped Margaret Avenue will enhance the identity of Terre
Haute.
Agree – 23 (43%)
No Opinion – 16 (30%)
Disagree – 15 (28%)
If the Margaret Avenue corridor is built and developed as shown in the exhibits, it will
change the way we think about infrastructure and development in Terre Haute.
Agree – 21 (39%)
No Opinion – 17 (32%)
Disagree – 16 (30%)
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Statement on future of project:
In the long run, the overall impact of the Margaret Avenue project will have a _____
impact on me, my family, my property.
Positive – 24 (49%)
No Impact – 6 (12%)
Negative – 19 (39%)
In the long run, the overall impact of the Margaret Avenue project will have a _______
impact on my neighbors/others along the corridor.
Positive – 18 (41%)
No Impact – 2 (5%)
Negative – 24 (55%)
In the long run, the overall impact of the Margaret Avenue project will have a ________
impact on the City of Terre Haute.
Positive – 32 (62%)
No Impact – 12 (23%)
Negative – 8 (15%)
Rankings (highlighted categories, most and highest ranked)
Ranked 1st

Ranked 2nd

Ranked 3rd

Totals

Improved
Pedestrian Safety

6

4

3

13

Improved Traffic
Flow

18

13

2

33

Avoid Railroad
Delays

10

11

2

23

3

2

8

13

0

0

3

3

3

2

2

7

0

3

2

5

3

3

8

14

Improve
Community
Image
Create New Jobs

Different
development
patterns
Improve QOL

Protect/Improve
existing
neighborhoods
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Appendix B
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Appendix B

Existing Site Information
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Figure B-1: SR 63 facing north toward Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-2: Margaret Avenue facing west towards SR 63.

y

Figure B-3: US 41 facing east towards Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-4: US 41 facing east towards Margaret Avenue.

g
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Figure B-5: US 41 facing south toward Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-6: US 41 facing east toward Margaret Avenue.

Figure B-7: 7th Street facing east towards Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-8: Margaret Avenue facing south towards
7th Street.
y

Figure B-9: Margaret Avenue facing southeast towards 7th Street.
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Figure B-10: 7th Street facing northeast towards railroad.

Figure B-11: 7th Street facing east towards railroad crossing.
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Figure B-12: Margaret Avenue facing west
and 7th Street.
g towards railroad crossing
g

g

Figure B-13: Margaret Avenue facing east towards school crossing.
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Figure B-14: 11th Street at Margaret Avenueyfacing north towards school crossing.

Figure B-15: 11th Street at Margaret Avenue facing north towards school.
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Figure B-16: Margaret Avenue at 14th Street/ Canalg Street facing west.

g

g

Figure B-17: Margaret Avenue at 14th Street/ Canal Street facing north.
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Figure B-18: Canal Street facing north towards Margaret Avenue.
g

Figure B-19: Canal Street facing north towards Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-20: Margaret Avenue facing north towards
cemetery.
y

Figure B-21: Margaret Avenue facing west toward railroad and 14th Street.
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Figure B-22: Margaret Avenue facing east towards
Canal Street and
g
g railroad.

Figure B-23: Thompson’s Ditch facing south towards Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-24: Margaret Avenue facing west
g towards railroad and
g Thompson’s Ditch.

p

Figure B-25: Margaret Avenue facing west towards Old Thompson’s Ditch.
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Figure B-26: Margaret Avenue facing west towards
railroad and Old Thompson’s Ditch.
y

Figure B-27: Margaret Avenue facing east towards Old Thompson’s Ditch.
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Figure B-28: Margaret Avenue facing east towards
Old Thompson’s
g
g Ditch.

p
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Figure B-29: Margaret Avenue facing west towards 19th Street.
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Figure B-30: 19th Street facing south towards Margaret Avenue.
g

Figure B-31: 19th Street facing west towards Margaret Avenue and railroad crossing.
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Figure B-32: Margaret Avenue facing east towards
railroad crossing and 19th Street.
y

Figure B-33: Margaret Avenue facing east towards railroad crossing and 19th Street.
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Figure B-34: Margaret Avenue facing west towards 25th
g Street.

Figure B-35: 25th Street facing north towards Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-36: 25th Street facing south towards Margaret Avenue.
g

g

Figure B-37: Margaret Avenue facing east towards 25th Street.
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Figure B-38: Typical Margaret yp
Avenue (WB)
g roadway between
( 25th
) Streety and Fruitridge Avenue.

Figure B-39: Typical Margaret Avenue (EB) roadway between 25th Street and Fruitridge Avenue.
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Figure B-40: Typical Margaret Avenue
(WB)
Avenue
and SR 46. g
y
g roadway between
( Fruitridge
)
y

Figure B-41: Typical Margaret Avenue (EB) roadway between Fruitridge Avenue and SR 46.
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Figure B-42: Margaret Avenue facing south towards
Fruitridge Avenue.
y

Figure B-43: Margaret Avenue facing west towards SR 46.
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Figure B-44: SR 46 facing north towards Margaret Avenue. g

g

g

Figure B-45: SR 46 facing south towards Margaret Avenue.
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Figure B-46: Margaret Avenue facing east towards SRg 46.

Figure B-47: New margaret Avenue facing west.
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Figure B-48: New Margaret Avenue facing east towards SR 46.
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UTM 16 464394E 4364263N (NAD83/WGS84)
USGS Terre Haute (IN) Quadrangle
Projection is UTM Zone 16 NAD83 Datum

C-1

UTM 16 467320E 4364263N (NAD83/WGS84)
USGS Terre Haute (IN) Quadrangle
Projection is UTM Zone 16 NAD83 Datum

C-2

UTM 16 470246E 4364263N (NAD83/WGS84)
USGS Seelyville (IN) Quadrangle
Projection is UTM Zone 16 NAD83 Datum

C-3

UTM 16 470246E 4366457N (NAD83/WGS84)
Hulman Street Dam, USGS Seelyville (IN) Quadrangle
Projection is UTM Zone 16 NAD83 Datum
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Terre Haute Bus Routes
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Terre Haute Greenways Plan
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Intersection Volumes Analysis

Existing ( 2006) and Future Projected (2030) Peak Hour Intersection Volumes
25th & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
37 105
18
57 161 115
54
64
71
16 162
44
Peak Future
38 105
19
65 161 120
56 266
73
16 357
56
PM Existing
Peak Future

23
24

140
140

17
18

56
70

176
176

129
137

157
166

199
697

36
37

10
10

157
687

27
37

Fruitridge & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
4 107
33
32 102
46
25
87
3
44 129
20
Peak Future
6 155
40
66 151
81
48 300
4
57 255
29
PM Existing
Peak Future

3
6

104
155

52
66

38
57

156
227

59
100

55
100

142
555

2
4

65
80

124
606

24
54

SR 46 & Existing Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
94 529
71
30 418
93
67
19
89
61
14
28
Peak Future
165 1110
75
55 789
30
12
2
52
65
3 36.3
PM Existing
Peak Future

77 546
82 1599

107
114

43 642
103 1940

99
20

143
33

38
8

150
155

77
82

13
2

49
85

Relocated Margaret & Future Residential Drive
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Peak Future
26
3
72
9
18
6 341
37
275
24
PM Existing
Peak Future

0
35

0
10

0
4

0
47

0
6

0
12

0
20

0
638

0
44

0
4

0
583

80

Relocated Margaret & Future Office Drive
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Peak Future
5
1
18
5
1
18
36 342
36 143 289 143
PM Existing
Peak Future

0
31

0
2

0
123

0
124

0
2

0
31

0
6

0
673

0
6

0
20

0
600

20
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Existing ( 2006) and Future Projected (2030) Peak Hour Intersection Volumes
SR 63 & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0 388
82
31 281
0
0
0
0
52
0
24
Peak Future
0 388
88
31 281
0
0
0
0
53
0
24
PM Existing
Peak Future

0
0

448
448

133
136

56
56

677
677

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

130
135

0
0

24
24

US 41 & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing 165 1067 119
62 743
66
74 112 113 110 107
86
Peak Future
165 1067 166 111 743
66
74 142 113 163 125 139
PM Existing
Peak Future

159
159

995
995

172
289

93 1293
188 1313

24
24

79
79

128
187

160
160

213
329

165
233

79
170

7th & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
58 362 165
18 360
48
37 158
58 211 190
25
Peak Future
58 362 192
41 360
48
37 282
58 228 313
36
PM Existing
Peak Future

82
82

443
443

280
342

34
83

488
488

54
54

86
86

226
509

122
122

237
307

264
561

25
83

13th & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
2
19
1
41
19 105
89 178
4
2 263
37
Peak Future
2
19
1
41
19 105
89 354
4
2 419
37
PM Existing
Peak Future

8
8

16
16

1
1

59
59

31
31

146
146

139
139

407
822

7
7

3
3

296
745

40
40

Canal & Margaret
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
25
36
73
7
12
2
4 174
29 150 246
16
Peak Future
30
78 107
59
35
7
10 320
35 189 388
70
PM Existing
Peak Future

F-2

34
41

20
43

134
201

18
185

35
101

4
23

5
19

336
666

55
66

154
233

331
677

22
156

Existing ( 2006) and Future Projected (2030) Peak Hour Intersection Volumes
Relocated Margaret & Future West Commercial Drive
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Peak Future
104
33
33
24
23
24
34 277
66
48 447
22
PM Existing
Peak Future

0
149

0
118

0
192

0
140

0
127

0
72

0
101

0
617

0
201

0
159

0
420

0
79

Relocated Margaret & Future East Commercial Drive
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Peak Future
22
8
77
56
5
8
8 305
28
82 484
64
PM Existing
Peak Future

0
73

0
29

0
245

0
317

0
31

0
47

0
29

0
846

0
68

0
238

0
539

0
228

Relocated Margaret & SR 46
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0 624
0
0 541
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Peak Future
352 605
67
43 547 244 179
44 215
44
32
29
PM Existing
Peak Future

0
481

738
670

0
228

0
145

784
793

0
380

0
634

0
151

0
625

0
252

0
147

0
163

SR 46 Commercial Drive South of Wal-Mart
Time Period NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR
AM Existing
0 624
0
0 541
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Peak Future
202 970
0
0 733
57
43
0 136
0
0
0
PM Existing
Peak Future

0 738
514 1222

0
0

0 784
0 1526

0
141

0
162

0
0

0
562

0
0

0
0

0
0
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Intersection Capacity Analysis
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Corridor Design Criteria

Appendix I

CORRIDOR DESIGN CRITERIA
MARGARET AVE. RECONSTRUCTION
Calculated By: JTL
Checked By: CNC
Backchecked By:
Revised By:

INDOT PROJECT # -INDOT DES. # -HNTB PROJECT # -- 41936

IDM CHAPTER,
FIG. OR TBL.

DESIGN CONTROLS

DESIGN CRITERIA
Functional Classification
Urban Design Subcategory
Geometric Design Table
Design Year/Construction Year
Design Vehicle

Tbl. 53-6
40-2.02

40-4.0, Fig. 40-4A,
Fig. 46-1E

40-3.0

*Design Speed
Access Control
Terrain
Level of Service
Travel Lane

40-5.0
40-2.0

*Width
Surface Type
Curb Offset

45-1.01
Chap. 52
45-1.02

Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:

4/
6/

Margaret Ave. from
SR 63 to SR 46
Urban Minor Arterial
Intermedian
Tbl. 53-6
2030 / 2010
For Turn Made Onto Arterial:
WB-65/WB-67 (des.) WB-62 (min.)
For Turn Made Onto Collector:
WB-65/WB-67 (des.) WB-50 (min.)
For Turn Made Onto Local:
WB-65/WB-67 (des.) WB-50 (min.)
40 mph
None
Level
C (Des.) D (Min.)
12 ft. (Des.) 11 ft. (Min.)
Asphalt / Concrete
2 ft.

Shoulder
*Width
Surface Type

45-1.02
Chap. 52

Right: 8 ft. (Des.) 2 ft. (Min.)
Left: 4 ft. (Des.) 2 ft. (Min.)
Asphalt / Concrete

ALIGNMENT ELEMENTS

CROSS SECTION ELEMENTS

*Cross Slope
*Travel Lane
Shoulder
Apurtance Free

45-1.01

Lane Width
Curb Offset
Shoulder Width
Surface Type

45-1.03

45-1.02

2%
4%
2 ft.

Turn Lanes

TWLTL Lane Width
Parking Lane Width
Median Width (Raised Island)
Sidewalk Width
Clear Zone
Typical Curbing Type
Side Slopes (Uncurbed)
Cut Foreslope
Cut Ditch Width
Cut Backslope
Fill
Side Slopes (Curbed)
Cut Backslope
Fill
*Stopping Sight Distance
Decision Sight Distance
Speed / Path / Direction Change
Stop Maneuver
Intersection Sight Distance P/SU
*Minimum Radii (emax= 4%)

45-1.03
45-1.03
Chap. 52
46-5.0
45-1.04
45-2.0
49-2.0
Fig. 49-2A
45-1.05
45-3.0
45-3.0
45-3.0
45-3.0
45-3.0
45-3.0
42-1.0
42-2.0
42-2.0
46-10.0
43-2.0

*Superelevation Rate

43-3.0

*Horizontal Sight Distance
*Vertical Curvature (K-values)

43-4.0

Crest
Sag

44-3.0

*Maximum
Minimum

44-1.02

44-3.0

12 ft. (Des.) 11 ft. (Min.)
1 ft.
8 ft. (Des.) 2 ft. (Min.)
Asphalt / Concrete
16 ft. (Des.) 14 ft. (Min.)
12 ft. (Des.) 10 ft. (Min.)
18 ft. (Des.) 4 ft. (Min.)
6 ft. (Min.) or 5 ft. with 5 ft. buffer (Min.)
Fig. 49-2A with slopes or to R/W (the lesser value)
Sloping / Vertical
6:1
4 ft.
4:1 for 20 ft.; 3:1 Max. to Top
6:1 to Clear Zone; 3:1 Max. to Toe
50:1 "shelf" for 6 ft. min. (or 1 ft. beyond edge of
sidewalk); 4:1 max. to Toe
12:1 for 12'.; 3:1 max. to Toe
305 ft.
835 ft. (U) / 720 (SU)
700 ft.
455 ft. (P) / 570 ft. (SU)
510 ft.
emax=4%
Figure 43-4C
45 min. / 167 max. for drainage
64 min. / 167 max. for drainage

Vertical Grades
44-1.03

7.0%
0.5% (Des.) 0.3% (Min.)

* Indicates Level One controlling design criteria. Deviations from controlling design criteria should be covered by an
approved design exception.
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Land Use Scenarios
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Corridor Cost Summary

PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM STATE ROAD 63 TO US 41
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2012
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

$
$
$
$
$

5,100,000
300,000
700,000
6,100,000

$
$
$
$
$

2,800,000
200,000
1,500,000
4,500,000

$
$
$
$
$

5,900,000
300,000
2,800,000
9,000,000

PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM US 41 TO 7TH STREET
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2007
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS
PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM 7TH STREET TO CANAL ROAD
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2010
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM CANAL ROAD TO 25TH STREET (Includes Grade Separation - Roadway Over Railroad)
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: DEPENDS ON FINDINGS OF RR RELOCATION STUDY (assumed 2010)
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

$
$
$
$
$

8,500,000
4,700,000.00
300,000
3,400,000
16,900,000

$
$
$
$
$

9,200,000
1,800,000.00
100,000
600,000
11,700,000

$
$
$
$
$

13,800,000
300,000
500,000
14,600,000

ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2008
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

$
$
$
$
$

4,700,000
300,000
100,000
5,100,000

CORRIDOR SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
CORRIDOR GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

$
$
$
$
$

50,000,000
6,500,000.00
1,800,000
9,600,000
67,900,000

PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM 25TH STREET TO FRUITRIDGE AVENUE
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: DEPENDS ON FINDINGS OF RR RELOCATION STUDY (assumed 2010)
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS
PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM FRUITRIDGE AVENUE TO SR 46 (New Alignment)
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2008
SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY
BRIDGE
OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SUB TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS
PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM FRUITRIDGE AVENUE TO SR 46 (Existing Alignment)

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM STATE ROAD 63 TO US 41
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2012

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

3-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

$ / mile

0.77
Length (miles)

Storm Sewer

$

Cost

5,500,000

$ / mile

0.77

$

$

4,252,083

Cost

970,000

$

Item

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

749,913

BRIDGE COSTS

OTHER COSTS

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item

1
Length (miles)
0.77
Number (Each)

$ / Each
$

Cost

230,000

$ / mile
$

$

230,000

Cost
80,000

$ / Each

$

61,848

Cost

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

BRIDGE

$

OTHER

$

300,000

$
$

700,000
6,100,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

5,100,000
-

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM US 41 TO 7TH STREET
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2007

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

5-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

$ / mile

0.36
Length (miles)

Storm Sewer

$

Cost

6,770,000

$ / mile

0.36

$

$

2,461,818

Cost

700,000

$

Item

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

254,545

BRIDGE COSTS

OTHER COSTS

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item

1
Length (miles)
0.36
Number (Each)

$ / Each
$

Cost

160,000

$ / mile
$

$

160,000

Cost
80,000

$ / Each

$

29,091

Cost

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

BRIDGE

$

OTHER

$

200,000

$
$

1,500,000
4,500,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

2,800,000
-

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM 7TH STREET TO CANAL ROAD
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2010

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

5-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

$ / mile

0.64
Length (miles)

Storm Sewer

$

Cost

8,300,000

$ / mile

0.64

$

$

5,313,258

Cost

870,000

$

Item

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

556,932

BRIDGE COSTS

OTHER COSTS

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item

1
Length (miles)
0.64
Number (Each)

$ / Each
$

Cost

200,000

$ / mile
$

$

200,000

Cost
30,000

$ / Each

$

19,205

Cost

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

BRIDGE

$

OTHER

$

300,000

$
$

2,800,000
9,000,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

5,900,000
-

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM CANAL ROAD TO 25TH STREET (Includes Grade Separation - Roadway Over Railroad)
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: DEPENDS ON FINDINGS OF RR RELOCATION STUDY (assumed 2010)

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

5-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

Length (miles)

Storm Sewer
Item

$ / mile

0.87

Cost

8,300,000

$ / mile

0.87
Length (miles)

2-lane Road Reconstruction

$

$

$

7,183,902

Cost

870,000

$ / mile

0.16

$

$

753,011

Cost

3,340,000

$

537,673

BRIDGE COSTS
Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Roadway Bridge Over RR
Item

8400
Area (yd2)

Retaining Walls
Item
Earthwork (fill)

Cost

$

350

$ / yd2
3941

Area (yd3)

2,940,000

Cost

$

235

$ / yd3

73346

$

$

926,168

Cost

$

11

$

806,803

OTHER COSTS
Item

Number (Each)

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item

1
Length (miles)
0.87
Number (Each)

$ / Each
$

Cost

200,000

$ / mile
$

$

200,000

Cost
30,000

$ / Each

$

25,966

Cost

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

8,500,000

BRIDGE

$

4,700,000.00

OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

$

300,000

$
$

3,400,000
16,900,000

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM CANAL ROAD TO 25TH STREET (Includes Grade Separation - Roadway Under Railroad)
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: DEPENDS ON FINDINGS OF RR RELOCATION STUDY (assumed 2010)

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

5-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

Length (miles)

Storm Sewer
Item

$ / mile

0.87

Cost

8,300,000

$ / mile

0.87
Length (miles)

2-lane Road Reconstruction

$

$

$

7,183,902

Cost

870,000

$ / mile

0.16

$

$

753,011

Cost

3,340,000

$

537,673

BRIDGE COSTS
Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Railroad Bridge Over Roadway
Item

8400
Area (yd2)

Retaining Walls
Item
Earthwork (cut)

Cost

$

350

$ / yd2
3884

Area (yd3)

2,940,000

Cost

$

235

$ / yd3

80161

$

$

912,818

Cost

$

9

$

721,449

OTHER COSTS
Item

Number (Each)

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item
Lift Station

1
Length (miles)

$ / Each
$

Cost

200,000

$ / mile

0.87
Number (Each)
1

$

200,000

Cost
30,000

$ / Each
$

$

750,000

$

25,966

Cost
$

750,000

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

8,500,000

BRIDGE

$

4,600,000.00

$

1,000,000

$
$

3,400,000
17,500,000

OTHER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM 25TH STREET TO FRUITRIDGE AVENUE
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: DEPENDS ON FINDINGS OF RR RELOCATION STUDY (assumed 2010)

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

5-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

$ / mile

1.00
Length (miles)

Storm Sewer

$

Cost

8,300,000

$ / mile

1.00

$

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

8,268,561

Cost

870,000

Item

$

$

866,705

Cost

BRIDGE COSTS

Roadway Bridge Over Thompson Ditch
Item

13090
Number (Each)

Small Structures

3

Item

Area (ft2)

Item

Number (Each)

$

Cost
130

$ / Each
$

$

1,701,700

Cost
2,000

$ / ft2

$

6,000

Cost

OTHER COSTS

Maintenance of Traffic Scheme

1.00

$ / Each
$

Cost
30,000

$

Item

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

$ / Each

Cost

29,886

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

9,200,000

BRIDGE

$

1,800,000.00

OTHER

$

100,000

$
$

600,000
11,700,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM FRUITRIDGE AVENUE TO SR 46 (New Alignment)
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2008

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

5-lane Road Construction
Item

$ / mile

1.65
Length (miles)

Storm Sewer

$

Cost

7,520,000

$ / mile

1.65

$

$

12,415,121

Cost

820,000

$

Item

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

$ / Each

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

1,353,777

BRIDGE COSTS

OTHER COSTS

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item

1
Length (miles)
1.65
Number (Each)

$ / Each
$

Cost

190,000

$ / mile
$

$

190,000

Cost
30,000

$ / Each

$

49,528

Cost

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

BRIDGE

$

OTHER

$

300,000

$
$

500,000
14,600,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

13,800,000
-

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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PROJECT NAME: MARGARET AVENUE FROM FRUITRIDGE AVENUE TO SR 46 (Existing Alignment)
ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION YEAR: 2008

ROADWAY COSTS
Item

Length (miles)

2-lane Road Reconstruction
Item

$ / mile

1.21
Length (miles)

Storm Sewer

$

Cost

3,020,000

$ / mile

1.21

$

$

3,657,746

Cost

780,000

$

Item

Length (miles)

$ / mile

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

$ / Each

Cost

Item

Area (ft2)

$ / ft2

Cost

Item

Number (Each)

944,716

BRIDGE COSTS

OTHER COSTS

New Signal
Item
Maintenance of Traffic Scheme
Item

1
Length (miles)
1.21
Number (Each)

$ / Each
$

Cost

180,000

$ / mile
$

$

180,000

Cost
70,000

$ / Each

$

84,782

Cost

SUBTOTAL (Rounded up to $100,000)
ROADWAY

$

BRIDGE

$

OTHER

$

300,000

$
$

100,000
5,100,000

RIGHT-OF-WAY
GRAND TOTAL PROBABLE COSTS

4,700,000
-

Notes:
All costs in "year of assumed construction" dollars
Unit prices from INDOT "Pre-Engineering Cost Parameters - General Guidelines" from Gary Mroczka 1-16-1996
INDOT unit prices rounded and inflated using 5% from 1997 to 2005, 30% for 2005 to 2006, 17% for 2006 to 2007, 11% for 2007 to 2008, 5% for 2008 to 2010
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